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”Es macht nicht allzuviel Schwierigkeit, sich zu beruhigen bei dem, was man schon weifi 
(...); wer sich aber dem Ganzen Wahrheit bis ins Innerste offnet, der erwartet, da er 
von nichts das Ganze sieht, iiber das bereits Gewufite hinaus, immer noch ein neues 
Licht. ”
Josef Pieper, Werke IV
To m y parents 
and M artina
Summary
This thesis presents an independent construction of catalytic superprocesses. Based 
on a time change technique for generic particles, a random measure is constructed and 
shown to be equal in law with the collision local time between the catalytic process and 
its catalyst. The catalytic superprocess is then constructed deterministically from this 
random measure. This technique also applies to give a direct construction of the exit 
measure associated to a catalytic super-Brownian motion in a bounded domain with 
reflecting boundary. The dual function of the exit measure is shown to solve Laplace’s 
equation with a set of mixed non-linear boundary conditions.
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Measure valued branching processes, such as branching Brownian motion or super- 
Brownian motion have been a fruitful area of research throughout the last th irty  years. 
They arise — as building blocks for models — both in population genetics and statis­
tical mechanics, and in particular they are studied on their own right from a purely 
mathematical point of view. See e.g. the recent surveys [Dy94, LG99, EtOO].
Informally, combining spatial motion with branching, generic particles move indepen­
dently in space according to a given spatial motion and split or die according to a 
given branching mechanism. Roughly speaking, branching Brownian motion is a com­
bination of Brownian motion which describes the spatial motion and a continuous time 
Galton-Watson process which governs the branching. Describing super-Brownian mo­
tion, which can be seen as the continuum limit of branching Brownian motion, the 
Galton-Watson process has to be replaced by a continuous state branching process.
In recent years, much attention has been given to more complicated models often featur­
ing an intrinsic singular behaviour arising from additional interactions. An im portant 
example of additional interaction is catalytic branching. Here the branching is governed 
by a measure cr and generic particles may only split or die when they hit the support of 
this measure. These processes were introduced in [DF91, DF92] and [Dy91], and have 
attracted considerable interest since; for a recent survey see [K199].
This thesis deals with a class of catalytic superprocesses where the catalyst cr is a de­
terministic and time-independent measure on Rd.
The close relation between superprocesses and a class of semi-linear partial differential
7
equations is an interesting and widely studied feature (see e.g. [De97, LG99, Dy02]). 
In our setting, the log-Laplace transform
u(t, x) := -  log E [ exp -  (X u ip ) \X Q = 5X\
of a catalytic super-Brownian motion X  = (Xt, t > 0) with catalyst a  is the unique 
non-negative solution of the informal parabolic equation
j  dtu (t,x )  = ^A u (t, x) — a(dx) u2(t, x) in [ 0 , o o ) x R d
\  ') =  <P,
where <p is a bounded non-negative function defined on Rd. Roughly speaking, the
Laplacian generates the spatial Brownian motion of generic particles and the infor­
mal term a(dx) is the branching rate in a quadratic branching mechanism ip(u) = u2. 
Hence, branching is only possible on the support of the catalyst cr. Of course, to be 
rigorous, we have to write (1.1) in its mild form as an integral equation (see Theorem 
1.3). Nevertheless, equation (1.1) is an illustrative way saying tha t super-Brownian 
motion combines a spatial motion with branching.
In this thesis we propose — under certain regularity assumptions — a construction of 
er-catalytic super-Brownian motion (Chapter 3), which is based on a representation of 
the collision local time of the catalytic super-Brownian motion with its catalyst (Chap­
ter 2). Our results generalize those of [FLG95] and are related to a representation 
theorem of catalytic super-Brownian motion obtained by [De96].
Much attention has also been given to the Dirichlet problem of the stationary elliptic 
equation associated to (1.1). Especially the case of non-catalytic super-Brownian mo­
tion, where the branching term  au2 on the right hand side of (1 .1) is replaced by u2, has 
been studied intensively (see e.g. [Dy91], [LG99]). Here, various techniques — among 
them D y n k i n ’s  exit measures and L e  G a l l ’s Brownian snake — have been devel­
oped to give a probabilistic representation of non-negative solutions to the non-linear 
Dirichlet boundary value problem of the form
J  A u = 2 u2 in D
1 u =  <p on dD  ’
where D  is a bounded domain in with smooth boundary dD  and is a continuous 
function on dD.
The techniques developed in Chapter 3 to construct catalytic super-Brownian motion 
are then used in Chapter 4 to give a probabilistic representation of (weak) solutions to 
the mixed Dirichlet non-linear Neumann boundary value problem (DNP)
Au = 0 in D
u = p  on F2 ,
dnu +  2v? =  0 on F\
where D  is a bounded domain in Rd, (F\, F2 ) is a non-trivial partition of the boundary 
dD  of D  and dn denotes the outward normal derivative on the boundary. Moreover, we 
show tha t the Dirichlet condition on F2 can also be replaced by a Neumann condition.
We start reviewing catalytic super-Brownian motion in Section 1.1. Section 1.2 gives 
a more detailed overview on our main results.
1.1 Spatial branching processes governed by catalysts
In Section 1.1.1 we remind the reader of the construction of catalytic super-Brownian 
motion as the high density limit of a catalytic branching particle system and intend 
to introduce and fix some notation. In Section 1.1.2, we define the collision local 
time of a cr-catalytic super-Brownian motion and its catalytic measure cr, as it 
was introduced by J e a n -F r a n ^ O I S  D e l m a s  in [De96]. It turns out tha t C a, x  is the 
fundamental object to study in order to understand catalytic super-Brownian motion 
(also see e.g. the recent works [EP98, FD01]). Roughly speaking, C ^ x  is a random 
measure, which keeps track of the amount of collisions of infinitesimal particles with 
the catalytic measure a.
1.1.1 C ata ly tic  branching p article  sy stem s and superprocesses
To define catalytic branching Brownian motion or super-Brownian motion, the right 
mathematical object to model the catalyst is a measure a  on Rd. Of course, not all 
measures are suitable as catalysts, e.g. generic particles which move according to a 
d-dimensional Brownian motion W  = (W t , t > 0) should hit the support of cr. Hence, 
we have to  impose some condition on cr. In this thesis, we restrict ourselves to the 
following class of catalysts which has been set up in [De96]: Let cr be a non-vanishing 
sigma-finite measure on the Borel sets of the Euclidian space (Rd, | • |) such tha t there
9
is a (3 e  (0,1) satisfying d — 2 +  2/3 > 0 and
SUP J R u  _g (^ - 2+2g <  °°> (L2)
x e R d J B i ( x ) \x  y I
where Bi(:r) denotes the open ball around x  with radius 1. In particular, in dimension 
d = 1 condition (1.2) is fulfilled whenever cr is a finite measure (just take /3 = 1/2). 
Moreover, (1.2) implies tha t cr does not charge polar sets of W  (see e.g. [PS78, Chap­
ter 6 ]) — as already mentioned, a natural condition on catalytic measures. Roughly 
speaking, by (1.2) the support of a  is not too small. Indeed, (1.2) implies tha t it has 
at least Hausdorff dimension d — 2 +  2/3 (see e.g. [Fa90, Chapter IV]).
Recall tha t a continuous additive functional A  = (A t , t > 0) of the Brownian motion 
W  is a 1-dimensional stochastic process which is adapted to the filtration (!Ft, t > 0 ) 
generated by W  (and completed the usual way) with continuous increasing paths and 
the additivity property,
At+s — At +  A s ° (1-3)
where 9t is the family of shift operators = u>t+r • See Section 2.1.1 for a more 
precise definition and some properties of continuous additive functionals. Moreover, 
denote by Px the law of the Brownian motion W  starting at x 6  and by Ex the 
corresponding expectation.
Here, condition (1.2) implies tha t the measure cr has bounded and continuous a-
potentials for any a > 0 (see Section 2.1.2 for the details), i.e. for all x  € M.d we
have
u“(x) := J  cr(dy) J  ds e~asps(x ,y) < oo,
where
P s ( x ,  y) := p ^ j d / 2 exP - - - 2 g — i for s £ (0, oo), x ,y  E M.d, (1.4)
denotes the d-dimensional Brownian transition density. As is a regular a-potential 
(see Section 2.1.2) the Volkonskii-Sur-Meyer Theorem ensures the existence of a unique, 
continuous additive functional A  = (A t , t > 0 ) of the Brownian motion W  (independent 
of a) such tha t for all x  € Md,
Ex
poo _ p poo
/  dAs e~as = /  cr{dy) /  ds e~asps(x ,y). 
Jo J J Jo
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Hence, [B1G68, Theorem VI.3.1] and a monotone class argument imply th a t for all 
non-negative, measurable and bounded functions p  G Bb+ (R+ x Rd),
E i
poo "j poo p
/  dAs <p(s, Ws) = /  ds a (dy)ps(x,y)<p(s,y). (1.5)
.Jo J Jo J
If (1.5) holds for an additive functional A  and a measure a, we call cr the Revuz- 
measure associated to the continuous additive functional A. Hence, we can describe 
the catalyst either by the measure cr or the associated continuous additive functional A.
D efin itio n  1.1 (T h e  class o f un ifo rm ly  n o n -p o la r  m easu re s).
A measure a on M.d which satisfies (1.2) is called uniformly non-polar in this thesis. 
Uniformly non-polar measures a are suitable as catalysts. I f  a is a catalyst, then the 
associated additive functional A  is said to be the catalytic or the branching functional.
Let us give some examples of catalytic measures and the corresponding branching 
functionals:
(i) If d = 1 , every finite measure cr 6  A1/(R) is uniformly non-polar. Moreover, if we 
denote by (f^,x  G R ,t > 0) the local time of the Brownian motion W  then the 
continuous additive functional A  having Revuz-measure cr is given explicitly (see 
e.g. [RY99, Chapter X.2]) by,
A t = [  cr (dx)!*.
Jr
(ii) For any dimension d > 1, the d-dimensional Lebesgue measure Xd is uniformly 
non-polar.
(iii) Let d >  2, and S  be a smooth and compact {d— l)-dimensional manifold in Rd. If 
cr denotes the surface measure on S  one can check tha t a  is uniformly non-polar. 
Moreover, the continuous additive functional A  associated with cr is the local time 
on S  which can be defined by
where d (x ,S ) := inf{|a: — y\ : y  G <S} denotes the distance of x  and <S, and the 
limit exists for all t > 0 , Px-almost surely for a positive sequence (£n, n > 1 ) 
decreasing to 0 which does not depend on x  (see Theorem 7.2 in [ST62]).
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Intuitively, it is often useful to think of catalytic super-Brownian motion as the high 
density limit of a catalytic branching particle system. Let cr be a catalytic measure 
on R d and A  be the associated branching functional. We consider a particle system 
governed by the following rules:
• at time t =  0  the particles are distributed according to a (possibly random) finite 
point measure 77 € A4p (M.d);
• given its birth time t and place x, each particle moves according to the law of a 
Brownian motion started at x  at time t. Moreover, all particles move indepen­
dently;
• given the trajectory of a particle up to time s and tha t the particle is alive at 
time s, the probability of survival on the interval (s, t) is given by e~(At~Aa');
• a particle which dies gives rise to 0  or 2  children each with probability 1 / 2  (critical 
branching) born at the place and time where their mother died.
If we denote by Yt(C ) the number of particles situated in the Borel set C  e  B(M.d) at 
time £, then Y  = (Y*, t > 0) defines a time homogenous Markov process with values in 
finite point measures A ly(Rd) on Rd.
Definition 1.2 (Catalytic branching Brownian motion).
The measure valued Markov process Y  is called a -catalytic branching Brownian motion.
It is easy to show tha t Y  is a measure valued branching process, i.e. if Y 1 and Y 2 axe 
two independent copies of Y  starting from 771 and 772 respectively, then Y 1 -j- Y 2 has 
the same law as Y  starting from 771 + 772.
The total mass process \Y\ = (Y (^Md), t > 0 ) of a cr-catalytic super-Brownian motion Y  
is a stochastic process with values in N but in general not a Markov or Galton-Watson 
branching process, as the branching activity is not homogenous in space.
Notice tha t as the branching functional A  only increases whenever the Brownian mo­
tion W  hits the (fine) support S  of the catalytic measure cr (see Section 2.1.2 for a 
precise statement), branching occurs only on the set S  of the catalyst. If we choose a 
to be Lebesgue measure on Rd, then the associated branching functional A  becomes 
the identity A t = t and the cr-catalytic branching Brownian motion degenerates to the 
usual, non-catalytic binary branching Brownian motion.
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One may guess tha t the catalytic branching particle system possesses a superprocess 
limit as in the non-catalytic case. In that case, both increasing the number of particles 
together with their branching rate and keeping the expected total mass constant yields 
the well known particle picture approximation of superprocesses. Let us give a rigorous 
statem ent for the catalytic case: Denote by r)n C a sequence of finite point
measures and let Y n = (Ytn, t  > 0) be the sequence of catalytic branching Brownian 
motions with branching functionals A n nA  and initial values Yq := rjn respectively.
For a fixed catalytic measure cr, we need the family of constants (ax, T  > 0 ) given by
ax  := sup Ex [Ax]-
Notice, as a  is uniformly non-polar, we have ax < oo for all T  > 0 (see Lemma 2.18). 
Let M .f(R d) be endowed with the topology of weak convergence. We have the following 
convergence theorem. A proof can be found e.g. in [De96].
Theorem  1.3 (Convergence of catalytic branching Brownian m otion).
Assume that ^rjn converges weakly to rj 6  AAf(Md). Then the finite dimensional 
marginal distributions of the sequence (^ T n)n€N converge to those of a process X  = 
( X t , t  > 0). Moreover, X  is a time homogenous Markov process taking values in 
X i  /(Md) whose law P ^  can be characterized by Xo = rj almost surely and for all T  > 0, 
all 0 =  to < t\ <  • • • < tk < T  and all <p 6  Rrf) such that 2ar||y ?||00 <  1 we have
[exp ~ (X tk,<p) | X to, . . . ,  A V j  =  exp - ( X t ^ , v (tk -  •))>
where v is the unique non-negative solution of the integral equation
v(t, x ) +  Ex [  dAs v2( t -  s ,W s) 
Jo
=  (1.7)
where (t, x ) € [0, T] x
Moreover, by [De96, Theoreme II.4.7], under P ^  there exists a continuous version of 
X  and we will always work with this version. Let us denote by (Qt,t > 0) the P ^- 
completed filtration generated by X .  Thanks to Theorem 1.3 we pass to the following 
definition:
Definition 1.4 (cr-catalytic super-Brownian motion).
The continuous version of the measure valued Markov process X  obtained by Theo­
rem 1.3 is called cr-catalytic super-Brownian motion. Indeed, for  0 <  s < t < T  and
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all (p 6  B ^ (R d) such that 2 aT||v?||oo < 1 ,
E *  [exp ~ {X t , <p) | Qs] = exp ~ ( X S, v(t -  s, •)),
where v is the unique non-negative solution of (1.7). We call v the dual function of
the catalytic super-Brownian motion X .
Thanks to this construction, we can think heuristically of catalytic super-Brownian 
motion as clouds of uncountably many, infinitesimally small particles which perform 
catalytic branching Brownian motion at an infinite branching rate whenever the parti­
cles hit the support of the catalytic measure.
The class of catalytic super-Brownian motion with uniformly non-polar catalysts cr 
which we deal with in this thesis was introduced by D e l m a s  [De96]. Other authors 
have imposed different conditions on the catalytic measure. For example D y n k in  
[Dy91] treats the class of catalysts whose branching functionals have finite exponential 
moments of all orders. The main reason to impose any condition on the catalytic 
measure is to ensure the existence of a unique non-negative solution of equation (1.7) 
and therefore to obtain a characterization of catalytic super-Brownian motion in terms 
of its log-Laplace equation. Whereas D y n k in  uses a generalized version of the Gronwall 
Lemma to show the uniqueness, D e l m a s  proposed using small test functions (p: let 
T  > 0 and <p 6  B+(Rd) such tha t 2 a r ||<^||00 <  1. Notice tha t the condition of uniformly 
non-polarness on the catalytic measure ensures the finiteness of the constant ax  (see 
Lemma 2.18). Moreover, let v and w both be non-negative solutions of (1.7). Then 
clearly both v and w are bounded by ||y?||oo* Hence,
<  2ar|M |oo||v ~  Hloo,
and therefore v =  w on [0, T] x Rd. In this thesis, we are going to make use of this 
argument in various situations.
We shall also use non-catalytic superprocesses with general underlying motion processes 
of which we would like to remind the reader now (see e.g. [LG99, Chapter II] for more 
details). Let £ =  (£t ,£ >  0) be a Markov process with values in some Polish space E. 
We also assume tha t the paths 1 1—> £t of £ are cadlag (right-continuous with left limits). 
Let us write P f for the law of £ starting in £o =  x E E. Let M f( E )  denote the space 
of finite measures on E  endowed with the topology of weak convergence. There is a
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continuous measure valued branching process U =  (Ut, t>  0) called the (non-catalytic) 
superprocess with spatial motion £, such tha t for all ip E (Rd) and all s < t,
E ^[exp  - (U u <p) | H a] = e x p  ~ (U s,u (t -  s,-)),
where u is the unique non-negative solution of
u(t, x ) +  Ex f  d su 2(t -  s,£a) 
Jo =  ^[¥>(6 )], (1 -8 )
and where we denote by the law of U starting in Uq = v  E M f{ E )  and by (7Yt, t > 0 ) 
the P^-completed filtration generated by U. Notice tha t equation (1.8) is the integral 
form of (1.1) choosing the branching rate constant equal to 1. We write u to be the 
dual function  of the superprocess U. We also speak of U as the quadratic superprocess 
with underlying motion £. Here, the ’quadratic’ refers to the function ?/>(u ) =  u2 in the 
integral term on the left-hand-side of equation 1 .8 .
Moreover, if t i—> £t is continuous in probability under P | for every x  6  E, then for 
every v E M f(E )  the measure valued paths 1 1—> Ut are also continuous in probability 
under P[f (see e.g. [LG99, Proposition II.8 ]). In particular, we can choose a measur­
able modification of the process U meaning tha t the map (t,u>) ■—► Ut(u>) is measurable. 
Hence, integrals of the form / 0°° ds Us are well defined under P jf.
In general, it is possible to consider a large class of branching mechanisms instead of 
the quadratic non-linearity = u2 (see e.g. [LG99]). Indeed, we could replace the 
quadratic branching in (1.7) or (1.8) by a function if of the form
^ (u ) = au  +  (3u2 +  J n ( d r )  (e -ru  — 1 +  ru ), (1-9)
where a > 0 , (3 > 0  and 7r is a sigma-finite measure on (0 , oo) such that
ir(dr) (r A r 2) <  oo./
Notice tha t there is a one-to-one correspondence between functions of the form (1.9) 
and continuous state branching processes (see e.g. [DLG02, VoOl]). In the non-catalytic 
case, the total mass process of a superprocess with branching mechanism 'ip is given by 
the continuous state branching process associated to ip.
It is also worth mentioning tha t in a branching Brownian motion approximation all
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critical branching mechanisms with finite variance lead to quadratic branching (3u2 in 
the limit (for more details see the original paper [La67] or [LG99]). Therefore and for 
simplicity we restrict ourselves to the quadratic branching mechanism ip(u) =  u 2 with 
(3 = 1 throughout this thesis. Nevertheless, most of the results extend immediately to 
more general branching mechanisms if of the form (1.9).
1.1.2 C ollision  loca l tim e
Roughly speaking, the branching in catalytic super-Brownian motion is governed by 
the amount of collisions generic particles collect with the catalyst. Therefore, keeping 
track of these collisions should give a good insight into understanding the whole pro­
cess. The collision local time between a catalytic superprocess and its catalytic measure 
is a space-time measure which measures the total amount of collisions between the in­
finitesimal particles of the process and the catalytic measure. This section is devoted 
to recalling the notion of collision local time for catalytic super-Brownian motion (see 
also [De96, EP98]).
To begin with, we fix an appropriate space of test functions. Let
H j  :=  ftp  6  B+([0,oo) x M'') : supp tp C [0,T] x Rrfj  
and H h  := U t>o ^ 1  ■
Let p be a uniformly non-polar measure on M.d and let X  be a cr-catalytic super- 
Brownian motion starting in X q = rj. According to [De96], we have the following 
existence theorem:
Theorem 1.5 (Existence o f the collision local tim e).
There is a (random) measure £ Pjx  called the collision local time of X  with the measure 
p, which is supported on [0 , oo) x supp p, such that for all if 6  Hy, we have P* -almost 
surely
J  X s(dz) p£(y, z) if(s, y). (1 .1 1 )
Moreover, almost surely for all T  > 0 , we have £ Ptx([0 ,T )  x R d) < oo and the conver­
gence (1-11) also holds in L^Pj^) for any p > 1 .
In particular, if p = a, we call the random measure £ a,x  the collision local time of the 
cr-catalytic super-Brownian motion X  with its catalyst cr.
{Cp, x ^ )  =  [  ds f  p(dy)
£i° Jo J
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1.2 An overview of the results
This section intends to be both, an overview of our main results and a guide through 
the whole thesis. The Sections 1.2.1, 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 correspond to the Chapters 2, 3 
and 4 of the thesis.
In Section 1.2.1 we give a direct construction of a random measure which is equal 
in law to the collision local time Cc^x of a catalytic super-Brownian motion X  with 
its catalytic measure cr. Under a regularity assumption on the catalytic measure, we 
show in Section 1.2.2 how the catalytic super-Brownian motion can be constructed 
deterministically from this measure. Moreover, we use this approach to construct a 
super-Brownian motion in a bounded domain D  C R d with reflecting boundary dD  
which is catalyzed by the surface measure on a proper subset F\ C dD  of its boundary. 
We then use this construction to give a probabilistic representation of (weak) solutions 
of non-linear boundary value problems in Section 1.2.3.
The results presented in Section 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 (A) are joint work with P e t e r  M o r t e r s  
(Bath). Also see [MV03]. The Sections 1.2.2 (B) and 1.2.3 are based on a joint project 
with JE A N -F R A N gois D e l m a s  (ENPC, Paris) leading to the recent preprint [DV03].
1.2.1 C hapter 2: A  subord in ation  route to  th e  co llision  local tim e
Let cr be a fixed catalytic measure, A  the branching functional associated to cr, A  be 
a cr-catalytic super-Brownian motion and the collision local time of X  with its 
catalyst a.
Define S  to be the support of the branching functional A  given by
S  := supp A := {x  6  M.d : Px(l? =  0) =  1},
where R  := inf{£ > 0  : A t > 0}. Roughly speaking, the set S  consists of all points x  
such tha t the function t  > At increases immediately with probability one. If D  de­
notes the closed support of the measure <r, then S  C D  but <5 /  D  in general {d > 2). 
However, we show in Lemma 2.7 tha t S  agrees with the so called fine support of cr (see 
Section 2.1.2 for a precise definition). Therefore we call the set <S the fine support of cr.
In order to construct a random measure which is equal in law with Cc^x we proceed as
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follows: denote by
A ^ 1 := inf{s > 0 : A s > t} = sup{s >  0  : A s <  t}, (1-12)
the right continuous inverse of the branching functional A , i.e. A ^ 1 is the first time 
the A  reaches the value t. As branching is only possible whenever A  increases, doing 
the time-change t i—> A ^ 1 changes the real-time scale into branching time scale. Hence, 
W o A ^ 1 runs the Brownian motion W  in branching time scale. In other words, W o A ^ 1 
is the position of the Brownian motion at the real time when the branching functional 
takes the value t for the first time.
Let us define the (time homogenous) Markov process £ =  (£t ,£ > 0) with state space 
E  = [0, oo) x <S started at (r, x) 6  E  by
£t := (At 1 +  r, W  o A t *), for t e  [0, A*,),-i> (1.13)
where W  is a Brownian motion started in x, i.e. the first component of £ keeps track 
of the branching time and the second component runs the Brownian motion W  in the 
branching time scale. Notice tha t W  o A ^ 1 is always an element of S  (see Lemma 2.9).
Roughly speaking, t  W  o A t 1 is the trace of the Brownian motion on the set S.
E x am p le . (Two point catalyst in d= l) In order to get a better understanding of the 
process £, we consider the following example: Let d — 1 and a = 5Cl + 5C2 for some 
ci, C2 GR with ci 7^  C2 - Then S  = {ci, C2} and according to example (i) after Definition








The left hand side of the picture shows a ’path ’ 1 1—> Wt of a 1-dimensional Brownian 
motion W  run in real time and its ’collisions’ with ci marked by •  and with C2 marked
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by o. The right hand side, illustrates the corresponding path s ■—► £a of the process £ 
run in branching time. Here, the vertical axis shows the first component of £, i.e. the 
real time A ~ l of the particle at branching time s. As the second component W  o A7 1 of 
£ is always an element of S  = {ci, C2 }, we describe W o A j 1 = c\ by a filled circle •  and 
W  o A ~ l = C2 by o. Moreover, looking at the picture, we make the following heuristic 
observation: for a non-empty catalyst region C  C {ci, C2} and any time interval [5, T], 
we can ’measure’ the collisions of W  with C  during the time interval [5, T] either by 
running the Brownian motion in real time (left hand side of the picture) or by running 
the process £ (right hand side).
Note, tha t the process t > W  o A ^ 1 inherits the Markov property from the Brown­
ian motion, but t 1—> A ^ 1 is not Markovian, as its evolution from a given time point 
also depends on the space position of the Brownian motion and, heuristically, the path 
( A j ^ s  <  t) contains the information about the position W  o A ^ 1. Combining A ^ 1 
and W  o A i 1 to the two parameter process £ we again obtain a strong Markov process. 
Moreover, it is easy to verify tha t  ^1—► £t is continuous in probability under Pf for any 
x  6  E  (see Proposition 2.11).
For 77 6  .M /(R d) let i/v be the law of the first hitting time and place of S  by a Brownian 
motion distributed according to 77 at time 0 , i.e. define
=  J  v{dx)Ex [ l {T£<oo}ip{TS: WTS)\,
where ts :=  inf{£ >  0  : Wt € <5} is the first hitting time of <5.
The main idea for the representation of C ^ x  is the following: instead of running generic 
particles in real time and measuring their collisions with the catalyst, we run them  in 
branching time, i.e. we consider U =  (Us, s > 0 ) to be a quadratic superprocess with 
underlying motion £. Roughly speaking, the measure Us keeps book of the real time 
and the real time position of all particles which have accumulated branching time s. 
Hence, the total occupation measure J0°° ds Us is a good candidate to have the same 
law as the collision local time.
It is im portant to remark, tha t the measure J0°° ds Us is constructed without any refer­
ence to the catalytic super-Brownian motion X .
Theorem 1.6 (Representation o f £ CTjx )*
Let U be the superprocess with spatial motion £ starting in Uq = Then the law of
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the total occupation measure of U defined by
/•oo
r  a(dr dx) := / dsU s(d rd x )
Jo
agrees with the law of the collision local time Ca^x of a a-catalytic super-Brownian 
motion X  started in Xo = r] with its catalytic measure a.
The case of a one point catalyst a  = 6X in dimension d = 1 is already treated in [FLG95]. 
In this case the continuous additive functional A  is the local time l x of the Brownian 
motion W  at the catalytic point x, and A ~ l is distributed as a (l/2)-stable subordina- 
tor, see e.g., [RY99, Chapter VI]. Of course, W  o A ~ l = x  and the spatial component 
is redundant in this case. It becomes apparent tha t the statement =  IV in law is 
a superprocess analogue of Levy’s well-known result tha t the local time measure has 
the same distribution as the occupation measure of a ( l / 2 )-stable subordinator.
1.2.2 C hap ter 3: From  collision  local tim e  to  ca ta ly tic  super-B row nian  
m otion
Having constructed the collision local time IV without any reference to X , it is nat­
ural to ask whether the catalytic super-Brownian motion is already determined by 
this measure, i.e. whether the full catalytic super-Brownian motion can be recovered 
deterministically from the collision local time, roughly speaking, by adding the paths 
of particles between their birth and their death to the picture. Because of the infinite 
branching intensity at the catalyst, it is the philosophy tha t IV describes the space-time 
points where branching occurs, hence where particles are born. Particles are released at 
these points and, given IV, they move independently according to Brownian excursions 
from <S. By a law of large numbers effect, outside the catalyst, one can only observe 
the average over these particles, i.e. a heat flow with boundary conditions given by IV.
This philosophy turns out to be accurate under an additional regularity condition on 
the catalytic measure. The condition relates the catalytic measure to the capacitary 
measure of its fine support, and allows us to use last exit decompositions and thus the 
tool of probabilistic potential theory. In Theorem 1.7 we show tha t under this con­
dition the catalytic super-Brownian motion can be represented as the solution to the 
heat equation in the complement of the fine support of the catalytic measure with noisy 
boundary conditions given by the collision local time. Our result gives an independent 
construction of the catalytic super-Brownian motion.
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In a closely related work, [De96] shows tha t outside the support S  of the catalytic mea­
sure, catalytic super-Brownian motion is always determined by the collision local time 
between the catalytic super-Brownian motion and a different measure, the capacitary 
measure of S. However, we do not know any natural construction of this collision local 
time, which does not refer to the catalytic super-Brownian motion. Therefore his result 
does not provide an independent construction of the catalytic super-Brownian motion.
In [DFM02] a similar approach is used to represent catalytic super-Brownian motion di­
rectly, using an exit-measure construction and the (non-catalytic) superprocess we use 
in our representation of the collision local time. This method is presented for the case of 
a stable random measure acting as a catalyst, and is limited to the special case tha t the 
catalyst is dense, or more precisely, tha t the additive functional of Brownian motion in­
duced by the catalytic measure is strictly increasing. The paper focuses on applications 
of this representation to the clumping behavior of the catalytic super-Brownian motion.
An interesting extension of the ideas of [DFM02] to the construction of a more general 
class of catalytic superprocesses is given in [K102]. This representation uses a super­
process with a path-valued Markov process as underlying motion, an approach which 
is quite different from ours.
(A) Construction of cr-catalytic super-Brownian motion in M.d
Let us fix a catalytic measure a  and assume tha t its fine support S  has vanishing 
Lebesgue measure. The main idea behind our construction is the following: as all 
branching activity take place only whilst generic particles hit the set <S, we expect the 
mass flow outside S  to behave essentially like heat flow. Hence, the only probabilistic 
input to catalytic super-Brownian motion is its behaviour on the catalyst «S, which is 
given by the collision local time Ta . Therefore, we are able to construct X  determin- 
istically from the measure Ta .
An important tool is the last-exit decomposition of the Brownian transition semigroup, 
of which we would like to remind the reader now. We follow [Ma75] (for more details 
we refer to Section 3.1.3).
Let p  be the law of the first point in S  visited by the Brownian motion W , if W  is
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originally distributed according to Lebesgue measure and also killed at rate 1, i.e.
where t$  is the first hitting time of S . The measure p  is called the capacitary measure 
of <5 (see e.g. [Be96, Chapter II]). The associated additive functional L = (L ^ t  > 0)
H  = (H x , x  G S)  on the space of excursions u; such that, for all x  € M.d and <p 6  B+(M.d),
where (Q t, t >  0) denotes the semigroup of Brownian motion killed on <S, given by
denote the length of the excursion u  by £(w) € (0 , oo], then we let = 0  for all
£ > CM on the right hand side of (1.17). Still following [Ma75], the pair (L ,H )  is 
called the exit system  associated to the set S  and the Brownian motion W .
Intuitively, equation (1.17) separates the computation of the transition probabilities of 
Brownian motion in two parts: the first arises from paths tha t have not yet hit S  at 
time t > 0 and the second from excursions starting at the last-exit-time from S  which 
is distributed according to the measure dL.
If the capacitary measure p  on S  is uniformly non-polar, [De96] gives a representation 
of cr-catalytic super-Brownian motion which can be seen as a superprocess analogue of 
the last exit decomposition (1.17). Using the collision local time C ^ x  of the cr-catalytic 
super-Brownian motion X  with the capacitary measure p  of the set <5, D e l m a s  proved 
tha t the measure valued process
is indeed a cr-catalytic super-Brownian motion starting in Z q = 77. Nevertheless, this 
result only gives a representation not a construction of the catalytic super-Brownian 
motion as the construction of the collision local time according to Theorem 1.5 
already involves the catalytic super-Brownian motion X .
(1 .1 6 )
is called the capacitary local time on S . There exists a family of sigma-finite measures
r f°° . 1
Ex [<p(Wt)\ = Qt<p(x)+EX /  1 {s<tyH Ws[(p{ujt- s)\d L s , (1.17)
L Jo J
Qt<p(x) := Ex [ l{t<Ts}p(W t) ] .
Roughly speaking H x is the ’law’ of a Brownian excursion from <5 starting in x. If we
{Zu <p) = (77, Qpp) +  J J  C ^ x id s  dx) l {s<t} H x [(p(ut- S)\, (1.19)
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Our aim is to replace C ^ x  by the random measure which is constructed only using 
the catalytic measure a. As in general the continuous additive functionals A  and L  
do not agree, we have to assume in the following that L  is absolutely continuous with 
respect to A, or more precisely tha t there is a density /  such tha t p(dx) =  f ( x )  a{dx). 
Then we can replace C ^ x id sd x )  by Ta(dsdx) f ( x )  in (1.19) to provide an alternative 
construction of the cr-catalytic process from the measure To-.
Theorem 1.7 (Construction of cr-catalytic super-Brownian motion).
Assume that a is a uniformly non-polar measure such that its fine support S  has van­
ishing Lebesgue measure. Moreover, let the capacitary measure p of S  be absolutely 
continuous with respect to o, i.e. there is a density f  such that p(dx) = f(x )a (d x ).
(a) The measure valued process Z  = (Z t,t  > 0) defined by Z q := 77 € M .f(R d) and
{Zu tp) = (ThQw) +  J J  T(T( d s d x ) l{s<t} f{ x )H x [ip(ujt- s)], (1.20)
for any <p 6  #+(K d) and all t > 0, is a a-catalytic super-Brownian motion X  with 
start in X q = 77.
(b) The collision local time C ^ z  ° f  % with the catalytic measure a is given by the 
random measure Ta .
For an intuitive interpretation of Theorem 1.7, notice tha t the first term  on the right 
hand side of (1 .2 0 ) corresponds to the contribution of those particles tha t have not yet 
reached the catalyst at time t. To understand the second term, interpret Ta(dsdx) as 
the reactant mass present at time s at the catalyst point x. The term f ( x )T cr(ds dx) 
now represents the mass of branching particles born at the space-time point (s, x). 
The smaller f ( x ), the more likely it is tha t particles released from x  are killed instan­
taneously. Particles born at time s in x  move away from the catalyst according to the 
excursion laws H x. As all these particles are independent we can only observe the av­
erage effect, and hence, the only probabilistic input into the catalytic super-Brownian 
motion is the collision local time.
Although (1.20) can be seen as the superprocess analogue to the last exit formula (1.17) 
in a one particle picture (note tha t dLs = f(W s)dAs), it is im portant to observe that 
(1 .2 0 ) gives a construction of the stochastic process itself and not only of the corre­
sponding transition semigroup as in the case in (1.17).
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The results of Theorem 1.7 extend those of [FLG95] for the special case of a one-point 
catalyst in d = 1. In this situation the space component of the collision local time 
degenerates and explicit calculations can be performed.
If <S has positive Lebesgue measure, our representation holds only on the set R d \  S.
However, if p> is supported by a subset of <S, a representation of (Zf, ip) can be obtained 
via exit measures of the superprocess U as in [DFM02]. This idea has been used by 
[FX03] to study an interface problem.
The arguments of [De96, Theoreme 8.1] show tha t almost surely Z  has a density with 
respect to Lebesgue measure, which is a smooth solution of the heat equation with 
singular boundary conditions given by the collision local time r^ :
C o ro lla ry  1.8 (S m o o th n ess  o f th e  d e n s ity  field).
Almost surely, for a ll t  > 0 the random measure Zt on S c := Rd \ S  has a density z t(y) 
with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Moreover, z G C°°((0, oo) x  <SC) and it solves the 
heat equation outside the catalyst, i.e.
R e m a rk  1.9. It follows immediate from the continuity of the super-Brownian motion 
Z  in the weak topology tha t for all <p G C+(Rd),
In other words, the density field z of the catalytic super-Brownian motion Z  solves
generalized boundary condition on (0,oo) x S  given by the collision local time To-.
The abstract condition that the capacitary measure fi on S  is absolutely continuous 
with respect to the catalytic measure a has to be checked separately for each class of 
catalysts. We give some examples in Section 3.2.4:
(i) For any finite point measure a  G M j(M )  in one dimension, it is easy to see that 
fi is absolutely continuous with respect to a. See Proposition 3.11.
dt zt (y) = JA y zt (y) for all t G (0, o o ), y G S c.
J  dyip(y)zt (y) = J  r}{dy)tp(y)
Moreover, Theorem 1.7 (b) implies tha t for all if G H \,,
the heat equation on (0, oo) x S°  with generalized initial condition 77 on {t = 0} and
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(ii) If the catalytic measure a  is the surface measure on a smooth d — 1 dimensional 
manifold S  in Rd, indeed, the capacitary measure p  on S  is absolutely continuous 
with respect to a. See Proposition 3.13.
(iii) On the other hand, the condition may fail for rougher cases. For example, if a  is 
the Hausdorff measure on the classical middle-third Cantor set. See Proposition 
3.15.
(B) Catalytic super-Brownian motion in a bounded domain with reflecting 
boundary
Let D  be a bounded domain, i.e. a connected open subset of Rd, d > 2, with C3- 
boundary dD. Let F\ and F2 be two relatively open subsets of dD. We assume tha t 
F\ and F2 are non-empty, disjoint and tha t F\ U F2 =  dD. We also assume tha t the 
relative boundary of F\ is equal to the relative boundary of F2 , and tha t it is either 
empty or a C2-manifold of codimension 2 .
It is the idea to construct a super-Brownian motion in D , such tha t F\ is a reflecting, 
catalytic part of the boundary and F2 is just reflecting.
Let B  = (B t , t > 0) be a reflecting Brownian motion in D , with normal reflection. 
W ith a slight abuse of notation, denote by 1PX the law of B  started at x  E D. Roughly 
speaking, B  behaves like standard Brownian motion inside the domain D  and reflects 
towards the interior each time it reaches the boundary dD. We refer to Section 3.3 for 
more details on reflecting Brownian motion.
If we denote by pt (x ,y)  the transition density of the reflecting Brownian motion, there 
exists a unique continuous additive functional i  =  (£t, t > 0) of B  called the local time 
on d D , such tha t for every <p E B+ (R+ x D) and x  E D,
E,
roo  "I roo n
/  dts <p(s, B s) = ds a(dy)(p(s,y)ps(x,y),  (1.21)
Jo J Jo J dD
where a  is the surface measure on dD. In other words, a is the Revuz-measure of the 
continuous additive functional i. Also, notice th a t I  can be constructed explicitly by 
(1.6) (see e.g. [ST62, SU65, Hsu84]).
In this section we construct a catalytic super-Brownian motion in D  which is catalyzed 
by the surface measure a  restricted to F\ and underlying motion a reflected Brownian
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motion B  in D. To be short, we call this process Fi-catalytic super-Brownian motion 
in D. This particular class of measure valued Markov processes seems to be untreated 
in the literature so far.
W ith slight modifications, we use the same approach as we did for the construction 
of catalytic super-Brownian motion in M.d explained in the last section. Firstly, we 
essentially follow Section 1.2.1 to construct a random measure which can be seen 
as the collision local time of the catalytic super-Brownian motion in D  — yet to be 
constructed — and its catalytic measure <j\(dx) =  l ^ xep1ya(dx). Then we proceed in 
the spirit of Section 1.2.2 (A) to construct a measure valued time homogenous Markov 
process: the Fi-catalytic super-Brownian motion in D  with reflecting boundary.
The continuous additive functional associated to a\ is the local time i 1 = (£$, t > 0)
on F\ which is given explicitly by
M \ = l Fl{Bt) M t. (1.22)
Let i l,~l denote the right continuous inverse of i 1, given by
i \ ~ l := inf{s > 0  : >  t}.
Notice tha t as lims^ o o ^  =  oo almost surely (see e.g. [SU65, Theorem 7.2]) we have, 
almost surely for all t > 0 tha t <  oo. Define E  =  (R+ x F \). In the spirit of 
Section 1.2.1, we define the JF-valued right continuous and time homogenous Markov 
process £ =  (£t , t > 0) with start in (s, x) 6  E  by
(el'-1+ s, B o  e l ' -1),
where B  is a reflecting Brownian motion in D  starting in x. Denote by U = (Ut,t > 0) 
the quadratic, non-catalytic superprocess with spatial motion £. Notice that U is an 
M .f(E )  valued Markov process and denote by its law starting from u € M f( E ) .  In 
analogy to Section 1.2.1, define its total occupation measure r CT1 under P^ by
/•oo
Tai(drdx) := /  dsUs(dr dx). (1.23)
Jo
Similar to Section 1.2.2, the random measure r CT1 plays the key-role in the construction 
of the Fi-catalytic super-Brownian motion.
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Denote by r* the first hitting time of Fi, i = 1,2. Let 77 G A4f(D )  be a finite measure on 
D  and define vv G M f ( E ) ,  to be the first hitting distribution of F\ by (t , B t) starting 
from Jo ® Vi i-e- f°r any V* G &t-(®+ x D),
=  J  v{dx ) ^ x [l{ n <oo}'0(Ti5 B Tl)\.
Let us denote by p  the capacitary measure of the set F\. Then by Lemma 3.20, the 
measure p  is absolutely continuous with respect to the surface measure a restricted to 
F i, i.e. there exists a density p G B+(Rd), such that
p(dx) = p{x)<7\{dx).
Let us denote by L  the additive functional of B  having Revuz measure p. The theory 
of exit-systems also applies to B  and F\, and we denote by H  = (H x ,x  G Fi) the 
associated family of excursion measures (for more details see Section 3.1.2).
We define, under 1P^, the A f/(D)-valued process Z  = (Z t , t  > 0 ) by Zo := 77 and for 
t > 0,
(Zt ,<p) = (7 7 ,Q t<p) +  J J  Tai (drdx) l {r<t}p(x)H x [(p(u;t- r)\, (1.24)
where <p G B+(D) and Qt denotes the semigroup of the reflected Brownian motion B  
killed when it first hits F\, i.e.
Qt<p(x) = Ex [(p(Bt) l {t<Tl}].
Definition 1.10 (Fi-catalytic super-Brownian m otion).
The measure valued process defined by (1.24) is called the F\- catalytic super-Brownian 
motion in D with reflecting boundary.
Let us give an intuitive understanding of the measure valued process Z  defined by 
(1.24). The measure Zt describes a cloud of infinitesimal particles at time t. The first 
summand in (1-24) corresponds to those particles which have not reached the catalyst, 
F\, at time t and which are distributed according to the starting measure 77 at time 0. 
The second corresponds to the particles which have reached the catalyst before time t 
and perform a branching process. Particles are released from the catalyst at time dr 
and location dx according to the random measure p(x)T(T1 (dr dx) and perform excur­
sions outside the catalyst.
We characterize the finite dimensional marginals of Z  in terms of their Laplace trans­
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form (Proposition 3.23) and deduce tha t Z  is a time homogeneous Markov process. In 
Section 1.2.3, we construct a random measure on F2 which can be interpreted as the 
exit measure of the P\-catalytic super-Brownian motion on F2 .
1.2 .3  C hapter 4: So lv ing  non-linear boundary value problem s —  
an app lication  o f ca ta ly tic  super-B row nian  m otion
Starting with K a k u t a n i s  pioneering work [Ka44] to express the solution of the classi­
cal Dirichlet problem using Brownian motion, much work has been done over the last 
decades to tackle more difficult boundary value problems. In particular, non-linear 
equations have been studied using branching and superprocesses. In this section, we 
give a short overview leading to a boundary value problem with a mixed non-linear 
Neumann condition. We show it is solvable using catalytic super-Brownian motion.
Throughout this section, let D  be a bounded domain in Rd, d > 2 with C3-boundary 
dD. To start with, consider the classical Dirichlet problem (DP),
f A u = 0 in D
{ a n  ’ ( 1 '25)I u = cp on oD
where ip € C(dD). It is well known tha t the solution of the DP (1.25) is given in terms
of the exit distribution of a d-dimensional Brownian motion W  = (W t, t > 0 ),
u(x) = Ex [<p(WT) \ ,
where r  is the first hitting time of dD  by the Brownian motion W .
Having solved the classical Dirichlet problem, it is a natural to ask whether Laplace’s 
equation with a Neumann  boundary condition can also be solved probabilistically. The 
classical Neumann problem (NP) is the following: find a function u  such that
f A u  =  0 in D
\  a  a n  ’ ( L 2 6 )I onu = <p on dD
where dn denotes the outward normal derivative and ip £ C(dD) is a continuous function 
on d D , such that
a(dy)p(y) = 0, (1.27)L' dD
where o denotes the surface measure on dD. Suppose tha t u is a solution of the NP
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(1.26), then the divergence theorem implies that,
0 =  /  d x A u (x )  = /  a(dy)dnu(y) = /  a (d y )p (y ),
J D  J dD J dD
which makes the condition (1.27) really necessary. To solve the NP (1.26) consider a 
reflecting Brownian motion B  = (B t , t  >  0) in D  and its local time £ =  (£t,t > 0) 
on the boundary dD. Recall from Section I.2.2.B. tha t £ is the continuous additive 
functional of B  having Revuz-measure cr. Then,
r r°° i
u(x) = %EX /  d£s (p(Bs) (1.28)
o J
is a solution of the NP (1.26) (see e.g. [Br76, Hsu85]). If we do not assume any 
smoothness of the function <p, e.g. if we only suppose tha t <p G L ^ d D )  then — 
according to [Br76] — the function u defined by (1.28) is still a solution of the NP
(1.26) in a weak sense. Here, weak solution means tha t for any test function (j) G C2(D), 
the function u defined by (1.28) solves the integral equation,
/  dxu(x)A(f>(x) = /  a(dy) dn(j>(y)u(y) -  /  a(dy)<p(y)(f)(y).
J D  J d D J dD
Notice tha t by Greens second identity every (strong) solution of the NP is also solution 
in the weak sense. This result has been generalized by B a s s  and H su for bounded 
Lipschitz domains (see [BH91]).
The relation of the Laplacian A as the generator of the Brownian semigroup and the 
non-linear operator Gu = A u  — u2, which generates the log-Laplace semigroup of super- 
Brownian motion suggests a relation between the non-linear Dirichlet problem
{ A u  = 4 u2 in D .
a n  ’ (1'29)
u — p  on dD
and the (classical) super-Brownian motion. And indeed, Dynkin showed (see [Dy91])
tha t a solution of (1.29) is given in terms of the exit measure X dD on dD  of a quadratic 
super-Brownian motion in D. Intuitively, X dD is the spatial distribution of generic par­
ticles of the super-Brownian motion frozen when they first hit dD. Many generaliza­
tions of this problem have been studied e.g. in a series of papers by D ynkin  and K us- 
NETZOV [DK96, DK98] and a very powerful technique, the Brownian snake has been 
introduced by L e  G a l l  to handle such problems (see e.g. [LG93, LG95, LG97, LG99]).
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Based on a Brownian snake approach, A b r a h a m  and A b r a h a m  &; D e l m a s  studied 
the problem Au = 4u2 in a domain with Neumann boundary conditions. In [AbOO] a 
mixed Dirichlet, non-linear Neumann boundary condition
Au =  4u2 in D
< u = f  on F° , (1.30)
dnu = 2g on dD \  F
is considered, where F  is a closed subset of dD  and / ,  g are bounded continuous func­
tions on F  and dD \  F  respectively. Here, F° denotes the interior of F  relative to dD. 
In [AD0 2 ] the authors study the boundary condition dnu + nu = </? on dD, where k is a 
non-negative continuous function on dD  and <p is a non-negative measurable function 
on dD.
We now give an overview on our results which are based on a joint work with J e a n - 
F r a n c o i s  D e l m a s  (also see [DV03]). We solve Laplace’s equation Au =  0 in a 
bounded domain D  with two sets of non-linear boundary conditions. First, we treat 
the problem with a mixed Dirichlet & non-linear Neumann and then with a mixed 
Neumann & non-linear Neumann boundary condition.
(A) A mixed Dirichlet &; non-linear Neum ann boundary condition
In Section 4.1 we give a probabilistic representation of solutions of the mixed Dirichlet 
non-linear Neumann boundary value problem (DNP)
Au =  0 in D
< u =  ip on F2 , (1-31)
dnu +  2 u2 =  0  on F i
where F\ and F2 two relatively open subsets of dD  and <p e  £+ (^ 2). We also assume 
tha t Fi and F2 are non-empty, disjoint and tha t F\ U F2 — dD. Moreover, let the 
relative boundary of F\ be equal to the relative boundary of F2 , which is either empty 
or a C2-manifold of codimension 2 we denote it by dF.
In 1999, D y n k i n  asked if it is possible to represent non-negative solutions to the DNP
(1 .31 )  using catalytic super-Brownian motion. We shall give an affirmative answer to 
this question. The main idea is to construct the exit measure Z Dir of the Fi-catalytic 
super-Brownian motion in D  (with reflecting boundary) directly using time change 
techniques. Here the superscript ’D ir’ refers to the Dirichlet condition on F2 .
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Roughly speaking, the exit measure Z Dir is the spatial distribution of the generic parti­
cles of a Fi-catalytic super-Brownian motion in D frozen when they first hit F 2 . Hence, 
in order to construct Z Dir we have to kill generic particles once they hit F2 . Recall tha t 
t 2 denotes the first hitting time of F2 by the reflected Brownian motion B.  Consider 
the local time i* =  , t > 0) on F\ of B  killed on F2 . It is defined by
<  =  l {t<T2}d£t . (1.32)
Let £*~l =  (£*’_1, t >  0) denote the right continuous inverse of the continuous additive 
functional £* and let E  = (M+ x F\) U {£}, where 5 is a cemetery point. We define the 
E -valued time-homogenous Markov process £ =  (£*,£ > 0) by
6 : =
if l l ' - 1 <  oo
5 otherwise
and rDir to be the total occupation measure of the quadratic (non-catalytic) super- 
process U = (Us,s  > t) with spatial motion £. Moreover, for 77 € M f( D )  define 
€ A if(R +  x F i), to be the hitting distribution of R+ x F\ by (t , B t ), starting from 
So®r) and killed on F 2 , i.e. for any non-negative ip 6  #+(R+ x D ),
= J  T}(dx) Ex[l{ri<T2}7/>(Tl, B Tl)\.
Denote by the law of the superprocess U starting from Uq = and by (H x , x  6  F i) 
the family of excursion measures from F\. The key definition to solve the DNP (1.31) 
is the following:
Definition 1.11 (The exit measure ZDir).
The random measure z Dir on F2 defined under P[^ by: for all ip G B+ (F2),
(Z Dir,(p) = (7i ,Q l (p)) +  J J  TDir(d rd x )p (x )H x [<p(uvl) l {T2<00}], (1.34)
with
Q1(p)(x) = Ex [ip (B T2) 1 {r2 < n } ] •
is called the exit measure of the F\-catalytic super-Brownian motion on F2 . With a 
slight abuse of notation let us write P^  for its law.
Performing a first moment calculation it is easy to check tha t Z Dir is an almost surely 
finite measure (see Lemma 4.3). Let us give an intuitive interpretation of the measure
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Z Dir defined by (1.34). Roughly speaking, the measure describes the death positions 
of infinitesimal particles when they first reach F2 . The first summand corresponds to 
those particles which reach F2 before Fi. The second describes particles, which are 
released from the catalyst F\ at time dr and position dx according to the random mea­
sure p(x) r Dir(dr dx), performing independent Brownian excursions outside F\ killed 
when they first reach F2 .
Let 77 € M.f{D)  and 7  := supxG£)Ea;[£T2] < 0 0  (see Lemma 4.35). We characterize the 
law of the random measure Z Dir by its log-Laplace functional (see Lemma 4.4): For 
any <p € B+(F2 ) such tha t 2'y||^||00 <  1 , we have
[ exp -  (ZDir, cp)] = exp -  (77, w ) ,
where (w (x) ,x  6  D ) is the unique non-negative solution of the integral equation
r f T2 1
w(x) +  Ex / dIr w2{Br) = Ex [<p(BT2)\. (1.35)
'■Jo -1
Now, fix (p 6  C+(F2 ) and let
w(x) := - lo g E f i [ e x p - ( Z Dir,v?)] (1.36)
Let us rewrite equation (1.35) in the form
w(x) = E x [(p(BT2)\ - E x f  dir w2(Br) . (I-37)
l J 0 J
We make the following heuristic observation: suppose tha t we can show tha t w is har­
monic. Then — having the probabilistic solution to the classical DP and the classical 
NP in mind — the function w seems to be a good candidate to solve the DNP (1.31). 
Roughly speaking, the first summand on the right-hand-side of (1.37) corresponds to 
the Dirichlet condition on F2 and the second summand to the Neumann condition on 
F\. Indeed, we show tha t this intuition does not fail.
If u 6 C2(D ) C\Cl (D) and u fulfills (1.31), then u is called a strong solution of (1.31). 
Assuming additional smoothness of the function w defined by (1.36), we prove the 
following in Section 4.1.3.
Proposition 1.12 (Strong solutions).
I f  w 6 C1(D) then w defined by (1.36) is the unique strong solution to the DNP (1.31).
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In general, it is not clear tha t w belongs to C1(D ). Hence, we can not expect strong 
solutions in general. However, we still obtain tha t w is a solution of the DNP (1.31) 
in a weak sense (see Section 4.1.4), but it is not clear tha t weak solutions of the DNP
(1.31) are still unique. Let us define a set of test functions by
S i := j y  £ C2(D) flC 1(D); A</> is bounded in D, dn(f) =  0 on F\, <f> = 0 on P 2 j.
A bounded function u £ B+(D) is called a weak solution of the mixed Dirichlet non­
linear Neumann boundary value problem (DNP) given by (4.14) if it € C(D) and for 
every test function (f> £ 5 1,
/  dxu(x)  A(f)(x) = /  a(dy) dn<j)(y)ip(y) +  2 /  a(dy) <p(y)u2(y).
JD J F2 J F\
Notice, according to Green’s second identity, every strong solution is also a weak solu­
tion. This indeed motivates this definition.
Theorem 1.13 (Weak solutions).
The function w given by (1.36) is a non-negative weak solution of the DNP (1.31).
(B) A mixed Neum ann & non-linear Neum ann boundary condition
In Section 4.2, we eventually tackle the modified problem, where the Dirichlet condition 
on F2 in the DNP (1.31) is replaced by a Neumann condition, i.e. we want to solve the 
mixed Neumann non-linear Neumann boundary value problem (NNP)
Ait =  0 in D
dnu — 2ip = 0 on F2 , (1-40)
dnu +  2 it2 =  0  on F\
for some continuous non-negative function ip on F2 . Intuitively, the solution would be
related to the dual equation of a certain random measure Z Neu (here the superscript 
’Neu’ corresponds to the Neumann condition on F2 ) given by
r r°° i  r f°° 1
w(x) +  Ex / d Q w 2{Br) =  Ex / d£2 (p(Br) , (1-41)
L J o  J L y 0 J
where i 1 and £2 denote the local times on F\ and F2 respectively. However, for general 
p  £ C+(F2 ) the right-hand-side of (1.41) is infinite. To turn around these singularities,
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we first consider the approximating problem 0-NNP,
Au = 29u in D
dnu — 2cp = 0 on F2
dnu +  2u2 = 0 on Fi
(1.42)
for 9 > 0 and then we let 9 tend to zero. Although we want to  use the 0-NNP as an 
approximation for the NNP, the study of the 9-NNP is interesting on its own right. 
Roughly speaking, to treat the 0-NNP probabilistically, we have to introduce a soft 
killing for generic particles. The technique we use to introduce this killing are close to 
those developed in [AD02] in a different context.
In Section 4.2.1 we construct a family of measures (Z$en , 0 >  0) on F2 — in this thesis 
called the Neumann boundary measures on F2 — such tha t their log-Laplace transform
we(x) := -  logE £ [exp - ( Z ? eu, <p)]
is a non-negative solution of the integral equation




. - d r  „.,2Wd(Br) /Jo del e~er ip(Br) (1.43)
Moreover, there is a family of constants (c#, 6 > 0) (see Section 3.3.3 such that
E, /Jo dlr e—dr <  CQ.
If p  is small enough — in the sense tha t 2 < 1 then wq is the unique
non-negative solution of equation (1.43) (see Lemma 4.20). If wq 6 Cl {D), one shows 
using the same methods as in Section 4.1.3, tha t wq is a strong solution of the 0-NNP. 
However, in general it is not clear tha t wq € Cl {D) and therefore again it is worth to 
consider weak solutions of the 9-NNP. Therefore we define an appropriate space of test 
functions by
S 2 := |<^ > G C2(D) fl Cl (D) : A<f> bounded ; dn4> = 0 on dD ^.
Let 9 > 0. A function u 6 &+{D) is called a weak solution of the 0-NNP (the NNP for 
9 = 0 respectively) if u G C(D) and for all 0 6 £ 2 ,
[  dxu(x)A<p(x) = 29 [  dxu(x)4>(x) -  2 [  a(dy) <t>(y)ip(y) +  2 f  (j(dy)u2(y)(j){y). 
Jd  J d  Jfo Jfi
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Again notice tha t by Greens second identity every strong solution of the 0-NNP is also 
a solution in the weak sense. The following result about the existence and uniqueness 
of weak solution of the 0-NNP is proved in Section 4.2.3.
Theorem  1.14 (Existence and uniqueness of weak solutions of the 0-N N P).
For every 6 > 0 the function wq is a non-negative weak solution of the 6-NNP. I f  
additionally, 2c |^|< |^|oo < 1 then wq is the unique non-negative weak solution.
Recall tha t we denote by {Tt-> t > 0) the filtration generated by the reflecting Brownian 
motion B. The proof of Theorem 1.14 is based on the following martingale character­
ization of weak solutions:
Proposition 1.15 (Martingale characterization o f weak solutions).
A non-negative function u 6 C(D) is a weak solution of the 6-NNP if and only if  the 
process N  = (N t , t >  0) defined by
N t = u (B t) -  u(Bo) -  0 [  dr u{Br) +  f dtr [<p(Br) l f t ( B r) -  ^ ( B ^ l p ^ B r ) ]  ,
Jo Jo
is a continuous Tt-martingale.
Notice tha t in the martingale formulation of ’weak solution’ we do not have to use any 
test functions. Moreover, the fact tha t we were able to show an ’if and only if’ statement 
in the last proposition enables us to show uniqueness for weak solutions using an ar­
gument based on the martingale convergence theorem (see Section 4.2.3 for the details).
To solve the NNP for 6 = 0, we notice in Section 4.2.4 tha t the family of Neumann 
boundary measures ( Z f eu, 6 > 0) is an increasing family of measures which converges 
towards a measure Z Neu as 0 [ 0. We deduce th a t ( w q ,9 > 0) increases to a limit w 
defined on D  such that
w(x) = -  logE £ [exp - ( Z Neu, <p)\.
Under an additional technical assumption we prove the following in Section 4.2.4:
Theorem 1.16 (Weak solution o f the N N P ).
Assume that Fi H F2 = 0. Then w is a weak solution to the NNP.
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Chapter 2
R epresentation of the collision  
local tim e
(This chapter is based on a joint wor$ with Peter Morters, Bath.)
In this chapter, we construct a random measure r CT which is equal in law to the collision 
local time Ca,x  of a ^-catalytic super-Brownian motion X  with its catalyst a. The 
construction is based on a time-change for the generic particles and does not refer to 
the catalytic super-Brownian motion X .
The chapter is organized as follows: In Section 2.1 we first review basic properties of 
continuous additive functionals. Then we associate to a given catalyst a  its branching 
functional. Furthermore, we introduce the fundamental time change on which the 
construction is based. Then in Section 2.2 we first give a detailed statement of the 
main result: the representation in law of the collision local time. The remaining part 
of the section is then devoted to give its proof.
1See also [MV03]; submitted to Stochastic Processes and their Applications.
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2.1 Introduction and preparation
In this section we travel along the following plan: firstly, in Section 2.1.1, we review 
some basic properties of the general theory of continuous additive functionals. In Sec­
tion 2.1.2 we then apply the general theory to associate to a given catalytic measure 
cr its branching functional A. Based on the branching functional we finally introduce 
in Section 2.1.3 the fundamental time change idea on which the whole construction is 
based. To start with we can not avoid fixing some notation which we will use through­
out this thesis.
N otation. If E  is a polish space, let B{ E)  denote its Borel sigma-field as well as 
the set of real measurable functions defined on E.  Let B+ (E)  (resp. C(E))  be the 
subset of B(E)  of non-negative (resp. continuous) functions. The superscript b added 
to any function space denotes the corresponding subspace of bounded functions. For 
j j€ 6 ® (£ ) , let | | : = supx€£  |y>(aO|. Let M ( E ) (resp. M f ( E ) )  be the set of (finite) 
measures on E , endowed with the topology of weak convergence. For v  6 M ( E )  and 
<p € B ( E ), we use both notations (i/, <p) and JE v{dx) <p(x) to denote the Lebesgue 
integral of the function ip with respect to the measure v. For a subset A  C E  we write 
A c := E  \  A  to denote the complement of A.
Denote by W  = (Wt, t > 0) a d-dimensional standard Brownian motion and by PS)X its 
law if started at time s > 0 at x  6 R d. As usual, we write Px for Po)X. Moreover, for any 
measure v  €E .M(Rd), we write P„ for the Brownian motion distributed according to v  
at time zero. We always think of W  to be the coordinate process Wt (oS) := uJt defined 
on the canonical Wiener space of continuous functions u; 6 fi =  (C(R-)-,Rd) , P x). 
We usually write just Wt instead of Wt (uj). Moreover, let > 0) be the right
continuous filtration generated by W  completed the usual way, i.e. A  6 Tt  if and only 
if for each probability measure v  on ~Rd there is a set A  i in the sigma-field generated 
by W  up to time t and a set A 2 G T  such tha t their symmetric difference A A A i  C A 2 
and P„(j42) =  0.
2.1 .1  C ontinuous ad d itive  functionals
Recall, tha t a continuous additive functional (CAF) of W  is an ^ -a d a p te d  stochastic 
process A  = (A t , t >  0) such tha t the paths of t > At{uf) are non-decreasing, continuous 
and start from zero except for a; € A where Pt,(A) =  0 for all v € Ad(Rd). Moreover,
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we have for each pair of time points s, t the additivity property
A s+t — At +  A s 0 (2-1)
almost surely with respect to P„ for every v E M.(M.d). Here, (6t,t > 0) is the family
of shift operators defined on fl by 6ttJs = uJt+S for all s > 0. The effect of Qt to a 
path uj is to cut off the part of the path before time t  and shift the remaining part in 
time. Also recall, tha t a random variable T  : fi —» [0, oo] is called a Tt-stopping time if 
{T  <  £} E Tt  for all t  > 0. Moreover let
J-(T) := {A  E A  : A  n  {T  <  £} G Tt for all t > 0}.
Prom the general theory of continuous additive functionals (see e.g. [B1G68, Chapter 
IV]) it is well known, tha t A  also satisfies the strong additivity property, i.e. for any
^ -s topp ing  time T, we have almost surely for all t > 0,
At+r = A t  +  At o Qt - (2.2)
Define the random variable R  := inf{£ > 0 : A t > 0 }  with the usual convention that 
inf 0 =  +oo. Moreover, we define the support of the continuous additive functional A  
to be
S  := supp A  := {x E : Px(i? =  0) =  l} ,
i.e. intuitively, S  consist of those points x, such that, for W  starting from x, the 
function 1 1—> A t increases immediately with probability one. Let ts be the first hitting 
time of <S, i.e.
rs  := inf{£ >  0 : W t E 5}.
A point x  E M.d is called regular for <S, if Px(t5  =  0) =  1. If every point x  E S  is regular 
for <S, then we call S  regular for itself The following is Proposition 3.5 of Chapter V 
in [B1G68].
Proposition 2.1 (Regularity of S ) .
We have rs = R  almost surely on {R  <  o o }  =  {7*5 <  0 0 }  and S  is regular for itself.
It is an interesting question to analyze the set on which the random function t A t 
increases. We define the points of right-increase of A  by
M r  := (s  >  0 : A s+£ > A s for all e > 0},
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and the points of increase of A  by
M 1 := {s > 0 : A s+e > A s- £ for all e > 0}.
The following Proposition (which is Theorem 3.8 in Chapter V of [B1G68]) gives an 
affirmative answer to the question of analyzing the points of increase:
P ro p o s itio n  2.2 (T h e  p o in ts  o f  in c rease  o f f m  A t).
We have almost surely M R Q {t > 0 : Wt E <S} C M 1 and almost surely for all t > 0;
A t = f  dAs l s {Ws). 
Jo
During the sixties and seventies of the last century, it turned out tha t continuous 
additive functionals are closely related to  a class of deterministic functions — well 
known from classical potential theory — of which we would like to remind the reader 
now. Recall tha t a function 0  E B{Rd) is called a-excessive if
(i) for all t > 0, we have e_ a tEx [^{Wt)\ < ip(x) for all x  6 Rd,
(ii) and lim e-Q:tEx[0(Wt)] = 0 (x ) for all x  6 Md.
For ■0 E B{Rd), any J^-stopping time T  and all s e R  define
Q t M x ) := Ex [ l {r<oo} e~a T i , ( W T) ] .
A function 0  € £ (R  ) is called a regular a-potential if 0  is a-excessive and for every 
increasing sequence of ^ -stopp ing  times (Tn) with limit T, we have
lim Q rn0(aO =  Qt 0(®), (2-3)
71—►OO
for all x  e  Rd. It is not difficult to show (see e.g. [B192, Chapter VII.2]) that for any 




is finite for all x , it is a regular a-potential. The following remarkable theorem states 
tha t even the converse is true (for a proof of this result see e.g. [B192, Theorem VII.2.2]).
T h e o re m  2.3 (V o ikonsk i-S u r-M eyer). I f  0  is a regular a-potential, then there is
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a unique continuous additive functional A  =  (A t , t >  0) such that fo r  all x  € Rd,
In the next section we are going to apply these results to branching functionals we are 
interested in.
2 .1 .2  T he branching fu nctional a ssocia ted  to  a
out this chapter. In this section we are going to introduce a continuous additive func-
functional associated to a.
We start reviewing a preliminary estimate on the catalytic measure (see e.g. [De96, 
Lemme 2.1]). Recall, tha t we write ps(x ,y ) for the heat kernel.
Notice that we can deduce from Lemma 2.4, tha t uJ is bounded on R d for any a  > 0. 
We even can prove more, in particular we shall see tha t the potential u% is a continuous 
function on Rd:
L em m a 2.6 (T h e  b ra n c h in g  fu n c tio n a l a sso c ia ted  to  a).
For any a  > 0, the function u% is a regular a-potential. In particular, there is a unique 
(independent of a )  continuous additive functional A  = (A t:t > 0) of the Brownian
Let a  be a uniformly non-polar measure on M.d which serves as a fixed catalyst through-
tional A  of W  which is associated to a in a natural way. We refer to A  as the branching
L em m a 2.4. There is a constant c > 0 such that for all x  G M.d and s > 0,
J  a(dy) ps(x, y)
where (3 € (0,1) is the constant in (1.2) corresponding to a. Moreover, we have for all 
x , x' € Rd and all s > 0,
J  a(dy)\ps(x ,y) -  ps{x',y)\ < c(s A 1)^ z/2\x -  x'
D efin itio n  2.5 (T h e  a -p o te n tia l  o f a).
For a  > 0 define the a-potential u" 6 B+ (Rd) of the measure a by
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m otion W  such that fo r  all x  6
E,
roo r roo
/  dAs e~as = / <j{dy) /  ds e~asps(x,y). 
Jo J J Jo
We call A  the branching functional associated to the catalyst a.
Proof. It is easy to see using Fubini’s Theorem and the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation 
tha t
„—cd Ex [vS(Wt)] = J  ds J  cr(dy) e asps(x,y).
Hence, u" is a-excessive. To verify tha t is a regular a-potential, it is enough to 
show tha t x  i—► u%(x) is a continuous function on Rd. For then we have
lim e - “T" < ( W r J  =  e - aT u%(WT ),
n—> oo
Px-almost surely on { T  < 0 0 } by the sample path continuity of the Brownian motion
and (2.3) follows using dominated convergence. To prove the continuity define for
e > 0, the function
ua)£(x ) ■= ds J  °(dy) e~asPs(x,y),
and observe that by the second part of Lemma 2.4,
\K,eix ) ~ K ,e ( x ')\ -  J£ dse~as J  -  P s ( x ' , y ) \
/ oo ds e~as(s A I)/3-3/ 2 \x — x'\.
Hence, for any e > 0, the function u ^ e is continuous. Moreover, notice that 
converges uniformly to as by the first part of Lemma 2.4, we obtain
\\ua,e -  ua\\oo <  sup [  ds f  a(dy) e~asps(x, y)
xeRdJ0 J
< c I ds e~as/Jo (1 A s)1"/3'
The ’in particular statem ent’ now follows by the Volkonskii-Sur-Meyer Theorem. Also 
notice that the continuous additive functional A  does not depend on a  by [B1G68, 
Theorem IV 2.13]. □
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This lemma and [B1G68, Theorem VI.3.1] imply tha t for all ip G #ij_(Rd),
roo roo r
/  dAs e~as <p(Ws) = ds a(dy)ps(x ,y )e ~ as<p(y). 
Jo i Jo J
Hence a monotone class argument (see e.g. Theorem II.3.2 in [RWOO] also noticing 
th a t the set of functions of the form (s, y) i—> e-as <p(y) is closed under multiplication) 
imply tha t for all non-negative, measurable and bounded functions <p G B+(R+ x
r f°° i f°° f
/  dAs <p{s,Ws) = ds a(dy)ps(x,y)ip(s,y). (2.4)
L JO 1 Jo J
If for an additive functional A  equation (2.4) holds, then cr is called the Revuz-measure 
associated to the continuous additive functional A.
Having associated the continuous additive functional A  to a given uniformly non-polar 
measure cr, it is natural to ask whether the support of the additive functional suppA 
agrees with the support of cr? To answer this question, the euclidian topology turns 
out to be too rough in general and we have to endow Rn with a topology in which the 
open sets are determined by the following condition: with probability one, a Brownian 
path, starting from an arbitrary point of such a set, does not leave this set during a 
positive time interval.
To be more specific, we first have to introduce a larger sigma-field then the usual 
Borel sets. A set A  C Rn is called a nearly Borel set (relative to the process W ) if 
for any initial distribution k  G Af(Rd) there are Borel sets B ,B '  G B{R d) such tha t 
B  C  A  C B '  and f  n(dx) Rx (Wt G B ' \ B  for some t > 0) =  0. Roughly speaking, a set 
A  is nearly Borel if the Brownian motion W  can not distinguish it from a Borel set. 
Then the class of nearly Borel sets forms a sigma-field denoted by B n{Rd) and we have 
B ( R d) C Bn{Rd).
A  set O is called finely open if for each x g O  there is a nearly Borel set B  such tha t 
Oc C B  and Rx{tb >  0) =  1, where tq denotes the first hitting time of the set B. By 
the continuity of Brownian paths every open set is also finely open. Moreover, a set C  
is called finely closed if Cc is finely open. According to [B1G68, Chapter II.4] a Borel 
set C  is finely closed if and only if C r C C  and the fine closure of a set C  is C U Cr, 
where C r denotes the set of regular points for C, i.e.
C1 := {x  e  M.d ■ PX(JC =  0) =  1}.
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Hence, in particular, we obtain from Proposition 2.1 as S  is regular for itself tha t S  is 
finely closed. Also notice tha t in dimension d = 1 the fine topology generated by a lin­
ear Brownian motion agrees with the Euclidian topology as all points are regular.
Let cr be a uniformly non-polar measure. There is a smallest finely closed set F  such 
tha t a (F c) =  0. We call F  the fine support of cr.
L em m a 2.7 (T h e  s u p p o r t  o f th e  b ran ch in g  fu n c tio n a l) .
The fine support F  of a catalytic measure a agrees with the support S  of the associated 
branching functional A.
Proof. We say that the continuous additive functional A  vanishes on a set D  C if
Ea
for all x  G R d. As
Ex
roo




/  dAs l D(Ws) = /  cr(dy) /  dsps{x,y), 
Jo J J d Jo
A  vanishes on D  if and only if cr(D) =  0. By [B1G68, Corollary V.3.10] suppA  is the 
smallest finely closed set on whose complement A  vanishes. □
R e m a rk  2.8. Notice th a t by Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 2.7 we see that,
A t = f d A s l p i W s )
Jo
and hence the continuous additive functional A  increases only on the set { t : Wt € F}.
2 .1 .3  C h a n g in g  to  b ra n c h in g  t im e
In this section we introduce the major idea on which the construction of the collision 
local time is based: the time change with the inverse of the branching functional.
Define the process A - 1  =  ( A f 1, t > 0) to be the right continuous inverse of the contin­
uous additive functional A, which is given by
A f 1 := inf{s > 0 : A s > t}. (2.5)
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Note, th a t by definition R  = A 0 1. Hence, we deduce from Proposition 2.1 tha t for all 
x  G Rd we have Px-almost surely A q 1 =  7$.
Lemma 2.9 (Changing tim e traces W  on <S).
For every t > 0, the random variable A f 1 is a Ft-stopping time and furthermore we 
have W  o A ^ 1 G S  almost surely.
Proof. Let s, t G I^ -|~ and observe tha t ( 4^^  ^  s} =  {A , > t} e  F s- Hence, A t 1 is a
Ft-stopping time. Now, let t >  0 and we want to show tha t W o A ^ 1 G S. First observe 
th a t A  o A ff1 — t and for all e > 0, we have
A  o [Aj.  ^ e] >  t.
Hence, almost surely, A ^ 1 G M R and therefore, we deduce W  o A f 1 G S  using Propo­
sition 2 .2 . □
Let E  := R+ x S  and define a metric dg on E  by
d (x i ,x 2) •= \S2 ~  s i| +  \X2 ~  z i |,
where as usual | • | denotes both the absolute value in R and the Euclidian norm on 
M.d. We define a stochastic process £ =  (£t,£ > 0) with state space E  starting at 
x  = (s, x) G E  by
£t := ( A i 1 +  s, W  o A ^ 1), for t  G [0, Aoo), (2.6)
where W  is a Brownian motion starting at x. Let us denote by P | the law of £ starting 
at x  G E  at time 0. Moreover, we also have to consider the process £ started at time 
t > 0 and x  G E  and we denote by its law, i.e. P^« is the law of £ o Q_t under P |,  
where £ under P ^  is only defined after time t. In particular for s > t,
E t , i [ ^ » ) ] = Ei K « . - 0 ] -  (2-7)
Notice tha t as for every t  > 0, A f 1 is a stopping time with respect to the filtration 
(F t,t  > 0) we may define the filtration (F t,t  > 0) by Ft := Then £ is
^ -a d a p te d  and we have the following useful lemma, which is proved e.g. in [Dy65a, 
Chapter X.5].
Lemma 2.10. Let T  be an Ft-stopping time. Then the random variable T  : fi —> [0, oo] 
defined by T  := A T1 is a Ft-stopping time and F f  = F t -  Moreover, almost surely, for
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all t >  0,
A z 1 = T  + A 7 1 o 6t .
T + t 1 1
Prom the last lemma and the strong Markov property of the Brownian motion W  we 
can deduce tha t £ is a strong Markov process with right continuous paths.
Proposition 2.11 (Strong Markov property of £).
The process £ is a E-valued right continuous strong Markov process with respect to the 
filtration (T t , t  > 0).
Proof. As the paths of A - 1  are right continuous, the paths of £ inherit this property 
in the metric generated by dg. Let T  be a finite ^ -stopp ing  time. By Lemma 2.10, 
T  :=  AT1 is a ^-stopp ing  time and T f  =  T t - Hence, for all <p G B+(E), and all 
x  =  (s, x) G E , we have P |-alm ost surely, on the set {T  < Aoo},
4  [¥>(«**) I * f ]  =  Ex [p {A f+t + s, W  o Az'+t) | f r ]
=  Ex [<p(T + s + A T  o Bt , W o [T + A ; 1 o 0T]) | T t \
=  E WoaA  W 4 +  A f 1 +  A,_1’W  0T 1
=  E |f [^ fe ) ] .
where we used Lemma 2.10 for the second and the strong Markov property of the 
Brownian motion for the third equality. □
Lemma 2.12 (Continuity in probability of £).
For any x  G E, the process £ is continuous in probability under P |.
Proof. Let x  G E. As the paths 1 1—> £t are right-continuous P |-alm ost surely, it suffices 
to show that they also are /e/t-continuous in probability on (0, oo). Let 77 > 0, £ > 0 
and t  >  0. We have to show, that
P | ( cte (ft-$ >£t) > £
for all 0  <  6 < t  sufficiently small. As the Brownian motion W  is continuous it suffices 
to show that
Px (|A t_1  -  A f} 51 >rj) < £
for all sufficiently small 6 > 0. Applying Lemma 2.10 to the deterministic time T  = t —5 
we obtain,
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Hence, we obtain also using the strong Markov property of the Brownian motion,
¥ x  (|A i 1 -  | >  »;) =  ¥ x (.4J1 o 0 A - i s > r ] ) = E x { A J 1 >  r;)].
Also notice tha t we have as 1 1—> At is monotonically increasing,
P* ^ 1 > rj) < P(A* < 5 for all t < rj) = Px (Ar] < 5).
Moreover, as x  E <5 we obtain,
h m P ^ A , < 6 ) = ¥x (^  =  PX(AV = 0) =  0,
<5>0
and the proof is complete. □
2.2 Statem ent and proof of the representation theorem
The outline of the section is as follows: Firstly in Section 2.2.1 we introduce a random 
measure Ta as the total occupation measure of a suitable (non-catalytic) superprocess 
and state that this measure is equal in law to the collision local time. As a direct 
consequence, we obtain the law of its to tal mass. Section 2.2.2 is then devoted to 
prepare the proof of the representation theorem: we compute the Laplace functional of 
Ta. Finally in Section 2.2.3 we prove the representation theorem.
2 .2 .1  T h e  to t a l  o c c u p a t io n  m e a s u re  Ta a n d  th e  m a in  r e s u l t
As £ is a F?-valued right continuous Markov process we can define a non-catalytic 
superprocess with spatial motion £ (see e.g. [LG99, Chapter II]). So, let M .f (E ) be the 
set of finite measures on E  equipped with the weak topology. For v  6 M. f ( E ) and t > 0, 
let P^j, denote the law of the quadratic (non-catalytic) superprocess U = (Us,s  > t ) 
with spatial motion £, starting at v  at time t. We shall write P ^  for P ^ .  Recall 
th a t U is a time-homogenous A f/(S)-valued branching Markov process. Notice that 
[LG99, Proposition II.3.8 ] implies, using Lemma 2.12, tha t for each v  E M f ( E )  the 
process s t—» Us is continuous in probability under Pjf. Therefore, it is possible to 
choose a measurable modification of U , i.e. tha t (s,a;) i—> Us(uj) is measurable. This 
measurability allows us to consider integrals of U as in the following definition:
D efin itio n  2.13 (T h e  to ta l  o cc u p a tio n  m e asu re ).
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is called the total occupation measure of the superprocess U .
For 77 £ M f ( R d) let be the law of the first hitting time and place of S  by a Brownian 
motion distributed according to 77 at time 0 , i.e. define
=  J  v { d x ) E x [ l { r s < o o } ' i p ( T s , W T s ) \ ,
where t$ is the first hitting time of S.  Notice, as 77 £ A1/(Md) we also have € M. f(E ) .  
Let X  = (X t , t > 0) be a cr-catalytic super-Brownian motion and Ca>x  the collision 
local time of X  with its catalyst a  given by Theorem 1.5. Denote by the law of X  
starting at X$ =  77. The main result of this chapter is the following theorem:
Theorem 2.14 (Representation of Ca^x)>
For every 77 £ Mf(M.d), the law of the total occupation measure Ta under agrees 
with the law of the collision local time Ca^x under P ^  of a cr-catalytic super-Brownian 
motion X  with its catalytic measure cr.
Before we turn our attention to the proof of Theorem 2.14 we draw an easy consequence 
of the representation theorem: we compute the total mass of the collision local time. 
Recall, tha t the 1 /2 -stable subordinator S  = (S t , t  > 0) is a R+-valued Levy process 
(i.e. a cadlag process with stationary and independent increments) with non-decreasing 
paths and starting from zero. Its law Pjf can be characterized by its Laplace transform, 
i.e. for A > 0,
Eg [ex p — XSt] = e x p —t \ 1/ 2.
It is well known, tha t under P^  the total mass (To-, 1) of total occupation measure Ta 
of the quadratic superprocess U is distributed as S ^ i )  under P g . T hat follows e.g. 
directly using the Brownian snake representation of superprocesses (see e.g. [LG99]). 
Moreover,
( i ^ , l )  =  ( 7 7 ^ . ^  <  0 0 ) )  = :  9 .^
Hence, we can straightforwardly deduce from Theorem 2.14 the law of the total mass 
of the collision local time.
Corollary 2.15 (Distribution of the total mass of Ar,x)*
Let 77 £ At/(M d). Moreover, denote by (S t , t  > 0) a stable subordinator of index 1/2.
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Then the law of { C a ,X ,  1) under F* agrees with the law of Sq^ under P g .
We prove Theorem 2.14 in Section 2.2.3 checking tha t the characteristic functions of 
Ta and agree. To prepare this proof, we compute the Laplace functional of the 
measure Ta (in Section 2.2.2), also needed later in the thesis.
2.2.2 T h e Laplace fu nctional o f r CT
In this section we compute the Laplace functional of To- as a special case of the weighted 
occupation time formula see e.g. [Is86, Dy89, LG99]. Let us keep the notation from 
Section 2.1.
L em m a 2.16. Let <f> € B+(E). The function w defined on E  = R+ x S  by
E u e x p -(T  *,<£) =  exp -(i/,iu ), (2 .10)
is a non-negative solution of the integral equation on R + x 5 ,
w (s, x) +  Ex /
l J 0
dAr w2(r +  s, W r ) E* /Jo dAr 4>(r +  s, W r ) (2 .11)
Proof. As a special case of the weighted occupation time formula (see e.g. [LG99, 
Chapter II.3]) we have for all measurable bounded <f> : E  —> R+ and measurable and 
bounded h : R+ R+, such that h has compact support,
/°o ^ds' h(s'){Us>,(f>) = exp — (v, wt),
where w is the unique, non-negative solution of the integral equation
r p A o o  _ r A o o
wt{x) +  E^« J  d s 'w 2,(£s>) = E ^« J | ds'h(s')(f>(€s')
for t  > 0 and x  € E. By substitution, we have with x = (s, x) 6 E,  tha t
«*(»,*)+  e £i(.,z)
r r°°





Using the definition of P ^ -, this last equation can be rewritten as
r f°° i r r°° i
wt (s ,x )+ E x / dAr w\ r+t(r+s, Wr) = Ex /  dAr h(Ar +  t)(j)(r+s, Wr) . (2.12) 
L J o  r -1 L J o  -1
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Using the time homogeneity of the process U, we also get tha t
/ OO poo  ,ds' h(s') {Uai , 4>) = E ^  exp — J  ds' h(s' + t) (Us/, <j>)
Using this for h(t) = l[0):r](£), we §e  ^ tha t the function wT defined for t € [0,T] by
E u exp —rJo ds'(JJs', (j>) = exp — (z/, w j) ,
is the unique non-negative solution of (2.12). By monotone convergence, letting T  tend 
to +oo, we get that w j  increase pointwise to a function w, independent of t, defined 
by (2.10). And w is a non-negative solution of
w r r  (s, x) +  Ex /
l J o
dAr w2(r -|- s, W r ) =  E, /Jo dAr 4>(r 4- s, W r )
Hence the lemma holds for bounded non-negative functions (j). By monotone conver­
gence it also holds for any (f) € B+(E). □
R e m a rk  2.17. Note, tha t according to Lemma 2.16, w is only defined on R+ x <S. 
Nevertheless, using the strong Markov property of W  a t time rs, the function w can 
be extended consistently to R+ x Rd letting
w(s, x) : =  Ex [ l { T5 < oo}'u;(r <s +  s, WTS)] .
Notice tha t it is not clear tha t the integral equation (2.11) has a unique solution for 
any </> € J3+ (E). However, we show tha t for small test-functions we obtain uniqueness. 
To prepare the proof of the uniqueness, define the space of test functions Hi by H i :=
Ut>o H b> where
Hi :=  e  #+([0, oo) x Rd) : suppV* C [0, T] x Rd| .
L em m a 2.18. Let a be a uniformly non-polar measure on Rd, and A  the associated 
additive functional. Then ax  := sup^^d  ExfAy] < oo for every T  > 0.
Proof. Let T  > 0. Applying (1.5) and Lemma 2.4, we have
•T r rT
aT =  sup f  ds f  a(dy)ps(x,y) < c [  ds Q <
xeRd Jo J Jo (s A l ) 1 p
oo
for some c > 0 . □
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L em m a 2.19. //</> E such that 2a^||0||oo < 1 then (2.11) has a unique non-negative 
solution.
Proof. Let (f> E Hb and w be a non-negative solution of (2.11). Then there is a T  > 0 
such th a t w (s , x) — 0 for all s > T  and all x  E S .  Hence, (2.11) reads,
w(s, x) +  Ex / 
l J o
dAr w2{r +  s, W r ) =  E, f  dAr </>( 
J o
r +  s, Wr) (2.14)
Suppose tha t w : R+ x S  is another non-negative solution of (2.14). Notice tha t both 
w and w are bounded by at  ||<p||oo- Hence, we obtain
||w -w ||o o <  sup Ex [l{T5 <00}|?i;2 (T(s +  s, WTS) - w 2(rs + s ,W TS)\] (2.15) 
se[o,T],xeRd
f  T
<  sup Ex
se[o,T],xeRd L
dAr |w (r +  s, Wr) — w (r +  s, W,
< 2flj'||(/>||o0 ||w -  iDUoo 
which implies w = w as 2 a.^||<^>||00 < 1 .
2 .2 .3  P ro o f o f th e  rep resen tation  th eorem
(2.16)
□
Denote by £ a , x  the collision local time of a cr-catalytic super-Brownian motion X , 
starting in Xo = 77, and its catalytic measure cr. We prove Theorem 2.14 by checking 
tha t the characteristic functions of £ a , x  and IV agree. For this purpose we need the 
formulas for the moments of the collision local time which where provided by D elm as 
in [De96],
L em m a 2.20 (M om en ts  o f  th e  collision local tim e ).
For all p > 1 and all <p E B+(R-|_ x Rd);
p  C l  \  k + p    Je
EX[{£a,x,v)p]=p]-'52— II<^(M>,
k = 1 ’ n iH----- \-nk= p  i = 1
where.
ci(s, x) := E  
Cn ( s , x )  := - E :
poo
/ dAr <p( 
J o
r  +  s, W r)
poo ™__t
/  dAr V '  Cj(r +  s, W r)cn- j { r  +  s, W r)
j = l
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Let us start with the proof of Theorem 2.14. Let T  > 0, and fix ip G H £  such that
1
00 <  2a?T
First, we show tha t for all x  G Rd, s > 0 and all A G (0,1) the sequence
00
y > ” cn(s ,s )
7 1 = 1
is absolutely convergent. We proceed similarly to the proof of Lemma 4.2 in [De96]. 
The function /  : (0,1) —> R defined by /(A) := a ^ 1[ 1 — y/1 — A] can be expanded in a 
power series /(A) =  f°r ^ e  (0? 1)* It is easY to check using its definition,
th a t /  also satisfies
/W2 = i(2/(A) -  £).
Moreover, Taylor expansion of A 1—> y/1 — A around 0 and comparing the coefficients 
leads /?0 =  0 and By plugging the power series representation for /  in the
last equation we get, comparing the coefficients, for all n  >  2 ,
71— 1
Pn =  5o r  ^ 2  Pn-jPj > 0 .
3= 1
Note tha t
r r 00 t
||ci|| =  sup Ex / dAr ^ (r  +  s,W r) < arlMloo < i  =  A-
xeKd,s>0 «/0
Moreover, we get by induction on n tha t for all n  > 2,
71— 1  71— 1
ll^ll 5^  ^   ^l l^ —j\\ llcjll ^  a T  ^   ^A1 — j Pj =  2/3n . (2.20)
j= i i= i
Hence, the sequence ]T)SLi ^"llcnll converges absolutely for all A G (0,1).
Fix A G (0,1) for the moment. Expanding the exponential series and using the formulas
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for the moments, we get
oo
E * [ex p -A (Catx M \  = ^ 2  ^ r E%[(c * ,x ,v )p]
p=o
oo p
=i +e e ap^ -  e  n^ (^°>-)>
p =  1 fc=l niH---hn k—p  i= l
=  E l# [ E ^ a " c"(° '
k = 0 n = 1
oo
=  exp ~(r), Ancn ( ° 5 •))•
n = l
By the Lemmas 2.16 and 2.19 the function w \  : R+ x S  —► R+ defined by
E^ [exp-A(ra,<p)] = exp-(j/r„wx),  








u;a(s , ^ ) + E x / <L4r +  s, Wr )
L
Also recall, tha t w\,  can be extended consistently to R+ x Rd letting
w\(s, x ) := Ex [ l {T5 <oo}u;A(r(s +  s, WTS\ .
The first step to complete the proof is to show tha t the function w \  : R+ x 
defined by
oo
W \ ( x , s )  : =  An C n ( s , x )
n= 1
solves (2 .2 2 ). Notice tha t w is well-defined as the sequence An ||cn || converges
absolutely for all A G (0 , 1 ).
By definition of ci, we have
ci(s, x ) = ¥jX /  dAr <p(r +  s, Wr) • (2.23)
'-Jo
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Moreover, as ip €
71=1 j — 1
=  - ^ n+lEx /  dAr l { r<T} ^ 2  cn+i-j(r  +  s, Wr ) Cj(r +  S, Wr) 
^0 0—1n = l  >7U j = l
oo oo
^ 2  An+1cn+i(s,a;) =  ^  XnCn(s, x). (2.24)
71=1 71=2
Note, th a t we use bounded convergence for the fourth equality, which is allowed since, 
by (2.20), the modulus of the double sum in the third line is bounded by
Hence, combining (2.23) and (2.24), we see tha t w \  solves the integral equation (2.22).
As w \  is non-negative and <p 6  it is easy to see from (2.22) tha t w \(s ,x )  =  0 for
all s > T .  Moreover, cn(s,x) = 0 for all s > T, and hence we also have w \(s ,x )  = 0 
for all s > T .  Thus, as both w \  and w \  are bounded by ax  |M|oo» we can estimate,
\ \ w \  -  ^ a | | o o  < sup E I [ l T 5 < 0 0 |u ;A ( 'r 5  +  5 ,  W T s )  -  w \ ( t s  + s, WT<S)|]
se[o,T],xeRd
r rT
< sup Ex / d A r \w \ { r  +  s, W r ) — u)\ (r  +  s, W r )\
se[o,r],xeRd J  o
oo W™\ -  ^a|| OO? 
which implies w \ = w \  on R+ x Rd, as 2a^ ||</?||oo <  1.
Hence, using the definition of
(um w x) =  /  r ) ( d y ) E y [ l {Ts<oo}w x ( r s , W TS)] =  (77, w \ (0 ,  • ) ) •
oo
(2 /ar ) ^ /?7 iA n < oo.
71=1
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Let ip € Hb- Then if 6  H f  for some T  >  0 and we can choose A > 0 so small such that 
2o.j>|| A^Hoo < 1 . Therefore, for every ip e  Hb, and all sufficiently small A >  0,
E ^ e x p - A ^ * , ^ ) ]  =  exp — (77, u)a(0 , •)>
=  exp — (7/77, w\)
=  E ^ [ e x p - A ( r a, <p)],
hence all moments of and ( r a ,</?) agree. The power series built from these
moments has a positive radius of convergence, and by analytic continuation the charac­
teristic functions also agree. Hence both random measures have the same distribution 
which completes the proof of the theorem. □
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Chapter 3
C atalytic super-Brownian m otion  
via collision local tim e
(This chapter is based on a joint workr1 with Peter Morters, Bath.)
In this chapter we show how to construct a class of cr-catalytic super-Brownian mo­
tions deterministically from the random measure Ta. Our result gives an independent 
construction of catalytic super-Brownian motion for a large class of catalysts.
Similar methods are then applied to construct a catalytic superprocess in a bounded 
domain with reflecting boundary which is catalyzed by the surface measure on a part 
of its boundary. As underlying motion of this superprocess serves a reflecting Brown­
ian motion in this domain. Therefore, we shall speak of super-Brownian motion with 
reflecting boundary.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.1 reviews the main technical tool for this 
chapter: excursions theory and exit systems and applies the general theory to obtain 
the last exit decomposition of standard Brownian motion. In Section 3.2 we prove 
Theorem 1.7: the construction of cr-catalytic super-Brownian motion. Then, Section
3.3 reviews some properties and excursion theory for reflecting Brownian motion in a 
bounded domain D  and provides all we need to construct the catalytic super-Brownian 
motion in D  in Section 3.4
1See also [MV03]; submitted to Stochastic Processes and their Applications.
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3.1 Excursion theory and M aisonneuve’s exit system s
The main technical tool for the construction of catalytic super-Brownian motion in 
M.d or in a bounded domain D  with reflecting boundary is the theory of excursions 
from subsets of the state-space. In particular, we need the excursion theory from the 
catalytic set, i.e. the support of the catalytic measure, for standard and reflecting 
Brownian motion respectively. In this section, we present some results of the pioneer­
ing work done by M a i s o n n e u v e , who introduced the so called exit systems in a very 
general setting. Indeed, he considered arbitrary Markov processes taking values in a 
metric space E  (see [Ma75]).
For our purpose, we restrict ourselves to the case of continuous strong Markov pro­
cesses taking values in E  C Of course, this contains both cases we are interested 
in: the standard and the reflecting Brownian motion. Firstly, in Section 3.1.1 we show, 
for a fixed subset C  of the state space, how to construct a natural continuous additive 
functional of the underlying Markov process, the so called capacitary local time on C. 
Moreover, we justify this definition characterizing its Revuz-measure as the capacitary 
measure of the set C. Then, following [Ma75], Section 3.1.2 reviews the general excur­
sion theory. Finally, in Section 3.1.3 we apply the general results to obtain the last exit 
decomposition of standard Brownian motion.
3.1.1 C apacitary local tim e
Let Y  = (Yt, t > 0) be a continuous strong Markov process taking values in E  C R d. 
Denote by P^ T the law of Y  starting in Yq =  x  € E  and let (Ef>t > 0) be the right 
continuous filtration generated by Y  completed in the usual way. Suppose tha t Y  is 
symmetric in the sense tha t it has a transition density pt (x,y)  which is symmetric in 
x  and y. Moreover, let C  C E  be regular for itself and non-polar for Y .  We denote by 
re  the first hitting time of C  by the Markov process V, i.e.
tc '■= inf{t >  0 : Yt G C}.
Notice tha t t c  is an ^ -s topp ing  time. For any set A  C R d denote by A  the closure of 
A  and set
M  := {t > 0 : Yt € C},
and notice that the set M  is time homogeneous, i.e. for all t > 0,
(M  — t) n  (0, oo) =  {s > 0 : Ys o 6t e  C} =  M  o 6tj
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where (Qt , t  > 0) is the family of shift operators introduced in Section 2.1.1. We want 
to construct a natural continuous additive functional of Y  which grows exactly on the 
set M . This is done is the following Proposition. Recall the definition of a regular 
potential from Section 2.1.2.
Proposition 3.1 (Existence and definition of the capacitary local tim e L).
The function ^ (x )  := Ex[e-Tc] on C is a regular 1-potential. In particular, there is a 
unique continuous additive functional L = (L t , t > 0) of Y  called the capacitary local 
time on C such that
E
r f°° i
/  e~l dLt = E ^ [ e -TC]. 
L Jo
Proof For a proof of the first statem ent we refer to [B192, Chapter VII.2]. The ’in 
particular statem ent’ then follows using the Volkonskii-Sur-Meyer Theorem 2.3. □
Moreover, we have tha t supp L = C  and L  only grows on the set M  (also see [B192, 






and therefore L  is a local time on C. In the following, we like to justify the particular 
name of capacitary local time.
Definition 3.2 (Capacitary measure).
The measure k defined on E  such that for any 0  € 13+(E) we have,
(k ,0 ) =  [  d x E ^ [ l {rc<oo}e Tc0 (y rc )], 
J Md>
is called the capacitary measure of C .
This definition is the special case (q = 1) of the usual definition (see e.g. [Be96, Chapter 
II]) where the ^-capacitary measure is defined. In other words, the capacitary measure 
(i of the set C  is the distribution of the first point visited in C  by strong Markov pro­
cess Y ,  where Y  is killed at rate 1 and originally distributed according to the Lebesgue 
measure. Moreover, one can show th a t rc is a Radon measure whose closed support is 
contained in C  (see e.g. [Be96, Chapter II]).




p  r roc
/  dLt (p(t, Yt) = /  p(dy) /  dt<p(t,y)pt (x,y). 
Jo 1 J Jo
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Proposition 3.3 (Characterization of the measure p ).
The Revuz measure p associated to L  agrees with the capacitary measure of C.
Proof. Let k  be the capacitary measure of C, i.e. k  is defined by n(dy) = JRd dz h (z , dy), 
where for any x € R d, the measure h{x , dy) on C  is defined by
h(x, A) = EY [l{rc<oo} e~T°  1 a {YTc )\ ,
for any Borel set A  G B(Rd). Moreover, let p  be the Revuz-measure of the additive 
functional L. We want to show tha t k  = p. Recall, tha t we denote by pt(x ,y)  the 
transition density of Y  and tha t the 1-potential u\, G B+ (R d) of a measure v on R d is 
defined by
ul( x ) '■= J  f Q ^ e_ tpt (x,j/),
Notice tha t as
u] i x ) = J  K dy) dt e - tp t ix ,  y) =  EY [e- ^ ]  < 1,
the 1-potential of p. is bounded and it is enough to check (see e.g. [B1G68, Prop.
VI. 1.15]) tha t ujt = u \  almost everywhere on R d in order to deduce p  =  At. Let if be a
non-negative bounded measurable function defined on R d. We have,
I dxuj.(x),ip(x) = / dx7p(x) / K,(dy) / d te ~ l p t(x ,y )
JRd JRd J  JO
— / d x ,ip(x) / dt e~l / dz p t(x ,y)h (z ,dy)
j R d J o  J  Rd J
= / d x ,tp(x) / dt e- t  dz pt (y ,x )h (z ,d y )
j R d J o  J  Rd J
= dz E/. 








d t e - 'M Y t )
TC
OO
[  dt e - ‘ i>{Yt) 1 -  f  d z E f l  [  dt e~4 V>(Yt) 
J o  J R d L Jo
where we used the symmetry of p  for the third and the strong Markov property for 
the fifth equality. Now, using again the symmetry of p  for the first term  of the last
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equation, we get
[  dz E ^ f  fJRd L Jo dt e 1 Yt) = [  dz [  d t e  * [  dy pt (z,y)ip(y) JRd Jo J Rd
— f dz dt e-< /  dy pt (y, z) ,ip(y)
JRd Jo JRd
=  /  dyip(y). 
j R d
Let p f  be the density of the transition kernel of Y  killed on C. For t > 0, the function 
p f ( x , y )  is symmetric (see e.g. [CZ95, Chapter II]). For the second term, we have
/Jr<dz E Y [  d t e  t 'ip(Yt) = [  dz [  d t e  1 [  dy p? (z,y)ip(y) Jo J J Rd Jo JRd
= [  dz [  d te ~ l [  dyp^(y,z)ip{y)  
j R d Jo JRd
= [  dyip(y)¥% [ [  dt e~l
j R d l J 0
Therefore we have
f  d x u ^ x ^ x )  = [  d y ^ { y ) ~  [  dy ip(y)E% [ [  d t e  
j R d JRd JRd L Jo
= [  dy 'i/j(y)EY [e-Tc]
J R d
= Jr<i dy [ J0 dLt e_t
=  [  dyip{y) [  p{dz) [  d t e ^ p t i y . z )  
J Rd J Rd Jo
= /  dy uj1(y)'i/j(y) dy.
J R d
And we get u l =  u lK almost everywhere in R d. Thus we have p = k . □
3.1 .2  A  general excu rsion  form ula
In order to formulate the general excursion theorem, we have to introduce some nota­
tion. Recall from the last section M  = {t > 0 : Yt e  C}. Following [Ma75], we set
R  := inf{s >  0 : s € M},
Rt := inf{s > 0  : s +  t G M }  = R o  6t .
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In fact, R  = tc is the first hitting time of C  and R t is the first hitting time of C  after 
time t. The paths 1 1—> R t are cadlag (right continuous with left limits) and we denote 
by R t~ := \imsp R s. Then, {t > 0 : R t~ = 0} =  M , and define the set
G := {t > 0 : R t-  =  0 ,R t > 0}.
The set G , is the set of left endpoints in (0, oo) of the intervals contiguous to M .  Notice, 
G is countable and G C M  almost surely. Let <5 be a cemetery point added to E  and 
consider a metric on E s := £'U{J} under which E 5 is a compact metric space. Moreover, 
let V  = X>(R+ , E 5) be the Skorokhod space of cadlag functions defined on R+ endowed 
with the Skorokhod topology. Notice th a t the Skorokhod topology is a metrizable 
topology under which T> becomes a complete separable metric space. Actually, the 
extra point 8  is only needed for the definition of the excursions in M a i s o n n e u v e s  
setting. We denote by to$ the function constantly equal to <5 on R+. l f t o e V ,  we write 
indifferently to(t) or ujt to  denote the value of the function to a t time t. For s > 0, let 
i s : V  —> V  be the family of translation operators defined by,
i5(u;)(i) =  to(t +  s) for 0 <  t < R s,
is(o;)(t) = 8 for t > R s.
Definition 3.4 (Excursions).
The collection {is(u;) : s 6 G(tj)} is called the collection of excursions with respect to 
M  of the path to. Moreover, £(is(to)) := inf{t >  0 : is (to)(t) =  8} is called the length of 
the excursion is(to).
Roughly speaking an excursion of the process Y  is a part of its path {Yt , s < t < R s}
starting in some point x  6 C  at time s 6 G up to the first time it hits C  again. In the
sequel we shall just write to to denote an excursion as well as a whole path if there is 
no ambiguity.
Recall tha t we denote by { T u t  > 0) the filtration generated by Y  and let T  = (Jt>o-^ 
the sigma-field generated by Y .  Moreover, let {Qt,t > 0) be the transition kernels of 
the Markov process Y  killed on the set C, i.e.
Qt<p(x) = [1 {t<Tc}ip(Yt) ] .
Recall tha t loosely speaking the previsible processes are those obtained by linear and 
monotone operations from processes of the form s i—> l[0)^ ](s), where R  is an Tt~ 
stopping time. To be rigorous, let V  be the sigma-field generated by all ^ -a d a p te d  left
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continuous processes. Then an ^ -a d a p te d  process Z  =  {Zs,s  > 0) is called previsible 
if it is measurable with respect to V. Still following [Ma75] we recall the main tool of 
excursion theory from sets:
Theorem 3.5 (M aisonneuve’s exit formula).
There exists a family of sigma-finite measures H  = (H x , x  G C) on ('D , F), such that for  
any positive, previsible process Z  = (Z s, s > 0) and for any F-measurable non-negative 
function if on V , such that if(w$) = 0, we have
seG
=  E.Y fJO
Z sH Y’ [i>}dLt
Furthermore, the measure H x is strong Markov with respect to the semigroup (Qt, t > 
0), i.e. for every Ft-stopping time T  we have for all F t  measurable <p > 0;
H x \ip • if o it \ = H x [ip • Qr'tf] ■
Definition 3.6 (Excursion measures and exit system ).
The family of measures H  is called the family of excursion measures of the set C. The 
pair (H , L) is called is the exit system associated with C.
Using a monotone class argument (simply use 1[o,t](s )^s instead of Z s for deterministic 
T  > 0), Theorem 3.5 implies the following corollary:
Corollary 3.7. For all positive, previsible processes Z  = (Z s,s  > 0) and for any 
non-negative function if € #+(R) <8> F  such that if(-,ujf) = 0 we have,




/  Z s H Y‘ [ 1 > ( s , - ) ] d L t
l J 0
Let us consider the following im portant example: Let <f be a non-negative ^-m easurable 
function on V  such tha t (f(w>s) =  0 and let t > 0. Define if : R+ x D - >  R+ by
if(s,uj) := ( f o i t_s(uj)l[0t)(s).
Hence, if 6 #+(R+) <8> F  and we deduce
e y \ j 2 z ^ ( s ’ -)o i*
seG
^  y °  H — S  0  i i
seG
=  Ex [l {R<t, t£M} Zgt $  0 *t] J
where gt \= sup{s < t : s € M }.  Taking Z  := 1 and cf(uj) := p(u>o) for <p e  B+{E) if
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oj ^  ujs and <f>(tj) = 0 if to = w$, we obtain using Corollary 3.7 and writing Cc := E \ C ,
in R d. Recall, tha t we write Ec for the law of W  starting in a: £ R d. Moreover, let
assume th a t C = S  is a set of vanishing d-dimensional Lebesgue measure. According
where rs  denotes the first hitting time of S  by the Brownian motion W .  If S  has 
vanishing d-dimensional Lebesgue measure we obtain from (3.1)
where (Q t,t  > 0) denotes the semigroup of Brownian motion killed on S.  If we denote 
by C ^ )  the length of the excursion u>, then we let <p(u>t) = 0 for all t > £(u>) on the 
right hand side of (3.2). The family of excursion measures (H x,x  € S)  satisfies the
Prom (3.3) and the fact tha t Qt(y, •) has a density one can see easily tha t each 
H x [u>s £ dy] has a density on S c.
Intuitively, equation (3.2) separates the computation of the transition semigroup of 
Brownian motion in two parts: the first arises from paths tha t do not hit S  and 
the second from excursions starting at the last-exit-time from S  which is distributed
r f°° i
Ej /  d L s l { s < t } H Y’ [v ( ^ s )} = E l [ < p ( Y t ) l [ t > T c } l c 4 Y t ) ] -  (3.1) 
o J
In particular, we need equation (3.1) for the special cases when Y  is either a standard 
Brownian motion in E  = Rd or a reflecting Brownian motion in a bounded domain 
E  = D  C R d. The first case is treated in the next section.
3.1 .3  L ast ex it d ecom p osition  for standard  B row nian m otion
In this section we consider Y  to be a standard Brownian motion W  = (Wt , t  > 0)
cr be a uniformly non-polar measure on R d and S  be the fine support of a. We also
to Section 3.1.2, there is a continuous additive functional L  of W , called the capacitary 
local time on S , such that,
■oo
e
r r ° °  i
^x[p(W t)\ =  Qt<p(x) + E *  /  l { s<tyH W3[<p(cjt-s )]dL s , (3.2)
0 J
entrance law equation for the semigroup {Qt,t > 0) of Brownian motion killed on <S, 
see e.g. [B192, Chapter V], i.e., for all £ >  0, s > 0,
H x [g)(ut+S)] = J  H x [u)s £ dy] J  (p(z) Qt (y,dz) (3.3)
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according to the measure dL. Therefore, we refer to equation (3.2) to be the last-exit- 
decomposition of standard Brownian motion.
3.2 cr-catalytic super-Brownian m otion in Rd
This section is devoted to construct the cr-catalytic super-Brownian motion from the 
collision local time. The section is organized as follows: first we restate the main result 
Theorem 1.7. Then in the Sections 3.2.1 and Section 3.2.2 we give the proof of Theorem 
1.7 part (a) and (b) respectively. Moreover in Section 3.2.3 we deduce from our con­
struction th a t the catalytic super-Brownian motion possesses a smooth density which 
solves the heat equation outside the catalyst with (random) boundary condition given 
by the collision local time. Finally, Section 3.2.4 is devoted to enlighten the abstract 
absolute continuity condition needed for Theorem 1.7.
Let a  be a uniformly non-polar measure on M.d, S  its fine support, i.e. the support of 
the associated continuous additive functional A. Moreover, denote by L  the capaci­
tary local time of a d-dimensional Brownian motion W  on the set S.  Recall, tha t the 
Revuz-measure p  of L  is the capacitary measure of the set S.  Let us restate the result 
we are going to prove:
Theorem 1.7 (Construction of cr-catalytic super-Brownian motion).
Assume that a is a uniformly non-polar measure such that its fine support S  has van­
ishing Lebesgue measure. Moreover, let the capacitary measure p of S  be absolutely 
continuous with respect to a, i.e. there is a density f  such that p(dx) = f{x)a{dx).
(a) The measure valued process Z  =  (Z t , t  > 0) defined by Zo := p 6 Xif(M.d) and
(Z u v )  = (ri,Qt<p) +  J J  r  a(dsdx)  1 {s<t}f { x ) H x [p(ujt-s)\, (3.4)
for any ip G B+(Rd) and all t >  0, is a a-catalytic super-Brownian motion X  with 
start in Xo = p.
(b) The collision local time Ca^z of Z  with the catalytic measure a is given by the 
random measure r CT.
Although we showed in Chapter 2 tha t the collision local time Ca^x of a cr-catalytic 
super-Brownian motion X  with its catalyst cr is distributed as the random measure TCT, 
it is not clear that the collision local time of the process Z  defined by (3.4) is given by 
r a — even if we have already shown tha t Z  is a cr-catalytic super-Brownian motion.
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According to the definition of the collision local time (see Theorem 1.5) we have to 
show th a t for all p  e  Hf>, almost surely
lim jT *  dt J  a (dy) I  Zt (dx)p£(x,y)'tp(t,y) = II Ta(dr dx) -0(r, x).
But before we prove this, we show part (a) of the theorem.
3.2.1 P ro o f o f T h eorem  1.7 (a)
We start by stating and proving a preliminary lemma on catalytic super-Brownian 
motion.
Lemma 3.8. Let X  be a cr-catalytic super-Brownian motion with start in X q =  7 7. Then 
the finite dimensional marginals of X  can be characterized in the following way: For 
all 0 < t \  < £2 <  • • • <  tn < T  and p i , . . . ,  p n € i3^(Mn) such that 2ax Y^i=i ll^lloo <  1 
we have
E *  ex p - ^ 2 ( X ti,pi) = exp — (7 7 ,u(0, •)),
i= 1
where u is the unique non-negative solution of
f °O 1 n
u(s,x ) +  Ex / dAr u2(r +  s, W r) =  l{ s<ti} Ex [pi(Wti- s)] . (3.5)
i= 1
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on n essentially following [LG99, Chapter II]. 
Let n = 1. Let v be a solution of (1.7) with p = p i,  then
u(s ,x )  = l { s<tl}v(ti -  s ,x )
solves (3.5) and
E * [ e x p - ( X t l ,p i)]  = exp — (77, v(ti, •)) =  ex p - ( 7 7 ,  u(0, •))•
Let n > 2  and assume tha t the result holds up to order 72 — 1. By the Markov property 
at time t±,
E: e x p - = E *  e x p - (X tl,¥>i)E^t i [ e x p - ^ ( X t._tl,y?i)]
i= 1 *=2
=  E* [exp(— -  ( Xtl, «(0, •)»],
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where by induction hypothesis u solves
r f°° 1 n A r
u ( s ,x ) + E x /  dAr u2(r +  s, Wr) = y ^ ^ { s<ti- t 1}^x
LJ° J i=2 L
Using our computations for n  =  1, we get tha t
ex p - ^ 2 ( X ti1(pi) =  exp —(77, u(0 , •)),
i=l
where u solves
r / ' ° °  1
u(s, z) +  Ex /  cL4r u 2(r +  s, Wr ) =  l / s<tl}Ex [9?i(Wfl_s) +  u(0, Wtl- S)] 
l J  0 J
Defining the function u  by
u(t, a:) := l {s<tl}u(s, x) +  l {s>tl}u(s - t u x)
we have
E: exp - ^ 2 ( X ti,(pi) = exp-(77,u(0,-)>,
i=l
and it is straightforward to see tha t u solves (3.5).
To prove uniqueness, observe tha t if u and u' are both non-negative solutions of (3.5), 
then u(s ,x )  = u '(s ,x)  = 0 for all s > T. Moreover, both u and v! are bounded by 
E i i  I M .  and we obtain
[/l J 0|^ — ^Hoo < SUP Ex I dAr \u (r +  s, Wr) — u‘ (r +  s, Wr)\x(EMd ,s>Q
< 2 a j1 E  Halloo 11^  u llooj
i—1
and hence u = v! as we assume 2ax 1 Ti 1100 <  1- □
Let us now start with the proof of Theorem 1.7 (a).
We first show that the measure valued process Z  = (Zt, t > 0) defined by (3.4) has the 
same finite-dimensional distributions as a cr-catalytic super-Brownian motion. We write 
for the law of Z  starting in Z q = rj. Let n € N and let us fix 0 < t\  < . . .  <  tn < T
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and <pi,.. .<pn non-negative, continuous and bounded such tha t Halloo < 1 -
Using (3.48) we can rewrite the Laplace functional of Z  as
e ;
n n
exP =  E ^  exp — ^ (77, Qti<pi) +  ( I V , , (3.6)
i= 1 i=l
where
0 (s,x) := HsKuyfix) HX[<Pi{uti-s)}-
i= 1
By Lemma 2.16, we have
E ^ J e x p - ( r <r,<£)] =  ex p -(!/„,«;), 
where w 6  B+(R+ x <S) is a non-negative solution of
w (s, re) +  Ex /  
L Jo
cL4r u;2(r +  s, Wr ) =  E,
poo
/ cL4r </>( 
Jo
r +  s, Wr) . (3 .9)
Using the definition of J> and / ,  and the excursion formula (3.2),
E x
poo n  r /*oo
/  <iAr ^(r +  s,W'.) = y > x /  < j ^ l{r+s<tj}/ f ^ [ w K _ r_5)]/(Wr) 
JO i=1 Jo
71 p /•oo
=  'y  ^ Ex I dLr l { r<ti_syH r [ipi(u)ti—r—a')\
i= 1 *'°
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=  ^  x s)] — Qti—siPi{x )') •
i=l
So, altogether, we have just shown tha t w : R+ x S  —> R+ solves
u; (s, x) + E X /  
L Jo
cL4r w 2(r +  s, Wr )
n
— l{s<ti} ^Ex [^ (W ^-s)] — Ex [l{^<s+T5} ^ i ( ^ t i - s ) ] ^ • (3.10)
Z=1
Let X  be a a-catalytic super-Brownian motion with start in X q = 77. According to 
Lemma 3.8, we can rewrite the dual equation of X  in its backward form, i.e.
E; e x p - ^ X ^ i )  =  e x p -(77,11(0,-)),
Z=1
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where u is the unique non-negative solution of
' f°°  i  n
u ( s , : r ) + E x / dAr u2(r +  s, Wr) =  V ]  l{a<ti} Ex [<Pi(Wti- a)\ • (3.11)
L-/° J i=l
Define w(s, x) := u;(s, a;) if x  6  <5 and
n _ /*oo
i i( s , x) := V )  E* [^.(M^i-s)] -  E* /  <L4r w2(r +  s, Wr) ,
i = i  J
if x ^  <S. Then u> is a solution of (3.11) and as w is non-negative and (3.11) has a 
unique non-negative solution, we get w = u. In particular, for all x  6  S  we have 
w (x , s) =  u (x , s) for all s >  0.
Using the definition of i/^, the fact tha t w and u agree for all 1 6 1 S, equation (3.11) 
for u , and the strong Markov property,
(ufj,w) =  y*r;(d2/)E y[ l{T(S<00}U;(r(s, Wr<s)]
= J  r]{dy) Ey [l{Ts<oo}u(rs ,W TS)]
= J ri(dy) -  E y [ ^ ° ° ^ ^ 2(r, Wr )])




'Y l ^ Q u 'P i )  +  =  ( ^ “ (°>-))-
i=l
Et exp -  ^ 2  (Zu ,<pi) = e x p - ( ^ 2  {m QtiVi) +  K ,  ™>)
i= l  i= l
=  exp — (7 7, u(0, •))
=  E;x exp — E  V^ i)
i= l
and we infer tha t Z  has the same finite-dimensional marginals as a <j-catalytic super- 
Brownian motion X .
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Hence, there is a continuous modification Z  of Z  which is a cr-catalytic super-Brownian 
motion. To show tha t Z  and Z  are indistinguishable, observe that, by definition of 
Z  and since S  has vanishing Lebesgue measure, Z s(S ) =  0 for all s > 0. Hence it is 
enough to show that 1 1—> (Zt , p) is right-continuous, for every continuous, non-negative 
p  with compact support disjoint from S.
Fix t  >  0  and p  as above. First observe tha t 1 1—> (77, Qtp) is continuous, and it suffices 
to look at the second term  on the right hand side of (3.48). To prepare an application 
of dominated convergence note that,
=  / v. J r ] (d z )E z EWts J^ dLr l {r+Ts<t}
Ta( d r d x ) l {r<t}f ( x )] =  [f dr II Ur (dsdx)
r r°°
(dz) Ez /  dAr f ( W r) l { r<t}
0
V(dy ) dr pr (z, y).
This is finite, as it is bounded by
J  v(dz) J  p(dy) dr el~r pr (z ,y) = e* J  rj(dz) Ez [e~ T5 ] <  0 0 .
As S  is closed and the support of p  is compact, there is an s > 0 such tha t the distance 
d(supp </?, S) > e. Denote by Te the first hitting time of S £ := {x  6  R d : d(x ,S )  > e}. 
Recall from [De96, Lemme 8.3] th a t sup l€<5 H x [Te <  0 0 ] < 0 0 . Then, using dominated 
convergence in the second, and continuity of 1 1—> H x [p(ujt)\ in the last step,
lim J J r a(dr d x ) l{ r<sy f (x )H x [p(ujs- r)]
=  l]m J J T a(d r d x ) l {r<s}f ( x ) H x [l{Te<oo} p (u s-r)]
-II Ta(drdx) l i m l {r<s}f ( x ) H x [l{Te<oo} p (u s- r)\
J J  Va(d r d x ) l{r<t-) f ( x ) H x [l{Te<00-) p(u)t-r)\-
This shows that, almost surely, s i—► (Zs,p )  is right-continuous, which completes the 
proof. □
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3 .2 .2  P ro o f o f T h eorem  1.7 (b)
We need the following elementary estimate on the heat kernel. For a proof see [De96, 
Lemma 2.1]
L em m a 3.9. Let 8 > 0, then there is a constant c >  0 such that for all x  E M.d and all 
s > 0 ,t  >  0,
\ps(x) -  pt {x)\ < c  d u - p u{1+5)(x).
J[s,t\ u
We have to show th a t the collision local time C,a^z of z  with the catalytic measure a 
defined by (1.11) is indeed given by the measure IV  Let 'ip € and define
/■oo r r
<ci,z>1>) :=  j Q ds J  a (dy) J  Z s(dz ) p e ( z - y ) i > ( s , y ) ,  (3 .12)
where Z  is the cr-catalytic super-Brownian motion given by
(Za,<p) =  (r),Qt<p) +  J J  Ta(dr d x ) l { r<s} f ( x ) H x {y{ujs- r)\. (3.13)
By Theorem 1.5, there is a random measure Ca,z called the collision local time of the 
catalytic super-Brownian motion Z  with its catalyst cr, such tha t almost surely,
=  ( A r ,z » .
e | 0  ’
Moreover, the convergence also holds in 1^(1?^) for any p  >  1. To deduce tha t C ^ z  is 
given by the random measure r a , it is enough to show
U m Ef [< £ ',* - I V .V ) 2] = 0 ,  (3.14)
as convergence in L2(P^) implies the almost sure convergence of a subsequence. 
Using (3.12), (3.13) and Fubinis Theorem,
= J0 ds j  a(^Ms,y)(77,QsPe(2/,-)) + (IV, <k),
where the function <f>e G B(R+ x S)  is given by
<t>£(r,x) := J^ ds J  a(dy) ip(yt s ) l {r<s}f ( x ) H x [pe(wa_r , y)] -  ip(r,x).
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Hence, we obtain
r f°° f  1 2
E^ [(£ a ,Z ~ r ^ » 2] =  j  ds j  cr(dy)'ip(s,y)(r],Qsp£(y,-))
+ 2 l  ds
J a ( d y )  ip(s,y){r),Qspc(y, ■)} E ^ [(rV ,0 E)]
+  K  [(IV, 4>ef] ■ (3.15)
We show tha t all three terms in (3.15) tend to 0 as e j  0.
1° First summand.
Denote by p l(x ,y )  the transition density of Brownian motion killed on S.  We have to 
show tha t
lim J™  ds /  v{d y )^{s ,y )  J  T](dx) J  dzp£(y,z)p*s(x ,z)  = 0. (3.16)
To prepare an application of dominated convergence, we show tha t
J  ° { d y )^ ( s ,y )  J  dzp£(y,z)p*(x,z)
is bounded by an f£° ds f  r}(dx)-integrable function. As ip € Hf, it is bounded with 
supp-0 € [0, T] x R d for some T  > 0. Moreover, as p*s (x , z) < ps(x, z), we can estimate 
using the Chapman Kolmogorov equation and Lemma 2.4,
J  <r{dy)il>(s,y) J  d zp £(y, z)p*s (x ,z)  < J  a(dy)'tp(s,y) J  d zp£(y, z)ps(x, z)
=  J  <^(dy)^(s,y)pa+E(x1y)
<  c ll^ll00(g'A 'i ) T= ^ 1 [°T](s )> (3 -17)
for some c > 0, and where (3 6 (0,1) is the constant refering to a  in (1.2). As p is a 
finite measure, the right-hand-side of (3.17) is a f£° ds f  r}(dx)-integrable function and 
by dominated convergence it remains to show tha t
e{o /  J  dzpe(y ’z )p*(x ’z ) = °» (3-18)
in order to deduce (3.16). Notice tha t we can apply dominated convergence to the 
outer integral by similar arguments as before, in particular, using p*(x,z) < ps(x,z),  
the Chapman Kolmogorov equation and Lemma 2.4. Moreover, it is a classical result
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on killed Brownian motion tha t the function 2: 1—► p*(x, z) is continuous and vanishes 
on S  (see e.g. [CZ95, Chapter 2.2]). Hence, we obtain (3.18).
2° Second summand.
As by Theorem 2.14, the random measure Ya is distributed as the collision local time 
we can use Lemma 2.20 to compute the moments of r CT. Hence, we get by an easy 
calculation, also using th a t dLr = dAr f ( W r ),
/
/•oo r  _ p o o  _
J](dx) J  ds J cr(dy)ip(s,y)Ex J dLr \ ^ r<^ H Wr \pe(us-r ,y ) \
-E^[<rv,v<)].
By the last exit decomposition of the Brownian motion (3.2), we have
Ex /  dLr 1 {r<s}HWr [Pei^a-r, y)] = E* [pe(Wa, y)] -  Q sP e{y)(x).
0 J
Hence, using part 1° of the proof is suffices to show that
J rj(dx) J  ds J a(dy)'ip(s,y)Ex [p£(Ws,y)]
converges to E ^ [ ( T Using the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation for the Brownian 
transition density, we can rewrite the last displayed equation to
/ f|(dx) J  ds Ja (dy)T p (s ,y )p s+£(x,y).
As if> is in H & it is bounded with supp-0 € [0,T] x R d for some T  > 0. Moreover, as a 
is uniformly non-polar, we have by Lemma 2.4 tha t there is a constant c > 0 such that
Jcr(dy)iP(s,y)ps+£{x,y) < c^Hoo ^  l[o,r](s), (3.19)
where j3 6  (0 ,1) is the constant refering to a  in (1.2). Hence, as 77 is a finite measure, 
the left hand side of equation (3.19) is f  rj(dx) J0°° ds-integrable and therefore we can 
apply dominated convergence and hence it only remains to show that
eio /  <7(d2'M s »2/)Pa+£(:c’2/) =  J
Let 6 > 0. By Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 2.4 there are constants c > 0 and c' >  0 such
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tha t
a(dy)'ip(s,y)\ps+£{ x , y ) - p s{ x ,y ) \< c  (  a(dy) j  d u ^ p u 1^+5)(x,y)
J S
1  1_______
u (u( 1 +  5) A l ) 1- 3^ ’6  
which tends to 0 as e |  0.
3° Third summand.
Using the formula for the second moment of the collision local time, we obtain
Using part 2°, we only have to deal with the second summand which is equal to
By exactly the same arguments as in part 2°, there is a constant c > 0 such tha t
Hence, by dominated convergence and part 2° also the third summand tends to 0. □
3.2 .3  S m ooth n ess o f  th e  d en sity  field
The following corollary to Theorem 1.7 is already contained in [De96]. D e l m a s  
proved the smoothness of the density field from his representation of cr-catalytic super- 
Brownian motion given by equation (1.19). We can use essentially the same arguments 
to deduce this result from Theorem 1.7. Of course, we have to make the same assump­
tions as in Theorem 1.7. Hence, D e l m a s  result is more general than ours, as he only 
needs to  assume that the capacitary measure p  on <5 is uniformly non-polar.
Assume tha t o is a uniformly non-polar measure such tha t its fine support S  has 
vanishing Lebesgue measure. Moreover, let the capacitary measure p  of S  be absolutely
r f°° oi
E^[(IV >e>2] = E f[< r „ ^ ) ] 2 + E^ /  dA-EfBr[<rv,&(r + .,- ) ) f  .
J 0
Moreover, there is a c' > 0 such tha t
J  a(dy)pr (x ,y )
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continuous with respect to a, i.e. there is a density /  such tha t p(dx) = f(x )o (dx ).  
Let Z  = (Z t, t  >  0) be a cr-catalytic super-Brownian motion. Under these assumptions, 
we show the following:
Corollary 3.10 ( S m o o t h n e s s  o f  t h e  d e n s i t y  f i e l d ) .
Almost surely, for all t > 0 the random measure Zt on S c := M.d \ S  has a density 
zt (y) with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Moreover, z is in C°°((0, oo) x <SC) and 
solves the heat equation outside the catalyst, meaning that dtZt(y) =  ^A y zt(y) for all 
t E (0, oo), y E S c.
Hence, the density field z ( t , y) solves the heat equation on (0, oo) x S c with generalized 
initial condition on {t =  0} given by the measure r). Indeed, the continuity of Z  in the 
weak topology implies, tha t we have for all <p E Cb(R+), almost surely
Hm J  dyif(y)zt {y) = J  r](dy)ip(y).
Moreover, the generalized boundary condition on (0, oo) x S  is given by the collision 
local time r a , i.e. we have by Theorem 1.7(b) tha t for all tjj £
/•OO
lim / dt efo Jo
Proof of Corollary 3.10. (following closely [De96]) Recall tha t we denote by t s  the first 
hitting time of S  and denote by p* (x , y) the transition density of Brownian motion killed 
on <5, i.e. for all t E (0, oo), x, y E Rd,
Pt(x > V) =  Pt(x, y) ~  Ex [1 {rs<t}Pt(t -  T S , WTS -  y)] . (3.20)
It is well known, that for all x  E Rd, the function (t , y) i—> p%(x, y) is in C°° ((0, oo) x S c) 
and solves the heat equation, i.e.
dtP*t {x,y) = iA  yp*t {x,y), for t E (0, oo), y E S c. (3.21)
Moreover, we deduce by induction from (3.20) tha t for all n  E N, m E Nd, e > 0 and 
all <5o > 0, we have
su p { |&t&£pt{x,y)\ : t > 0 , x E i  Rd, y E S £, \x — y\ > <^0} < oo, (3.22)
where S £ := {x E Rd : d(x ,S )  < e}. Define r£ to be the first hitting time of S £. 
Let <p E ^ + (Rd) be supported in S£. Hence, using the strong Markov property of the 
excursion measure with respect to the semigroup of Brownian motion killed on S,  we
j  °(.dv) /  dx zt (x)p£(x, y)^p(t, y) = / /  Ter (dr dx)if(r , x).
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obtain for all x E S  and all s <  t,
H x [ip{ojt- s ) \ = H x J  dyip(y)l{t_s_Te>0}p$_s_Te{u;T£,y)
= J  dy(p(y)Hx [ l{t_s_T£>0}p*t_s_TE(uTe,y)\.  (3.23)
In particular, we deduce from the representation of the cr-catalytic super-Brownian 
motion in Theorem 1.7 tha t it possesses a density on «S£ which is given explicitly by
zt(v) '■= J  v(dx)p l(x ,y)-\-  J J  T <r(ds,dx) f ( x ) H x [ l{t_s_T£>0}pl_s_Te(u>Te,y)\.  (3.24)
Notice that by (3.22) and since (t, y )  > p * ( x , y )  is in C°°((0, oo) x <SC) the function 
(£, y )  i—> f  r / (dx)  P t ( x , y )  is also C°°. Justifying dominated convergence as in the proof 
of Theorem 1.7(b) shows tha t the second summand of (3.24) as a function of t  and y  
is continuous (outside a set of zero probability). Using induction and (3.22) one checks 
tha t it is even C°° on (0, oo) x S c. Finally, observe tha t (3.21) implies tha t (t, y )  i—> z f ( y )  
solves the heat equation on (0, oo) x S° which completes the proof. □
3 .2 .4  T he ab so lu te  con tin u ity  cond ition
In Theorem 1.7 we have to assume the abstract condition, tha t the capacitary measure 
p  on the set S  is absolutely continuous with respect to cr, i.e. tha t there is a density /  
such tha t
p(dx) =  a{dx) f{x ).
Recall tha t by the Radon-Nikodym theorem, p  is absolutely continuous with respect 
to  cr, if and only if for every N  E B(Rd) with cr(iV) =  0 we also have p(N ) = 0. If 
there is a Borel set M  such tha t cr(M) =  0 but p(M ) > 0, then we call p singular with 
respect to cr.
Proposition 3.11 (Finite point measures).
Let a  E A^^(R) be a finite point measure in one dimension and S  := supper. Then the 
capacitary measure p on S  is absolutely continuous with respect to cr.
Proof. Let n E N and a i , . . . , a n > 0. Moreover, let c i , . . . , cn E K and cr be of the 
form
n
& = ^   ^OLi5Ci, 
z=l
where 5C denotes the Dirac point mass at c E  M. Hence, S  = { c i, . . . ,  cn}. Assume that 
cr(iV) =  0 for some N  CM.. Then N  D S  = 0. Let p  be the capacitary measure on S.
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Then by Proposition 3.3,
p(N ) = [  d x E x [e~TS l N (Wrs)] < [  d x ¥ x (WT s e N ) ,
jRd. J^d
where rs  is the first hitting time of S.  As WTS G S  almost surely and N  D S  = 0, we 
have Fx (WTs G N) = 0 and hence p(N ) = 0. And therefore p  is absolutely continuous 
with respect to cr by the Radon-Nikodym Theorem. □
Indeed, we can generalize the proof of Proposition 3.11 in the following way: for the 
set S  C R d and x  G S°, we define the harmonic measure of <5 starting in x  by
f f  (dy) := Fx(Wts G dy).
For a measure a G Ad(Rd) with fine support S , the following proposition gives a 
sufficient condition for the capacitary measure p  of S  being absolutely continuous with 
respect to cr.
P ro p o s itio n  3.12. Let o  G A l(R d) and n be the capacitary measure of S  := supp<r. 
Moreover, denote by f)x the harmonic measure of S  starting in x  G *SC. Suppose that, 
S  has vanishing d-dimensional Lebesgue measure, and that the harmonic measure f)x is 
absolutely continuous with respect to a for all x  G <SC. Then, fi is absolutely continuous 
with respect to a.
Proof. Let N  G # (R d) such tha t a ( N ) =  0. If \)x is absolutely continuous with respect 
to a  for any x  G «SC we have l)x (N) = 0 for any x  G «SC. Hence, by Proposition 3.3 and 
as S  has vanishing d-dimensional Lebesgue measure,
p ( N ) =  [  dxEvle-T* l N (Wrs)] 
j R d
< [  d x E x [ lN {WTs)] 
j R d
=  [  dx\)x{N) = 0,
JRd\S
and therefore p, is absolutely continuous with respect to cr. □
C o ro lla ry  3.13 (T h e  su rface  m e asu re  on  a  sm o o th  m an ifo ld ).
Let a be the surface measure on a smooth d — 1 dimensional manifold S  in Rd, d > 2, 
then the capacitary measure p on S  is absolutely continuous with respect to cr.
Proof. Clearly, <S has vanishing d-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Moreover, it is well 
known th a t for any x  G S c the harmonic measure ff  on S  is absolutely continuous
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with respect to the surface measure a  on S  (see e.g. [Ba95, Chapter III.5]). Hence, the 
assertion follows from Proposition 3.12. □
Moreover, for the smooth manifold case, it is possible to construct the density of p  with 
respect to a  explicitly: Prom similar arguments to those in [Ba95, Proposition II.3.11], 
there is a constant cd (depending only on d), such that
E x [eTTS ^ (W Ts)\ =  Cd J^°(dy)'ip(y)dnyg1'*(x,y),
where dn denotes the outward normal derivative on <S, gl '*{x,y) = / 0°° d te  t p t(x ,y )  
and p*(x ,y ) is the density of Brownian motion killed on S.  Hence, for any Borel set
A  e  B {S ),
p(A) = cd /  a(dy) /  d xd nygl '*{x,y).
JA J Rd
To see a particular example, let S  be the boundary of an open ball in Rd, d > 2 with 
radius r  > 0. Then we deduce from [PS78, Prop 1.9] tha t
27rd/ 2r d 2
r ( |  - 1)
KA) =  — -d —
for any Borel set A  6 ^(«S)- Notice tha t the density is a constant but depends on the 
curvature of S.
The following proposition gives a large set of counter examples where the absolute 
continuity condition fails: always when a  is absolutely continuous with respect to the 
d-dimensional Lebesgue measure. However, these measures fail the condition of having 
vanishing d-dimensional Lebesgue measure anyway.
P ro p o s itio n  3.14. Let a  6 A4(Md) be a non-zero measure which is absolutely con­
tinuous with respect to d-dimensional Lebesgue measure \ d. Moreover assume that the 
boundary dS  is non-polar for the Brownian motion. Then the capacitary measure p on 
S  is singular with respect to a.
Proof. Assume tha t a  6 A4(Rd) be absolutely continuous with respect to Xd. If we 
denote by dS  the boundary of S , we have Ad(dS) =  0. As cr is absolutely continuous 
with respect to Ad, we also have cr(dS) = 0. Denote by tqs the first hitting time of dS. 
Then it follows (see e.g. [PS78, Theorem 2.6.5] for the second equality) that, for some
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fixed t > 0, (S  denotes the Euclidian closure of S ),
p(dS) = J  d x E x [l{Ts<00j. e T5 l&s(WT5)]
as WTas 6 d S  almost surely. Hence, p(dS) > 0 because we assumed d S  to be non-
indeed not the case as we see by the following example: Let cr 6E .M(R) be given by 
cr =  A^ 0 ^  +  Jo +  <$i, where A*0 ^  is the restriction of the one-dimensional Lebesgue 
measure to the interval (0,1). Then S  = [0,1] and A^tS) > 0. But on the other hand, 
it is trivial to check by Proposition 3.3 tha t the capacitary measure /j, on S  is absolutely 
continuous with respect to cr.
Proposition 3.15 (The Hausdorff measure on the Cantor set).
Let cr be the Hausdorff measure on the classical middle-third Cantor set C  and [i be the 
capacitary measure on C . Then p is singular with respect to cr.
Proof. Let N  := {2/3}. Then cr(N) = 0. On the other hand, by to Proposition 3.3, for 
some t > 0,
polar. □
Of course, if cr is a non-zero measure on M.d which is absolutely continuous with respect 
to Ad, it follows tha t Ad(S) > 0. One might ask, if for any measure cr 6 such
th a t Xd{S) > 0, the capacitary measure on S  is singular with respect to cr. That is
J(1 2)dx ( E x e  T5 1 { 2 /3 } (W ;T 5 )]  + E x [ l { t > r 5 } e  T5 1 { 2 /3 } ( ^ t 5 ) ] )
which is strictly positive, using e.g. [PS78, Proposition 2.8.3]. □
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3.3 Reflecting Brownian m otion
In this section we discuss the standard reflecting Brownian motion in a bounded domain 
D C R ^  with C3-boundary dD. The reflecting Brownian motion can be constructed in 
term s of its transition density pt(x, y ) which is the fundamental solution of the heat 
equation with the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition. Roughly speaking, re­
flecting Brownian motion behaves like standard Brownian motion inside the domain D  
and reflects towards the interior along the normal direction each time it reaches the 
boundary dD  of D.
The section is organized as follows: first in Section 3.3.1 we review the construction 
of reflecting Brownian motion from its transition density. The following section then 
reminds the reader of the local time i  on the boundary dD. Then in Section 3.3.3 
we collect a series of estimates on reflecting Brownian motion we shall need later in 
the thesis. Finally, Section 3.3.4 deals with excursion theory for reflecting Brownian 
motion. In particular, we treat the last exit decomposition.
3.3 .1  E x isten ce  and  basic properties o f th e  tran sition  d en sity
Denote by D  C R d a bounded domain with C3-boundary d D , i.e. for every x  E D  
there exists a local coordinate system such th a t the boundary looks like a C3-function. 
Moreover, denote by D  the closure of D. As we assume the boundary to be C3, the 
outward unit normal vector field nx exists, and the outward unit normal derivative dn 
of smooth functions <p E Cl {D) on dD  given by
dnip(x) := (V<p(x),nx),
is well defined. The following theorem can be found in [SU65].
Theorem  3.16 (The heat equation with homogenous Neum ann condition).
Let D  C M.d a domain with C3 -boundary. There exists a unique function p t(x ,y) defined 
on (0, oo) x D  x D satisfying the following conditions:
(i) pt (x,y) is continuously differentiable in t > 0 for fixed (x , y ) E D  x D, and for 
£ >  0 its derivative is uniformly bounded for t > s , x , y  E D. As a function of x, 
Pt(x, y) belongs to Cl {D) fl C2 (D) for fixed t  E (0, oo), y E D.
(ii) p t(x ,y ) solves the heat equation inside D
dtpt{x, y) =  \  A xpt (x, y) for (t, x, y) E (0, oo) x D x D
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with the boundary condition
dnxPt(x, y) = 0 for  (t, x, y) E (0, oo) x dD  x D.
(Hi) Moreover p t(x ,y) satisfies the initial condition limtiopt{x,y) = 6 y(x) this means
for any <p E C(D) and any y E D, we have
lim /  dxip(x)pt (x,y) = <p(y).
UO J d
An elegant construction of the function p t(x , y) using the method of parametrix can 
be found in [Hsu84]. If D  has some kind of symmetry, then p t(x ,y ) can be explicitly 
calculated (e.g. for the case of a unit ball D = Bi(0), d >  2).
Moreover (still following [SU65]), the function pt{x,y)  is strictly positive, symmetric in 
x  and y and satisfies
/  dyp t (x,y) = 1,
JD
and also the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation
Pt+s(x, y) = /  dzp t (x, z )p s (z, y).
JD
Hence, pt{x, y) is the transition density function of a Markov process B  
on D. As we also have for all s > 0,
h m is u p  I dyp t (x ,y) = 0,
1 x e D J O £(x)cnD
where 0 £(x)c denotes the complement of a ball around x  with radius e > 0, we can 
choose a continuous version of the process B  (see e.g. [Ch82, Chapter 3.1]). W ith a 
slight abuse of notation, let us denote by Px its law starting in x  E D. The continuity 
of the transition density also ensures that B  is a strong Feller process, i.e. that the 
function x  i—» Ex [f{Bt)] is continuous on D  for all /  E B(D). As any Feller process 
with continuous sample paths is a strong Markov process, we can pass to the following 
definition:
Definition 3.17 (Reflecting Brownian m otion).
The continuous strong Markov process B  = (B t , t  > 0) having the transition density 
pt (x ,y) is called the reflecting Brownian motion in D.
W ith a slight abuse of notation, we denote by (Tt, t >  0) the right continuous filtration
= {Bu t >  0) 
(3.25)
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generated by B  completed in the usual way.
3 .3 .2  T h e  lo c a l t im e  o n  th e  b o u n d a r y
There exists a unique continuous additive functional t  — (it, t  > 0) of B  called the local 
time on the boundary d D , such tha t for every <p G # + (M+ x D ) and x  e  D,
Ex
/•OO 1  poo p
/  d£s (p(s, B s) = ds a(dy)<p(s,y)ps(x,y), (3.26)
Jo J Jo J dD
where a  is the surface measure on dD. In other words, a  is the Revuz-measure of the 
continuous additive functional £. For x  G D, let d{x, dD) = inf{|a: — y\ : y G dD}. The 
continuous additive functional t  can be constructed explicitly as
1 ^= nHSoi” j 0 dS ^{x£D--d(x,dD)<en}(Bs),  (3.27)
where the limit exists for all t > 0, Px-almost surely for a positive sequence (sn, n  G N) 
decreasing to 0 which does not depend on x  G D  (see Theorem 7.2 in [ST62]).
Using the local time on the boundary, we have the following martingale problem char­
acterization of the reflecting Brownian motion (see e.g. [CMK78] for a proof of this 
result):
Lemma 3.18 (M artingale problem for reflecting Brownian motion).
For every 4> G C2 (D) Pi C1 (D ) such that A<f> is bounded on D, the process
4>(Bt) -  4>{Bo) -  i  I  ds A<j>{Bs) +  i  f  d(s dn4,{Bs),
Jo Jo
is a continuous Tt-martingale under Px for every x  G D.
3 .3 .3  E stim ates for reflecting B row nian m otion
This section is devoted to collect a few estimates on reflecting Brownian motion. Unless 
otherwise stated they can all be found in H su’s PhD thesis [Hsu84].
There exists a constant c such tha t for all x  G D  and all t  G (0,1],
f  a(dy)pt (x,y) < c / V t ,  (3.28)
JdD
where a  is the surface measure on dD. Moreover, there exist two positive constants c'
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and (3 such that for all x, y  E D , t  >  1, we have
|pt {x,y) - a D| <  c'e~Pl, (3.29)
where ap 1 := f D dy is the d-dimensional Lebesgue measure of D. We deduce from
(3.28) tha t for any 9 > 0, there is a constant cq < oo such that, for all x  6 D
/  dr a(dy) e drpr (x,y) < ce. 
Jo J dD
(3.30)
L em m a 3.19 (U n ifo rm  m o m e n t-e s tim a te s ) . For all n € N, there exists K n >  0 
such that for all t > 0,
sup Ex [ { l t ) n \ < K n (t n / 2 +  4n). (3.31)
xeD
Proof. From (3.28) and (3.29) we get there exists a constant K  such tha t for all t > 0, 
we have
sup Ex [£t] < K  (y/t + t).
xeD
Notice tha t Pf — n Jq d£s 1 =  Sod^s l ^t = fo dis Pf 1 +  fg d t f  1 £s, the first two 
follow by direct integration, the last by integration by parts. Therefore,
C  =  n [  d r - 1 (et - e s).
Jo
By the additivity property of the continuous additive functional i  we get,
[Pf] = nEx f  dFf~l Ebs [ £ t - s \  < su p  Ex [£t] nEx f  dFf~l 
Jo xgd Jo
Hence the result follows from induction. □
By [Hsu84, Theorem 2.5], the reflecting Brownian motion in D  has the same modulus 
of continuity as a standard Brownian motion in Rd. In particular, for T  > 0, there 
exists a constant K  > 0, such tha t for all t 6 [0, T], x  G D, a > 0,
'x ( sup \BS -  x \>  a) < Px ( sup \WS -  x\ > a / K ),
' 0 <s < t  '  /0 < s < t
(3.32)
where W  =  (W t , t > 0) is under Px a standard Brownian motion in R d started at x. 
From (3.32) we obtain for every a > 0,
limP, ( sup |B s — x\ > a) = 0.
'  fK "  « < " f  /
(3.33)
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3 .3 .4  E xcu rsion  th eo ry  for reflecting  B row nian m otion
Let D  be a bounded domain of R d, d > 2, with C3-boundary dD. Let F\ and F2 two 
relatively open subsets of dD. We assume tha t Fi and F2 are non empty, disjoint and 
th a t F\ U  F2 = dD. We also assume tha t the relative boundary of F\ is equal to the 
relative boundary of F2 , and tha t it is either empty or a C2-manifold of codimension 2. 
We denote it by dF.
In this section we want to study excursions of the reflecting Brownian motion in D  from 
the set F\. I11 particular, we give the last exit decomposition of the reflecting Brownian 
motion in D  with respect to F\. Moreover, we give a few other examples for later needs.
Consider B  = (B t , t > 0) a reflecting Brownian motion in D, which is according to the 
last section, a continuous strong Markov process. Hence, we can apply the results of 
Section 3.1.2 to study excursions of B  out of the set C = F\. In particular, there is a 




/ e- t  dLt = E I [e“ T1], 
J o  J
where t \  is the first hitting time of F\ by the reflecting Brownian motion B.  Moreover, 
according to Theorem 3.5 the family of excursion measures H  =  (H x,x  € F{) exists. 
Let us call the tuple (L ,H )  the exit system of the reflecting Brownian motion on F\. 
Of course, replacing F\ by T2 , we can also consider the exit system of the reflecting 
Brownian motion on F2 . We come back to this remark in Lemma 3.20.
We now give particular applications of Theorem 3.5, which we use later. Let ip 6 B+(D). 
As F\ has vanishing d-dimensional Lebesgue measure, it follows immediately from 
equation (3.1) that
r r°° 1
Ex [(p(Bt)] = Qt(p (x)+ E x /  l { s<t}H Bs[ip(ujt- s)\dLs , (3.34)
0 J
where (Qt , t > 0) denotes the semigroup of the reflecting Brownian motion killed on 
Fi, which is given by
Qt<p(x) := Ex [ l {t<Tl}ip(Bt) \ .
We refer to equation (3.34) as the last exit decomposition of the reflecting Brownian 
motion in D  with respect to Fi. We need it for the construction of the catalytic super-
Brownian motion in D  with reflecting boundary in Section 3.4
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Moreover, let us consider the following examples needed in Chapter 4:
1° Example. Let r 2 denote the first hitting time of F2 . For 0 >  0, let us set 
=  e~ dT2 tp(ujT2 ) l {T2<oo} and Z 8 (u) = e~6s 1{t2>s}. 
From Theorem 3.5, we have
Ex f  2 e~es H b° [1{t2<oo} q~ 6t2 ip(u)T2)\ dLs} = Ex f ] T  e~ds 1 { t2>s}  [ e '0T2 <p(uT2)] o i t
J ° J seG
Ea;[l{T2>T1} e 2 ip(BT2)\, 
since r 2 o is +  s = 72 on {72 > s}. In particular, with 9 = 0, we get,
Ex f  H  s [l{T2<00}(^(a;T2)]dLs — Ex[l{T2>Tl}</9(.E?T2)].
L jo J
2° Example. W ith xfj defined by
poo
i>(u)=  /  dit e~dtip(cjt ),
Jo
(recall th a t we denote by t  the local time on dD)  and Zs := e~9s we obtain
(3.36)
(3.37)
E, / 'Jo dL« e~0s H 1 I fl J 0 d£t e 6t (p(wt) = EX rJ ti (3.38)
3.4 Catalytic super-Brownian m otion in a bounded do­
main with reflecting boundary
Let us keep the same notation as in Section 3.3.4. In this section we construct a cat­
alytic super-Brownian motion in D  which is catalyzed by the set F\ with underlying 
motion a reflected Brownian motion B , i.e. generic particles of this superprocess move 
in D  according to a reflecting Brownian motion, when they hit F2 they are just re­
flected and when they hit F\ they may branch or die. In particular, we shall do this 
construction in analogy to the construction of the cr-catalytic super-Brownian motion 
in M.d in Section 3.2.
Let B  = (B t , t  > 0) be a reflecting Brownian motion in D , with normal reflection, 
started at x  € D  under Px. Let (Ft, t > 0) be the filtration generated by B  completed 
in the usual way. See Section 3.3 for more details on B.  For i >  0 we denote by pt(x, y)
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the density transition kernel of B  and by I  =  {it, t > 0) the local time on the boundary 
dD  of B.  Moreover, let i 1 = (ij, t > 0) be the local time on F\ defined by
di\ = 1 f i ( B s) dis.
Notice tha t this corresponds to dD  replaced by F \ in (3.27) and tha t the Revuz-measure 
associated to i 1 is given by the restriction of cr on F \, i.e. by
G\(dx) := l p 1 {x)a{dx).
Let L = (L t , t > 0) be the capacitary local time on F \, as it was introduced in Section 
3.3.4, and denote by p  the Revuz measure associated to L, which is the capacitary 
measure on the set F i. In fact L  and i 1 do not coincide in general. However, in our 
setting, the next Lemma implies tha t L  is absolutely continuous with respect to i 1. To 
prove the result we have to use excursion theory for B  from the set F2 . Let us denote 
by (L, H ) the exit system of the reflecting Brownian motion on F2 .
L em m a 3.20 (A b so lu te  co n tin u ity  o f L  w ith  re sp e c t to  i 1).
There exists p G B+(M.d), such that p{dx) = p(x)a\(dx). In particular, we have almost 
surely for all t > 0 ,
dLt = p(Bt) di\,
in particular, the density p is given explicitly by
p(y) = cd [  dz dP-.p yJ  + Ez [ r  dLs q~s H b° [e~TK 
JD L VUy L J0
where tk  is the first hitting time of the compact set
dny
K  = {x  G D \d{x , F i) <  s, d(x , F\) < d(x , F 2)}, £ > 0,
and g 1 {x,y) = / 0°°eT1 pdt D (.x , y) dt, and p®D is the density of the transition kernel of 
the Brownian motion killed on dD.
Proof. Let ip be a non-negative continuous function defined on dD, with closed support 
in F \. We have, for z  G D,
®z[e 1 ^O^ti)] =  E z[e 1 ip(BT1 ) l { Tl<T2y] +  Ez[e Tl ip(BTl) l{ Tl>T2y\. (3.39)
We treat both summands in (3.39) separately.
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1° First summand.
Let r  = t \  A 72 be the first hitting time of dD. Since = 0 on F 2 ,
Ez [e~n  'ipiBr,) 1{T1<T2}] = Ez [eTT *1){Bt )\.
From Theorem 8.16 in [CZ95], there is a (negative) constant cd (dependent only on d), 
such tha t
E z [e~T i/>(Bt )] = cd [  ^ { y ) d9 <r(dy), (3.40)
JdD drty
where g1(x , y) = J0°° e~l p fD(x, y) d t , and p fD is the density of the transition kernel of 
the Brownian motion killed on dD.
2° Second summand.
We use excursion theory for excursions out of F2 . Therefore, let L = (Lt, t > 0) be the 
capacitary local time on F2 and H  = (H x , x  G F2 ) the associated family of excursion 
measures (see Section 3.1.2 and Section 3.3.4 for more details). From (3.36), with 0 = 1  
and F\ replaced by F2 , we deduce tha t
E2[e 1 ip(BT1) l{ Tl>r2}] — E2 
Let s > 0 and consider the compact set
F  e ~ 3 H B‘ [ e ^  i>(u,n ) l {T1<oo}] dLs 
Jo J
K  = {x  G D ]d(x ,F i) < e ,d (x ,F i)  < d(x, F2 )}, (3.41)
and t k  ’•= inf{t >  0 , B t G K }  the first hitting time of K .  For x  G F2 , we have, 
using the strong Markov property of H x with respect to the kernel of the reflected 
Brownian motion killed on F2 , (see [Ma75], Theorem 5.1),
H x [e-T1 ^ ( e n ) l {T1<r2}] -  H x [e~TK E eT/c [ e ^  iP(BT1 ) l {ri<oo}]]










where we used (3.40) for the second equality. From this last expression, (3.40) and 
(3.39), we deduce tha t there exists a measurable non-negative function /  defined on 
D  x  F\ such tha t for z  G D,
E~[e Txi){BTl)\ = [  f(z,y)'ip(y)a(dy). 
J fi
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From Proposition 3.3, we deduce tha t p  is absolutely continuous with respect to a  and 
the density is given by p(y) = JD f ( z , y ) dz , th a t is








In what follows, we proceed in the same spirit as in the Sections 2.1, 2.2.2 and 3.2.
Denote by Zl ~l =  t >  0) the right continuous inverse of Zl defined by
Z\~^ := inf{s >  0 : Z] >  t}.
Notice tha t according to [SU65, Theorem 7.2] we have lim ^oo — 00 almost surely. 
Hence, Z] ' - 1  is finite for all t. It follows in the same way as we deduced Lemma 2.9, that 
for every t > 0, the random variable Z \~ l is a ^ -stopp ing  time and that B o f (l r l  e  F\ 
almost surely for every t > 0. Let E  := R+ x F\. For x = ( s ,x) € E , we define under 
the ^-valued stochastic process £ =  (^ , t > 0) started in x  = (s , x) by
(3.43)
and we denote by P | the law of £ starting in x  G E. Moreover, we also have to consider 
the process £ started a t time t > 0 in x  6 E  and we denote by . its law. Define 
the filtration (Ft , > 0) by Ft := F(Zl'~1). Then £ is ^ -a d a p te d  and we can deduce 
(with the same arguments as for Proposition 2.11), tha t the process £ is an E -valued 
right-continuous strong Markov process with respect to  the filtration Ft -
As £ is an E -valued right-continuous Markov process we can define a non-catalytic su­
perprocess with spatial motion £ (see e.g. [LG99]). So, let M .f{E ) be the set of finite 
measures on E. For v  6 M .f (E ) and t > 0, let P ^  denote the law of the quadratic 
(non-catalytic) superprocess U = (Us,s  > t ) with spatial motion £, starting at v at 
time t. We shall write P[f for P ^ .  Recall tha t U is an M f(E)-valued  branching 
Markov process.
The total occupation measure of the superprocess U is the random measure
/oo dsUs(drdx), (3.44)
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defined under Pj^. It again plays a key-role in the construction of the Fi-catalytic 
super-Brownian motion.
L em m a 3.21. Let </> E B+(E). The function v defined on E  by
E u exp —( r a i ,</>) =  exp — (i/, v),
is a non-negative solution to the integral equation
v(s , x ) +  Ex
poo
/  d£l v2{ 
J o




r +  s, Br )
where s > 0 and x E F \ .
Proof. This follows in the same way as we proved Lemma 2.16.




Prom the previous lemma -  or even straight from the definition -  we can compute the 
first moment of T<71 •
/  i/{ds dx) Ex i r  d£\ 4>(r +  s, B r)j. (3*47)
Recall tha t we denote by t\ the first hitting time of Fi by the reflecting Brownian
motion B  and notice tha t t \  is finite almost surely. Let 77 E M . f ( D )  be a finite measure
on D . Define i/v E Af/(M+ x F\), the hitting distribution of (£, B t) on Fi starting from 
<$0 ® 77, i.e. for any E  B+ (R+ x D ),
(vr,,rl>) = J  r)(dx)Ex [if;(Ti,BT1)\.
Moreover, denote by (Q t,t  > 0) the semigroup of the reflected Brownian motion B  
killed on Fi, i.e.
Q M X) = E* [l{t<n}^(5«)] •
D efin itio n  3.22. For any 77 E J A f ( D )  we define, under P[^, the M. f ( D ) -valued process 
Z  = (Z t , t  > 0) by Zq := 77 and for t > 0,
(Zu<p) = (rhQt<p) +  J J  Tcn(dr,dx) 1 {r<t}p{x)Hx [ip(ut- r)\, (3.48)
where ip E B+(D) .  We write P^ for the law of Z  started at 77.
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Let us give an intuitive understanding of the measure valued process Z  defined by 
(3.48). The measure Z t describe a cloud of infinitesimal particles at time t. The first 
summand in (3.48) corresponds to those particles which have not reached the catalyst, 
Fi, a t time t and which are distributed according to the starting measure 77 a t time 0 . 
The second corresponds to the particles which have reached the catalyst before time 
t and perform a branching process. Particles are then released from the catalyst at 
time dr and location dx according to the random measure p(x)Tai(dr dx), and then 
they perform excursions outside the catalyst. Also, notice tha t (3.48) can be seen as 
a superprocess analogue of the one particle picture exit formula (3.34) for reflecting 
Brownian motion.
By Lemma 3.19, we can introduce the family of finite constants (c l t ,T  > 0) given by 
ar  := s u p Ex [£^] <  0 0 .
P ro p o s itio n  3.23 (T h e  L ap lace  fu n c tio n a l o f Z ).
Let 0 <  t\ < . . .  < tn < T  and . . . ,  ipn 6 Bb+(D), such that we have 2ax ]C£=i Halloo < 
1. Then,
exp = exp —(77, u;(0 , •)),
i=l
where (w (s ,x ) ,s  € [0 , T ] ,x  6  D ) is the unique non-negative solution of
w (s ,x)  +  Ex
roo  " n
/ d£lTw2(r + s ,B r) = ^  1 { s < t i } ^ x [ < P i ( B t i - s )]-  (3.49)
Jo -I i= 1
Proof Using <f>(s,x) := Y17=i 1 {s<ti}P{x)Hx [yi (uJti-sj\,  we have
n n
Ev exP - ^ 2 (Z t i ^ i )  =  e x p ^ ( 77, +
i = 1 i = 1
where, by Lemma 3.21, (w(s, x), s > 0 , x  6  F\) is a non-negative solution of 
w(s, x) +  Ex dil w2(r + s, B r)
By Lemma 3.20, we have for all t > 0, almost surely,
dLt = p(Bt) d£\.
=  Ex
' roo





By the definition of (f> and the last exit decomposition for the reflecting Brownian
motion (3.34) we get
Ex [ J  dij. <p(r +  s, B r )j
/*oo 71
E
v'°  i= 1
/’ OO n







We define for s > 0, £ € D ,
n
w(s,a:) := l {s<t.}Qti_s<^(:r) +  Ex [w(s +  n ,  S Tl) ] .
i=l
Using the strong Markov property of 5  at time t i ,  (3.51) and (3.53), it is straightfor­
ward to check that w satisfies (3.49). Notice tha t by construction, we have
n .
(77, t^(0, -)> =  '^ { 'n iQ u V i)  +  /  7y(da;)Ex [u;(Ti,5 r i )]
1 = 1   ^
n
=  ^ Z i ^ Q u ^ i )  +  K,™>-
1 = 1
By (3.50), this implies the first equality of the Lemma. To prove the uniqueness, let 
w\ and W2 be non-negative solutions of equation (3.49). Then both, w\ and W2 are 
bounded by X^=i I t e l  loo- We have
u?i(s, x) -  w2 (s , x ) — - E x
roo
/  dil {w\( 
Jo
s +  r, £ r ) -  ^ 2 (5  +  r, #s))
Hence,
H^l -  It^Hoo < SUp _ Ex
se[0,T],a;eI>
00
< 2aT Halloo |k l  -  U>2||oo- 
i= l
f T/ |iy j(s- |-r , B r) -  w ^ s  + r, B a)\
Jo
(3.54)
As 2 a T j2 i l i  Halloo < I 5 we get tha t uq =  W2 and (3.49) has a unique non-negative 
solution. □
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It follows from Proposition 3.23 tha t Z  is a time-homogeneous Markov process. Per­
forming moment calculations and using Kolmogorovs criterion as it is done in [De96, 
Theoreme 4.7] (for the case of Brownian motion instead of reflecting Brownian motion) 
one can show, following exactly the arguments given by D e l m a s , tha t under the 
process Z  has a continuous version.
Definition 3.24 (Fi-catalytic SBM  w ith reflecting boundary).
We call the Aif(D)-valued continuous strong Markov process Z  whose finite dimen­
sional distributions are characterized by Proposition 3.23 the P\-catalytic super-Brownian 
motion in D with reflecting boundary.
Remark 3.25. (General spatial m otions.)
The most im portant input to proof Proposition 3.23 were the last-exit-decomposition 
(3.1) and Lemma 3.21. As we derived (3.1) for a general continuous Markov process 
setting, it is straightforward to verify tha t also Lemma 3.21 is true for Markov processes, 
the construction of a catalytic superprocess via Definition 3.22 and Proposition 3.23 
extends to continuous Markov processes: Let Y  = (Yt, t > 0) be a continuous Markov 
process in Rd having a symmetric transition density. Suppose tha t cr is a measure on 
R d such tha t its fine support S  has vanishing d-dimensional Lebesgue measure and 
tha t it is non-polar for Y .  Moreover, assume tha t there is a unique continuous additive 
functional A = (A t , t  > 0) of Y  associated to a  such tha t ax  := sup^^d  Ex [At ] < oo 
for all T  > 0. Let p  be the capacitary measure on S  and assume tha t p  is absolutely 
continuous with respect to a. Then (with the obvious changes) Proposition 3.23 can 
be deduced by exactly the same arguments.
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Chapter 4
Solving non-linear boundary  
value problem using catalytic  
branching
(This chapter is based on a joint work)- with Jean-Frangois Delmas, Paris)
Let D  be a bounded domain in R d with C3-boundary dD. We give a probabilistic 
representation formula for the non-negative solution of the mixed Dirichlet non-linear 
Neumann boundary value problem (DNP)
f
A u  =  0 in D,
< u = ip on F2 , (4-1)
dnu +  2u 2 =  0 on Fi,
<
where (F \,F 2 ) is a non-trivial partition of dD, <p is a non-negative, bounded and con­
tinuous function defined on F2 , and dn denotes the outward normal derivative on the 
boundary of D.
To solve the DNP in Section 4.1, we construct the exit measure on F2 of a Fi-catalytic 
super-Brownian motion in D. Then we prove tha t the log-Laplace transform of <p 
integrated with respect to the exit measure of the catalytic process on F2 , is a non­
negative weak solution of the DNP. In a second part, Section 4.2, we show tha t we still 
have a probabilistic representation formula if the Dirichlet condition on F2 is replaced 
by a Neumann condition.
1See also [DV03]; submitted to Annales de I’Insti tut  Henri  Poincare.
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N otation
We keep the same notation as in Section 3.4. In particular, let D  be a bounded domain, 
i.e. a connected open subset of R d, d >  2, with C3-boundary dD. Let CP(D) (resp. 
CP(D )) be the set of continuous functions defined on D  (resp. D ) of class Cp. Let 
(nx , x  e  dD) be the outward unit normal vector field and dnip(x) := (V(p,nx) denote 
the outward unit normal derivative on dD  at a; of a function p  € Cl {D). Let F\ and F2 
two relatively open subsets of dD. We assume tha t F\ and F2 are non empty, disjoint 
and th a t F1 UF2 = dD. We also assume tha t the relative boundary of Fi is equal to the 
relative boundary of F2 , and tha t it is either empty or a C2-manifold of codimension 2. 
We shall denote it by OF.
Let B  — (B t ,t  >  0) be a reflecting Brownian motion in D, with normal reflection, 
started at r  6 D  under Px. Moreover let (F t,t  > 0) be the filtration generated by B  
completed the usual way (see Section 3.3 for more details about B ). We say a property 
holds ’almost surely’ if it holds Px-almost surely for all x  6 D. For t > 0, let pt (x,y)  
denote the transition density of B. Also recall tha t there exists a unique continuous 
additive functional i  =  (£t , t > 0) of B  called the local time on d D , such tha t for every 
ip € B+(R+ x D) and x  € D,
Ex
poo "I poo p
/  dis <p(s, B s) = ds a(dy)(p(s,y)p3 (x,y),  (4.2)
Jo J Jo JdD
where cr is the surface measure on dD. In other words, cr is the Revuz-measure of 
the continuous additive functional I. Furthermore, let i 1 = (^*,t >  0) be the local 
time on JFi, which can be constructed explicitly by d i \  = 1 F1( B t ) d i f  Moreover, let 
L = (Lt, t > 0) be the capacitary local time on F\ (see Section 3.3.4 for a definition of 
L ) and denote by y  the Revuz-measure of L. Recall tha t L  is absolutely continuous 
with respect to i 1 (see Lemma 3.20).
A key-tool in this section is the excursion theory for reflecting Brownian motion from 
the set F\ (Section 3.3.4 provides all tools we shall use).
4.1 Dirichlet condition on F2
In this section we give a probabilistic representation of non-negative solutions of the 
DNP (4.1). The section is organized as follows: in Section 4.1.1 we construct the exit 
measure on F2 of the Fi-catalytic super-Brownian motion in D  and characterize it in 
terms of its Laplace functionals. Then in Section 4.1.2 we study the dual function w
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of the exit measure in more detail and it turns out tha t it is a good candidate to solve 
the DNP. Indeed, in Section 4.1.3 we show, assuming additional smoothness, tha t w 
is a strong solution of the DNP. In general, we cannot assume tha t w  is as smooth. 
However, we prove in Section 4.1.4 th a t w is still a solution of the DNP in a weak sense.
4 .1 .1  T h e ex it m easure ZDir
In this section, we define a measure Z Dlr on F2 and characterize it in terms of its Laplace 
functionals. According to Section 3.4, the measure Z Dir can be seen as the exit-measure 
of the Pi-catalytic super-Brownian motion on P 2 . Intuitively, Z Dir describes the spatial 
distribution of the generic particles of a Pi-catalytic super-Brownian motion in D  
killed when they first hit F2 . Instead of constructing Z Dir from the Pi-catalytic super- 
Brownian motion, we give a direct construction based on the subordination technique.
Construction of the total occupation measure r Dir
Recall tha t T2 denotes the first hitting time of F2 by the reflected Brownian motion B. 
Consider the local time I* =  [ t \ , t >  0) on P \ of B  killed on F2 . It is defined by
Let denote the right continuous inverse of the continuous additive functional £*, 
i.e.
t t '~l \= inf{s >  0 : £* > t},
with the convention tha t inf 0 =  + 0 0 . Let E  =  (R+ x P \) U {£}, where 6  is a cemetery 
point. We define the E -valued time-homogeneous Markov process £ =  (&,£> 0) by
I 6  otherwise,
and denote by IPf - its law started at x  € E  at time t > 0. We also write for -.t j X  X UjX
For v  6 M f ( E )  and t > 0 , let P ^ , denote the law of the quadratic (non-catalytic) 
superprocess X  = (X si,s ' > t ) with spatial motion £, starting at v at time t. We 
shall write P ^  for P ^ . Recall tha t X  is an M f(E)-vahied  Markov process. Its total 
occupation measure r Dir, defined under P ^ , by
/oo ds' X si (dr dx),
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plays the key-role in the construction of the exit measure. Firstly, we compute its 
Laplace transform. This plays the same role as Lemma 2.2.2 in Section 3.2 and Lemma 
3.21 in Section 3.4 and is proved using the same techniques.
Lemma 4.1 (The Laplace functional of TDir).
Let 4> 6 B+(E) be non-negative and measurable. The function v defined on E  by
Ex exp -(rDlr, 4>) = ex p - ( v ,  v), (4.3)
is a non-negative solution of the integral equation
v{s , x ) +  Ez f  d lr v2{r +  s, B r) 1 =  Ez f  d ir <f(r +  s, B r) 1, (4-4)
'-Jo J ' -Jo J
where s > 0 and x  6 Fi. //</>(■ , x) = 4>{x) does not depend on time, we get v(s, x) =  v{x)
for all s > 0 , where v is a non-negative solution on F\ of
r f T2 
i(x) +  Ez /
LJo
dlr v 2 (Br ) =  E,




Proof of Lemma 4-1- As a special case of the weighted occupation time formula (see e.g. 
[LG99], Chapter II.3) we have for all non-negative, bounded and measurable functions 





where v is the unique, non-negative solution of the integral equation,
/oo - . p  roods' vJ(&/)J =  E£. [ j  ds' h(s')<t>(ZB')
for t > 0 and x  6 E. By substitution (£* = s'), we have with x  =  (s , x) 6 E, tha t
r r°° i r r°°  -I
^ ( s . ^ + E ^ ,  =V.{M  l
dt-t d ip
Using the time-homogeneity of £ and B,  this last equation can be written as
r P°° i r r°° i
vt (s, x) +  Ex / d£* vf++t(r +  s , B r) = E X d£* h(£* +  t)<f>(r +  s, B r) . (4.6)
L J o  J L J o  J
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Using the time-homogeneity of the process X , we also get that
K / o o  ,  r  roods' h(s') (.X s/, 4>) = E *  exp — J ds' h(s' +  t) (X s/, 0)
In particular, the function vT defined for t E [0, T] by the equation,
E x exp rJo ds' {X s>, <j>) =  exp -  (i/, v j ),
is the only non-negative solution of (4.6), with h(t) = 1[o,t] (£)• By monotone con­
vergence, letting T  tend to  +oo, we get tha t v f  increases point-wise to a function u, 
independent of £, defined by (4.3), and v is a non-negative solution of
L
v(s, z) +  Ex I d£* v2(r + s ,B r) =  Ex [/L^ o d£* (f){r +  s, B r )
Using the definition of £*, this last integral equation can be written as (4.4) where s > 0 
and x  E F\. Hence, the lemma holds for any bounded, non-negative function </>. By 
monotone convergence it also holds for any 4> £ &+{E)- If </>(•, x) = <j>{x), we get from 
(4.6) tha t
vt (s,x)  + E a fJo
d£* v2*+t(r +  s, B r) =  EX[/L^ o (4.7)
In particular defined by vlS0 \ s , x )  = ut (so +  s, x) also solves (4.7). By uniqueness, 
we obtain v[s°^  = vt for any so > 0. Hence, we have tha t the function vt(s , x) does not 
depend on s, i.e. u*(s, x) = vt(x) for any s > 0. Following the arguments after (4.6), 
we deduce that v defined by (4.3) does not depend on time and solves (4.5). □
Notice tha t it is not clear tha t the integral equations (4.4) or (4.5) have a unique 
solution. From the previous lemma, we can compute the first moment of rDir:
E^[(rDlr,</>)] = J  i/(dsdx) Ex J  d£r <fr(r + s, B r) . (4.8)
Definition of the exit measure ZDir and its dual equation
Let r) e  M f ( D )  be a finite measure on D.  Define i/v G M f ( R +  x F\)  to be the hitting 
distribution of R+ x F\ by (t , B t ), starting from 8 o<S>r] and killed on F2 . Recall tha t 
we denote by T{ the first hitting time of F{. For any 'ifj E B+ (R+ x D) ,  we have
=  J  ,n ( d x ) ^ x [ l { T l < r 2) ' i l j { r u B T 1 ) ] . (4.9)
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Recall the definition of the density p from Lemma 3.20. Also recall tha t we denote 
by (H x ,x  6 Fi) the family of excursion measures from the set F\ for the reflecting 
Brownian motion in D  (see Sections 3.1.2 and 3.3.4 for a rigorous definition). Moreover, 
recall from Section 3.3.4 the excursion formula
Ex [  H  3 [</?(l{r2<00) ^ 2)] dLs — Ex[l^Tl<T2j.(^(BT2)]. (4.10)
Jo
We are now well prepared to pass to the following definition:
Definition 4.2 (The exit measure Z Dir).
We define, under P ^ , the random measure z Dir on F2 by: for all <p 6 # + (1*2) >
<^Du»  =  {n,Q 1 (<p)) + J J  FDir(dr dx) p{x)H x [<p(eT2 ) l {T2<00}\,
with Q 1 (ip){r,x) = Ex[</?(BT2)l{T2<ri}]. We call the measure Z Dir the exit measure of 
the F\-catalytic super-Brownian motion on F2 , and write P^ for its law.
Firstly, we check that Z Dir is finite by performing a first moment calculation.
Lemma 4.3 (First moment and finiteness of Z Dir).
For every 77 6 M .f(D ) and every <p € £ + (^ 2) we have for the first moment of Z Dir,
E ^[(Z Di» ]  =  J  r,(dx)Ex [V(Bn )].
In particular, the exit measure Z Dlr is an almost surely finite random measure on F2 . 
Proof. Using the equation for the first moment of r Dir (4.8), we can compute
E^[(Z Dlr, ¥))] =  (ti,Ql (<p)) + E *  J j T(dr,dx) p (x)H x [</>(eT2) l {r2<oc.}]
J vv (ds, dx) Ex [f dtr p(Br)H  r [v?(eT2)l{T2<oo}]J 
=  Ql (<p)) +  J v{dx) Ex [ i {ti<T2}EbTi [ j  dLr H Br[<p(eT2 ) l {T2<oo}]
= J V(dx) Exb ( B T2) l {T2<Tl}] +  J r](dx) EJ ^ j  dLr H Br[<p{eT2 ) l {r2<oo}]
=  J  V(dx) Ex[< (^BT2) l {T2<ri}] +  J  rj(dx) Ex [ l {ri<T2}v?(Br2)]J 
=  J Vi.dx) Ex [<p(BT2)],
where we used Lemma 3.20 (or (3.52)) and the definition of (4.9), for the third 
equality, the strong Markov property for B  for the fourth and (4.10) for the fifth. □
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Recall the definition of the constant 7  =  suplG^ E ® ^ ] < 00 from Lemma 4.35.
Lemma 4.4 (The Laplace functional of ZDir).
For any measurable and non-negative function p  6  B+(F2 ) we have,
E ^ [e x p —(ZDir,v?)] =  exp — (77, w), 
where (w (x ) ,x  E D) is a non-negative solution of the integral equation on D given by
w(x) +  E x
fT2
/ dir w 2 (B r ) 
Jo
(4.11)
I f  we additionally assume that 2 7 |j<7?||00 <  1, then the non-negative solution w is also 
unique.
Proof. Using (f>(x,r) := p{x) H x [p(eT2)\, we can compute
E |  [exp - ( Z Dir, ip)] = E *  [exp - ( ( 77, Q l {p)) +  (rDir, 0))]
=  exp —((77, Q 1 (p)) +  (v^v )) ,
where, by the second part of Lemma 4.1, the function v is a non-negative solution on 
F\ of the integral equation,
v(x) +  Ea
/*T2




[  d£r p(Br)H Br[p(eT2) l { T2 <oo}\ 
.Jo
[  dLr H  r [</?(eT2)l{ r2<oo}]
.Jo
Ex[l{Tl<T2}V?(-RT2)], (4.12)
where we used (3.52) for the second equality and (4.10) for the last equality. We define 
for x E D,
w(x) := Ql (<p)(x) + ¥,x [l{T1<T2}v(B TX)\.
Notice tha t (rj,w) =  (77, Ql {<p)) +  ( ^ , 7;). In particular, we have
E^ [exp - ( Z Dir, (p)] = exp - ( 77, w).
Using the strong Markov property of B  and (4.12), we get tha t w is a non-negative 
solution of (4.11). The proof of uniqueness is similar to the one for Proposition 3.23. □
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4.1 .2  P rop erties  o f th e  dual fu n ction  w
Fix (p € B+(F2 ) continuous (and of course bounded). Let w be the non-negative 
function defined on D  by
w(x) := -  logE ^  [exp - { Z  ir, tp}], (4.13)
where 5X is the Dirac mass a t x. We refer w to be the dual function of the exit 
measure Z Dir. Notice tha t w is bounded, as (4.11) implies ||w||oo < IMloo- In this 
section, we establish some properties of the function w. We use techniques similar to 
those developed in [AbOO]. The following Lemma turns out to be crucial to study the 
properties of the function w.
L em m a 4.5. Let x  G D, and T  be a finite Tt-stopping time. Then, we have
rT2 AT
Ex [w(BT2At ) ] ~  w(x) = EX /  d£s w 2 (Bs) .
Uo
Proof. Applying the strong Markov property at time T2 A T, the integral equation for 
w yields,
r f T2 r> I r /*T2AT -| r I T2 i
E x /  d ts w (B s) = E x +  E x /  d(s w (Bs)





d£s w 2 (Bs) +  Ex E B.T2 AT
r f T2 
-Jo
d£s w 2 (Bs)
j  d£s w 2 (Bs) +  Ex [EBt2AT [<p{BT2)\ -  w (BT2AT)\
- PT2AT ,
/  d ts w2{Bs) + E x[(p(BT2)\ -  Ex [w(BT2at)\-
l J o




d£s w 2 (Bs) = Ex[<^(£T2)] -  w(x),
which completes the proof of the lemma.
Using Lemma 4.5, we can easily show tha t the function w is harmonic in D.
□
P ro p o s itio n  4.6 (H arm o n ic ity  o f th e  d u a l fu n c tio n  w).
The function w is harmonic in D, i.e. it solves Laplaces equation Au =  0 in D. In 
particular we have that w is in C2 (D).
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Proof. Let x  E D. As D  is open, we may find an open ball around x  denoted by Ox such 
th a t Ox C D. Let T  := i n f { t  > 0 : B t € dOx} be the first hitting time of the boundary, 
dOx , of Ox . As T  < 72  almost surely, Lemma 4.5 gives th a t w(x) = Ex [ w ( B t ) \ -  Hence, 
w is harmonic in D  and therefore belongs to C2 (D). □
For A , B  CM.d let d(A, B)  :=  inf{|a — 6| : a 6 A, b 6 B }  denote the Euclidean distance 
between the sets A  and B.
Proposition 4.7 (Continuity of the dual function w o n  D).
The function w is continuous on D.
Proof. As we already know tha t w is continuous in D, it remains to deal with dD. 
First case. Let y £ F2. As w is bounded, we have
Ex [  d£sw 2 (Bs) 
Jo
< | h i ^ e x[42],
which converges to 0 as x  —> y by Lemma 4.35. As ip is continuous, we are able to 
deduce using Lemma 4.37,
l i mE x [ip(BT2)\ = <p(y).
x —>y
Hence by (4.11) w is continuous at y.
Second case. Let y 6 F\. As F\ is relatively open there exists an open ball Oy around y 
such tha t OynF 2 = 0 and d{OyC\D, F2) > 0. By Lemma 4.5 applied to the deterministic 
time T  = t > 0, we have for all x  G Oy D D,
r /*T2 At
w(x) = Ex[w(B T 2) 1 {t2<t}] +  ^x[w(Bt) l {T2>ty] -  Ex /  d£sw 2 (Bs)
l J 0
r  /*T2 A t  ,
=  Ex[w(BT2 ) l f T2<t\] +  Ex [w(Bt)] -  Ex [w{Bt) l{ T2<t}] -  Ex /  d£sw2 (Bs)
l J o J
Now, for a fixed t > 0, the function x t-> Ex [w(Bt)\ is continuous, and all other 
expressions in the right-hand-side of the last equation converge to zero, uniformly in 
x  € Oy C) D, a s t j . 0  using Lemma 4.40 and Lemma 3.19, with n = 1, for the last 
term. □
The following corollary is now immediate from Lemma 4.5 and Proposition 4.7:
Corollary 4.8 (The martingale associated to the dual function w ) .




)lr := w (BtAr2) -  w(Bq) -  /  d£s w 2 (Bs)
Jo
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is a continuous F t-m artingale.
4 .1 .3  Stron g so lu tion s o f  th e  N eu m an n  P rob lem
In this section we use the results obtained in Section 4.1.2 tha t assuming additional 
smoothness of the function w defined by (4.13), it is a unique strong solution of the 
following mixed Dirichlet non-linear Neumann boundary value problem:
Definition 4.9 (Strong solution of the D N P ).
A function u 6 C2 (D ) fl Cl {D) which is harmonic in D and satisfies
I A u  =  0 in D :
u = ip on F2 , (4-14)
dnu + 2 u 2 = Q on F\.
is called a strong solution of the mixed Dirichlet non-linear Neumann boundary value 
problem (DNP).
Proposition 4.10 (Uniqueness o f strong solutions). I f  u and v are both strong 
solutions of the DNP (4-14) Ihen u =  v.
Proof. Let u and v be both strong solutions and define w := u — v. Then A w  =  0 in 
D  and w = 0 on F2 . Moreover,
2(u{y) 2 -  v(y)2) = - d n (u -  v){y) (4.15)
on F \ . As w is harmonic we obtain by Green’s first identity,
0 =  /  d x w (x )A w (x )  = /  a(dy) w(y)dnw(y) — /  d x \V w (x ) \2. (4-16)
J D  J d D  J D
Therefore, using w = 0 on F2 , the definition of w , (4.15) and the binomial formula
- 2  [  a(dy) (u(y) -  v{y))2 (u(y) +  v(y)) = [  d x \V w (x ) \ 2 > 0. (4.17)
JFx J D
As u and v are both nonnegative, the integrand on the left hand side is nonnegative. 
Hence, u = v almost everywhere on Pi and by continuity u = v on P i. Therefore we 
obtain u = v on dD. As u  and v are harmonic we deduce u = v on D. □
Proposition 4.11 (Representation of strong solutions).
Assume that the function w defined by (4-13) is in Cl {D) then w is the unique strong 
solution of the DNP (4-14)-
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Proof. By the Propositions 4.6 and 4.7, we have w E C2 {D) D C(D) and A w  =  0 in D. 
Moreover, (4.11) implies w =  (p on F2 . Assume additionally tha t w E C1(D ). Then it 
remains to show that
dnw +  2w2 — 0. (4-18)
on F i . Let x E D  and T  a bounded ^ -stopp ing  time such tha t T  < 72 almost surely. 
As w E C2 (D) flC1(T>) Lemma 3.18 implies tha t the process Y  = (Yt ] t >  0) defined by
Yt := w(Bt) -  w(Bo) — ds A w (B s) +  \  f  d£sdnw (B s)
J o  Jo
is an .^-m artingale. Hence, since A w  = 0 on D  and 0 =  Ex[Yo] =  Ex[Yt], we have
r rT
Ex[w (Bt )\ -  w(x) +  ^Ex /  d£r dnw (B r)
1 Jo
0.
On the other hand, it is immediate from Lemma 4.5 tha t
Hence, we also have
E,
E x [ w ( B t ) ]  — w(x) =  Ex f  d£r w 2 (Br )
Jo
rj-i
[  dir ( \ d nw{Br) +  w 2 {Br)) 
Jo
=  0 . (4.19)
Let x  6 F\ and suppose tha t
dnw(x)  +  2w 2( x )  > 0.
As we assumed w 6 Cl {D), there is a e > 0 such tha t dnw(y) +  2w 2 (y) > 0 for all 
y E Oe(x) D Fi, where Oe(x) denotes an open ball around x  of radius e. Define the 
^ -s to p p in g  time
T  := inf{i >  0 : B t E F\ and dnw (B t) +  2w 2 (Bt) < 0} A 72 A 1.
Then T  is bounded and T  <  72 almost surely. Moreover, by the continuity of the 
reflecting Brownian motion T  > 0 almost surely with respect to Px and therefore 
Ex(^ t >  0) > 0, leading to
E,




which is in contradiction to equation (4.19). □
4 .1 .4  W eak so lu tion s o f th e  N eu m an n  P rob lem
In general, it is not clear tha t w belongs to Cl (D). In other words, it is not clear tha t 
a strong solution exists in general. However, we still obtain tha t w is a solution (4.14) 
in a weak sense. Nevertheless, it is not clear tha t weak solutions of the DNP (4.14) are
still unique. Let us define a set of test functions by
S \  : =  | (j) 6 C 2 ( D )  n C l ( D ) \  A4> is bounded in D , d n (j) =  0 on P\, <f> =  0 on F 2 j ,
and recall that we assume cp 6 C+(F2) to be a continuous function.
Definition 4.12 (Weak solution of the D N P ).
A bounded function u € 13+(D) is called a weak solution of the mixed Dirichlet non­
linear Neumann boundary value problem DNP (4-14) i f  u € C(D) and for every test 
function </> 6 S i,
[  dx u(x) A(f>(x) = f  <j(dy)dn<j)(y)<p(y) + 2 [  a(dy) <j>(y)u2 (y). (4.21)
JD J F2 J F\
If u 6 C2 (D) n C l (D) it follows directly by Greens second identity,
/ dx [u (x ) A 4>{x ) — A u(x) (f)(x)] =  / a(dy) [u(x) dn4>(x) — dnu(x) 4>(x)\
JD JdD
tha t any strong solution is also a weak solution of the DNP (4.14). This indeed moti­
vates Definition 4.12. We now turn our attention to a sufficient condition for a function 
u  being a weak solution of the DNP in terms of a martingale problem. A set of technical 
lemmas on reflecting Brownian motion needed for the proof are postponed to Section 
4.3.
Proposition 4.13 (A martingale condition for weak solutions).
A  non-negative fu n c tio n  u  €  C(D)  such tha t u  =  <p on F 2 , is a weak solu tion  o f the  
D N P  (4-14), i f  the process M  =  (M t , t  > 0) defined on  [0, + 0 0 ) by
t/\T2r !
M t := u(B tAT2) -  u(Bo) -  d tr u 2 (Br)
J o
is a continuous Tt-martingale.
Proof Assume that u G C(D) is non-negative and M  = (M t, t  > 0), as defined in the
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statement of the proposition, is a continuous ^-martingale. We have for x € D ,
r rtf\T2
Ex [u(BtAT2)\ -  u{x) = Ex / d£r u 2 (Br) .
LJo J
Rewriting this equation, we obtain
r  rtA T 2  -j
[u(Bt)\ -  u(x) =  Ex /  dlr u 2 (Br) -  Ex [l{T2<t} (u(BT2) -  u(B t) ) ] .
o J
E,
Multiplying with </> e Si and integrating over D  yields, 
f  dx 4 >(x) [Ex \u(Bt)] -  it(rc)]
J D
p r rtf\T2 -| /•
=  /  dx<£(x)Ex / d£r u 2 {Br) -  /  dx </>(x)Ex [l{T2<t} (u(BT2) -  u (B t))] .
J D  '-JO J J D
(4.22)
Using the symmetry of the reflecting Brownian motion, we can rewrite the left hand 
side:
[  dx<f>(x)Ex [u(Bt) — u(x)] = [  dx u(x)Ex [<f>(Bt) — <f>(x)\.
J D  J D
By Lemma 3.18, the process Y  =  (Yt, t > 0) defined by
Yt := <f>(Bt) -  <t>(B0) -  i  f  dsAct>(Bs) +  \  f  d£sdn<t>(Bs)
Jo Jo
is a continuous ^-m artingale. Hence, as 0 =  Ex[Yo] =  Ex [Yt], we have
Ex [4>{Bt) ~  (f>{x)\ = E^x f  dsA(f>(B3) -  \ E X [  d£s dn<f>(Bs)
l Jo J L do J
Therefore, we can rewrite (4.22) as
-  f  d xu (x )E x j  dsA(f){Bs) — -  f  d xu (x )E x f  d£s dn(f)(Bs 
t Jd  '-Jo j * Jd  '-Jo
1 f  p rt/\T2 i  p
= 2 -  dx (f>{x)Ex J  d£r u 2 (Br) -  2 -  dx (f){x)Ex [l{T2<t} {u(BT2) -  u (B t ) ) \ ,
where we also divided by t > 0. By the Lemmas 4.38, 4.39, 4.41 and 4.42, and letting 
1 1 0, we see that
j dxu(x)  A<f>(x) -  f  a(dy) u(y)dncf>(y) = 2 f  a(dy) cj)(y)u2 (y).
Jd  Jod Jfi
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As u = ^  on F2 , dn(f> =  0 on F i, we get tha t u is a weak solution of the DNP. □  
Corollary 4.14 (Representation of weak solutions).
The fu n c tio n  w  given by is a non-negative weak solu tion  o f the D N P  (4 . I 4 ) .
Proof. This follows directly from Corollary 4.8 and Proposition 4.13. □
4.2 Neum ann condition on
In this section, we give a probabilistic representation formula for the boundary value 
problem (4.14), where the Dirichlet condition on F2 is replaced by a Neumann condition, 
i.e. we solve the mixed Neumann non-linear Neumann boundary value problem (NNP)
I A u = 0 in Ddnu — 2<p = 0 on F2 (4.23)
dnu +  2u 2 = 0 on F\
for some ip G C(F2 ). However, due to technical difficulties, we first consider the ap­
proximating problem 0-NNP given by
I A u = 26u in Ddnu — = 0 on F2 (4.24)
dnu +  2u 2 = 0 on F\
for 0 > 0. Of course, the 0-NNP is an interesting problem itself and is therefore studied 
in its own right. In Section 4.2.1 we construct a random measure Z $ eu on F 2 which 
is going to play the same role as the exit measure Z Dir in Section 4.1. Moreover, we 
establish some properties of its dual function we in Section 4.2.2. Then in Section 4.2.3
we prove tha t w$ is a weak solution of the boundary value problem (4.24). Finally
in Section 4.2.4 we obtain a random measure Z Neu as the limit of Z ^eu as 6  tend to 
zero and show that its dual function is a weak solution of (4.24) with 9 = 0. The 
technique of introducing so ft killing  to avoid singularities has been already used in 
[AD02]. However, in this paper A b r a h a m  and D e l m a s  worked with the Brownian 
snake and not with the time change technique.
4.2 .1  T he N eu m an n -b ou n d ary  m easure
In this section we construct the random measure ZNeu on F2 and characterize it in 
terms of its log-Laplace equation. We refer to Z ^ eu as the N eum ann-boundary measure104
on F2 . Then we are going to collect some properties of its dual function w q .
Construction of the total occupation measure rNeu
We use the same notation as in the last sections. For z =  1,2, let t  denote the local 
time of B  on Fi, i.e.
dtr = 1 Fi(Br) dir .
Let M  be a Poisson measure on R+ x R+ with intensity d x d t , independent of the 
reflecting Brownian motion B.  Denote by {xi,t{) the atoms of this measure and set, 
for Ro e  [0, + 0 0 ] given,
R t  := R o  A in f { x i  : t{ <  £},
with the convention inf 0 =  + 0 0 . The Markov process R  = (R t , t > 0) is a cadlag 
decreasing R+ U {0 0 } valued process. Moreover, for every t > 0, 9 > 0, we have
P (Rt > 6 \Rq) =  l{ i?o>^ P (A r([0,6 \ x [0, t]) =  0) =  l{ flo>0}e - 9 t (4.25)
Let E'  R+ x F\ x [0,0 0 ]. We define the E'-valued time-homogeneous Markov process 
{Cut>  0 ) by
and denote by Pf £ its law started a t x  € E 1 a t time t  > 0. For v € M f ( E ' )  and t >  0,
let P ^  denote the law of the quadratic (non-catalytic) superprocess X ' = (X's, , s ' > t ) 
with spatial motion starting at v at time t. We shall write P ^ / for P ^ .  The total 
occupation measure rNeu of the superprocess X '  is defined under P ^  by
/oo ds' X's, {dr dxdk).
Lemma 4.15 (The Laplace functional of rNeu).
Let 9 > 0 and 4> G B+{E') be of the form (f)(r,x, k ) =  1 { ^ e ^ i x ) ,  where <f € B+{F\) is 
bounded. Then the function v defined on E ' by
EX ' exp -  (rNeu, $) = exp -  (i/, v ) ,
is of the form v (r ,x ,k )  = l^je>0 yv{x), where v £ B{F{) is a non-negative solution of 
the integral equation on F\,
u .u(a:) +  E j I d lT e 6r v 2 (Br)lF 1 {Br) = E, [/L^ o d£r e~er <t>{Br) l Fl{Br) . (4.26)
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R e m a rk  4.16. Using equation (3.30) and tha t (f> is bounded we obtain tha t the 
function
x  i—> E x [/l Jo dtr e 6r 4>(Br)lF 1 (BT
is uniformly bounded on F\. Therefore, v is bounded. Of course, this argument fails 
for <9 =  0.
Proof of Lemma f.,15. Let 4> G B+(Ef) be bounded, such tha t (fi(r,x,k) = 1 {k>e}4>{x )- 
We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 4.1. As a special case of the weighted occupation 
time formula (see e.g. [LG99, Chapter II.3]) we have for all functions h G B+(R+) with 
compact support,
=  exp-(i/,i5t), (4.27)/oo ds'h(s')(X's, J )
where v  G # + ( R +  x  E ') is the unique non-negative solution of the integral equation,
/oo ,  r roods' i 52-(C8')J =  1J  ds' h ( s ' ) k O )  ■
Using the definition of £ and the substitution i \  = s' we obtain with x = (s , x, k) G E ',
r r°° i
i t (s,  X, k)  +  E £ (S ilW  / 1 del (r, Br, Rr)
■'V
r f °°  i
= • (4.28)
Jit
Using time homogeneity for £ and 5 ,  independence between B  and R : and (4.25), we 
have
roo  -. r roo
Je\~l J l J  o
In particular, this quantity vanishes for k  <  9. Since vt  is non-negative, we deduce 
from (4.28) that v ( r , x , k )  — 0  if k < 6 . Also notice, tha t for k >  0, the left hand side of
(4.28) does not depend on k.  In particular, v^°  defined by Vf ° ( s ,  x ,  k)  =  v t (s,  x , k  A ko)  
also solves (4.28) for any ko >  9. By uniqueness, we get tha t v does not depend on k  
on { k  >  9 } .  Hence, we deduce tha t V t ( r , x , k ) =  l { k > 6 } V t { r , x ) ,  where v t  is the unique 
non-negative solution on F\ of the integral equation,
r r°° n r f°° -i
vt (s ,x)  +  EX /  dil e~drv^1+t(r +  s ,B r) = E X /  dtl h(£l +  t )  e~6r <f>(Br) .
L Jo r J L Jo ■>
We complete the proof using similar arguments as those following equation (4.7) in the
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proof of Lemma 4.1. □
It is not clear tha t (4.26) has a unique solution. However, if is small enough
(depending on 9 > 0 ), then arguing as in the end of the proof of Proposition 3.23, 
one can show that (4.26) has a unique solution. Moreover, Lemma 4.15 allows us to 
compute the first moment of r Neu: for all <f> E B + ( F i ) ,
E ?  [<rNeu,^>] = f  p ( d s d x d k ) l {k>e}Ex \ r  d lT < T 6 t  <t>{BT) l Fl{Br)}, (4.29) 
Je ' l Jo
where 4>(r,x,k) = l { k>9 }(f)(x).
D efin itio n  o f th e  N e u m a n n -b o u n d a ry  m e asu re  Z|^eu
Let 7] E M f ( D )  and define to be the law of (ri,13r i ), killed at an independent 
exponential time of rate 0, with Bq distributed according to 77:
= J  rj(dx)Ex [e °Tl ^ ( n ,  B n )] . (4.30)
Moreover, we write
We write v > v' for v, v’ E Adf(E )  if (*/, g) > (v',g) for any g E B+(E). Notice tha t 
(^77,05 0  >  0 ) is a decreasing sequence of measures.
R e m a rk  4.17. Let us write T^eu for the random measure r Neu defined under P ^ ® ^  • 
Using the Poissonian representation of superprocesses, due to the branching property 
(see e.g. Theorem 4.2.1 [DLG02]), one can construct the family ( r ^ eu,0 > 0) on the 
same probability space in such a way, tha t this family is a decreasing sequence of 
measures. We shall use this remark later. First we pass to the following definition:
D efin itio n  4.18 (T h e  N e u m a n n -b o u n d a ry  m e asu re  Z ^ eu).
Let 9 > 0. We define the random measure Z ^ eu on F2 by: for all ip E # + (^ 2);
(Z9 eu, p) = (77, Qep) +  J  Te eu(dsdxdk)  1  {k>gyp(x)Hx J  dir e~9r p{er)
where
r f Tl 
■Jo
Qo<p(x) := Ex I d ir e 9r p {B r)
We call Z f en the Neumann-boundary measure and denote by F ^ d its law. 
Recall the following excursion formula from Section 3.3.4 (see equation (3.38)),
E, fJo dL. e~es H 3’ fJo = EX fJo (4.31)
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From now on assume that 9 > 0. To see tha t the random measure Z f eu is finite for 
6  > 0, we again can perform a first moment calculation.
Lemma 4.19 (First moment and finiteness of Z ^ e u ) .
For every 77 € M f( D )  and every ip G B+(F2) we have for the first moment of Z f eu,
El e [(Z^\<p)] =  Jr,(dx)Ex [ r M r e -er<p{BT) l F2(Br)
In particular, the Neumann-boundary measure Z Dir is an almost surely finite random 
measure on F2 .
Proof Using (4.29), (4.30), Lemma 3.20, the exit formula (4.31), the strong Markov 
property of B  and the definition of Qq, we can compute,
E l e [(Z$™,<p)]
(r},Qe<p)+ / Vrift{ds,dx)
•/R+xFi
r r°° r r°°





+ J  77(dx) Ex
= (»7, Qev) + J  v(dx) E:




./ e dr <p(er/)
r ST1 e a
I fJ t\
= (r),Qo<p) + J  r](dx)Ex J  d£r e dr ip(Br)lF 2 (Br)
= J  r](dx)Ex J  d£r e~8r <p(Br)lF 2 (Br) .
For the in particular statement, notice tha t by (3.30) the first moment is finite. □
Recall from (3.30) that there is a family of constants (cq, 9 > 0) such that,
E, /Jo Mr e~er <  CQ.
Of course, this argument to  deduce the finiteness of the Neumann-boundary measure 
Z f eu fails if 9 = 0, as the first moment is infinite if f F cr(dy) ip(y) > 0. This non­
existence of first moments of Zqbu is the technical reason why we are not able to tackle 
the boundary value problem 4.24 for 9 = 0 directly. This is why the whole approxima-
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tion procedure is actually necessary.
L em m a 4.20 (T h e  L ap lace  fu n c tio n a l o f Zg*eu).
Let 6  > 0. We have for all non-negative and measurable functions
E n,o [exP - ( ^ eu, ¥>)] =  exp - ( t /, we ) ,  
w h ere  { w q { x ) , x  £ D) is  a n o n -n e g a tiv e  so lu tio n  o f  th e  in teg ra l eq u a tio n  on  D,
we( x ) + E x [  
l J o
dlr e Gr w‘e(Br)lF l (Br) = EX fJo d£r e~6r <p(Br) l F2 (Br) . (4.32)
I f  additionally we assume that <p is bounded with 2c^ H^ Uco < 1, then the integral equa­
tion (4-32) has a unique solution.
Proof. Let £ B+(E ') defined by 4>(s,x,k) = l{fc>0}</>(z), where
r r°° i
4>(x) =  p{x)Hx /  dlr e~dr (p(er) .
'-Jo J
We have
E v A e x  P - ( z e en’ ^)] =  E *' , e [ exP - ( ( ^  Q w )  +  <r ^eU’ ^ » ]
=  ex p - ( ( 7 7  ,Qo<p) +  {vrifavo)),
where, by Lemma 4.15, ve(s ,x ) =  vq{x ) is a non-negative solution on F\ of
vg(x) + Ex /  
0
d£r e er VQ{Br)ljpx(Br)
= EX
= EX
r r°° r r°°
/  d l r  e~er p(Br) l p l (Br) H Br /  d l T, e~9r'<p(er,) 
-Jo *- Jo
fJo
IfL « / t i
dLr e~9r H Br fJo
d£r/ e dr <p(er>)
(4.33)
where we used Lemma 3.20 for the second equality and the exit-formula (4.31) for the 
last. Define for x  £ D,
we{x) := Qo<p(x) + E x [e dri ve(BTl)\,
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and notice that w q  —  v q  on F\.  Moreover, we have by construction that
( V , w e ) =  (rj, Q o y )  +  ( v r t , e , v 9 ).
Using the strong Markov property of B  and (4.33) one checks tha t wq solves (4.32). If 
2c0lMloo <  1, we get the uniqueness as in the end of the proof of Proposition 3.23. □
R e m a rk  4.21. If tp is bounded, (4.32) implies tha t wq is bounded by ceH^Hoo. In 
general, for 6  = 0 , i.e. without killing, the right hand side of the integral equation 
(4.32) is infinite. However, in Proposition 4.31 we show tha t the family of functions wq 
can be bounded independently from 9 under the very restrictive additional assumption 
tha t F\ fl F2 =  0.
4.2 .2  P rop erties o f  th e  dual fu n ction  wq
In this section we establish some properties of the function wq which prepare to show 
in Section 4.2.3 tha t wq  is a weak solution of the boundary value problem (4.24). Let 
us fix a continuous non-negative function <p € £(-£2) f°r the remainder of this chapter 
and define the function wq on D  by
we(x) := — l o g [exp — ( Z q gu, <£>)].
We assume throughout this section tha t 6 > 0. By Remark 4.21, we have tha t wq is 
bounded. The following Lemma plays the same role in this section as Lemma 4.5 in 
Section 4.1.2 and can be proved using the same techniques.
L em m a 4.22. Let 6  > 0 and let T  be a finite Ft-stopping time. Then we have,
• T
w g (x )+ E x J  dir e 9r u;0 (RT. ) l jp1(Rr )j
= e 6T we\1 ( S t ) ]  + E *  I f  d ir e 9r (p(Br)lF 2 (Br)
Proof. Let T  be a ^ -s topp ing  time. By the strong Markov property of B  at time T, 
Ex
roo ^
/  <Kje-Sr^ (B r)
Jo -1
=  EX 
=  EX
[  d i lr e - eTw 2e(Br) 
'-Jo





J  M l e~Brw l{B r)
iT
,-9T r r°°/  dil e~erWQ(Br)
'-Jo
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Using the integral equation for we, almost surely
E Bn
poo ,  r poo ,
/  d£^e-6rw l(B r) = E Bt  /  <M2re - er<p(Br) - w e(BT). 
Jo J L Jo J
Hence, using the strong Markov property again yields,
E3
poo
/  d 4 e ~ Srw l(B r ) 
Jo
=  E,
f  i r f°° 1
/  delr e - STw j(B r)J+E*[ /  ^ e - eV(Br)J-Ex[e_9Tw«(Br)].
*/ 0 w T
(4.35)
On the other hand, we have
E a
poo r poo
/  = E X /  di^ e~6rip{Br) - w e(x). (4.36)
jo -i l y0
Comparing (4.35) and (4.36) completes the proof. □
The next proposition shows tha t we is ’harmonic’ with respect to the operator Gu = 
u — Ou, i.e. we have Gwe = 0 in D. Notice tha t G is the generator of Brownian 
motion killed at rate 6 .
Proposition 4.23 (Harmonicity of we w ith respect G).
Let 6  > 0. The function we belongs to C2 (D) and solves Awe =  2Owe-
Proof. This can be proved from Lemma 4.22, using standard results on killed Brownian 
motion, in the same way as Proposition 4.6 is deduced from Lemma 4.5. □
Lemma 4.24 (Continuity of the dual function w e  on D ).
The function we is continuous on D.
Proof. Lemma 4.22 applied to the deterministic time T  = t > 0, yields
wg(x) = Ex e~etwe(Bt) + E *  [  d lr e~9r [ip(Br)lF2{Br) -  w ‘e(Br)lF1(Br)]
1 J L J o
As cp and we are bounded, we have using Lemma 3.19, tha t the last term  of this equality 
decreases to 0 as 1 1 0 uniformly in x.  As the second term  is continuous in x  the proof 
is complete. □
Corollary 4.25 (The martingale associated to the dual function we).
Ill
The stochastic process M Neu =  (MtNeu, t  >  0 ) defined on [0, oo) by
M ? eu := e~dt we{Bt) -  wq(Bq) +  [  dir e 9r [(fi{Br) l F2 (Br) -  Wg(Br) l Fl(Br)\ , 
Jo
is a continuous Ft-martingale.
Remark 4.26. As M Neu is a continuous ^-m artingale  the process N Neu = (A^ Neu, t > 
0 )  defined by N q bu =  0  and diVtNeu =  eet dMtNeu is also a continuous ^-m artingale. 
Notice tha t applying the integration by parts formula to the semimartingales (edt, t > 0)  
and M Neu yields,
A f eu =  wg(Bt) -  we(B0) -  6  [  d rw e(Br) + [  dir [(p(Br) l F2 (Br) -  Wg(Br) l Fl(Br)] .
Jo Jo
4 .2 .3  W eak so lu tion  o f  th e  ^-approxim ation
Let us define a space of test functions S 2 by
£ 2  : =  { 0  G C2 (D) A <f> bounded; dn<p =  0  on d D j .
Definition 4.27 (Weak solution of the ^-approximation).
Let 6  > 0 . A function u G B+(D) is said to be a weak solution of the 9-NNP
A u — 2 6 u in D ,
dnu — 2</? =  0  on F2 , (4.37)
dnu +  2u 2 = 0 on
if u G C(D) and for all <fi G S 2 ,
f  dxu(x)A(j)(x) = 26 [  dxu(x)<j>(x) -  2 f  a(dy) <f>(y)tp(y) + 2 [  a(dy) u 2 (y)4>(y). 
Jd  J d  J f 2 J f x
By Greens’s second identity any non-negative strong solution of (4.37) is a weak solu­
tion.
Proposition 4.28 (M artingale characterization of weak solutions).
A non-negative function u G C(D) is a weak solution of the 6 -NNP (4-37) i f  and only 
if  the process N  = (ATt , t  > 0 )  defined by
N t = u{Bt) -  u (B 0) -  6  [  d ru (B r) +  f  dir [<p(Br) l F2 (Br) -  u 2 (Br) l Fl(Br)] ,
Jo Jo
is a continuous Ft-martingale.
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Proof. First assume that u 6 C(D) is a weak solution of (4.37) and let x  6 D. By the 
Markov property of B , we have for 0 < s < t,
E[Nt \ r a] =  Na +  EB.[Nt-a].
Thus, to prove the process N  is a ^-m artingale, it is enough to check tha t Ex[lVt] =  0 
for all t  > 0. Let s > 0. As ps{x, •) € £ 2  (see Section 3.3), we compute, using the 
integral equation for u and 4>(y) =  ps(x, y),
d f— Ex [u(Bs)] = /  dyu(y)dsps(x,y)
=  [  d y u { y ) f a p a ( x , y )
JD
= 0  dyu(y)ps(x ,y)  — /  a(dy)ps{x, y)ip(y) +  /  a(dy)ps(x ,y )u 2 (y). 
J D J F2 J  F\
For e > 0, integrating from e to t gives,
Ex [u(Bt)\ -  Ex [u(Be)] = 9 J  d rE x [u(Br)] -  Ez J  dil<p{Br) + E *  J  d£1 u 2 (Br) .
Hence, by continuity of u, we see tha t Ex [Nt\ = 0 as e |  0.
Let u G C(D) and assume now tha t for any x E D, the process AT is a continuous 
Tt~martingale. As Ex [Nt] = 0, we have
,[u(Bt)] — u(x) = 9 f  d rE x [u(Br)] — Ex f  d£2 ip(Br) + E X f  d£1 u 2 (Br)
J o  L J o   ^ ' -Jo
Let 4> E S 2 - Multiplying the last equation by 4> an(i integrating over D  yields
f  d xu (x )E x [(f>(Bt)—(f)(x)] = 9 f  dxcf){x) f  dr~Ex [u(Br)]
J d  J d  J o
— j dx(f>{x)Ex j  dir [(p(Br)lF 2 (Br) — u 2 {Br) lF i(B r)]
J d  '■Jo J
(4.39)
where we used for the first term  the symmetry of the reflecting Brownian motion. Since 
(f> € S 2 , by Lemma 3.18 the process Y  = ( I f ,  t > 0) defined by
Yt := </>(Bt) -  4(B0) -  1 f  ds A<f,(Bs)
Jo
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is also an ^-martingale. Hence, we have Ex [4>(Bt) — 4>(x)\ =  ^Ex f d s ^ m  
J  0
Thus, dividing (4.39) by t > 0, gives
i  f  d xu (x )E x [  dsA(f)(Bs)
Jd U o
= - 9  f  dx(f>{x)Ex f  d ru{B r) — -  [  dx(f)(x)Ex f  dtr fi(Br)lF 2 (Br)
t Jd '■Jo i t Jd '■Jo
+  -  [  dxcf>(x)Ex j d£r u 2 (Br)lF 1 (Br) . 
t Jd  '-Jo -1
Hence, we complete the proof applying Lemmas 4.38 and 4.39. □
The fact tha t we could proof an ’if and only if’ statement in Proposition 4.28 now 
enables us to prove uniqueness for weak solution of the 0-NNP (provided the function 
(f is small enough) using the martingale convergence theorem.
Proposition 4.29 (Representation and uniqueness of weak solutions).
The function wq is a non-negative weak solution of the 9-NNP (4.37). I f  additionally
2ce\\Y\\oo < 1, then the solution wq is also unique.
Proof. It follows immediately from Remark 4.26 and Proposition 4.28 tha t wq is a 
weak solution of (4.37). To prove uniqueness, let u € B+{D) be a weak solution of 
(4.37) and assume 2c|||</?||00 <  1. By Proposition 4.28 and Remark 4.26, the process 
M  — (M t , t > 0) defined by
M t :=e~etui(Bt) -  u(Bo) +  [  d lr e 6r (fi(Br)lF 2 {Br) -  [  d lr e dr u 2 (Br)lFx(Br), 
Jo Jo
is a continuous ^i-martingale, as well as dMt = e~et dNt . As u and fi are bounded 
and by (3.30), we have that M  is a uniformly integrable martingale. Hence (M t , t > 0) 
converges almost surely and in L 1 to a limit, say M 0o, with Ex[Moo] =  Ex[Mo] =  0. 
Therefore, u  is a non-negative solution of the integral equation,
u(x) +  Ea fJo
=  EX[/L Jo d£r e fi(Br)lF 2 {Br)
As 2c|||</?||00 < 1, by Lemma 4.20 wq is the only non-negative solution of the last 
displayed equation. Hence, we have u =  w q . □
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4 .2 .4  T h e lim it 0 J, 0
Let <p € # 4.(^ 2) be bounded. Observe tha t by Remark 4.17, one can assume tha t 
( r ^ eu, 9 > 0) is an increasing sequence of measures as 9 j. 0. Notice also tha t (Qey>, 9 >  
0) is also an increasing sequence of functions as 9 [ 0. From the definition of Z ^eu, 
we deduce tha t the sequence (Z ^eu, 9 >  0) is also an increasing sequence of measures 
as 9 |  0. Let ZNeu be its limit as 9 j  0 and notice tha t Z Neu has the same law as 
Z qgu defined by Definition 4.18. By dominated convergence, we get tha t (we, 9 >  0) 
increases to a limit, say w, as 9 j  0, defined on D  by
w(x) := -  lo g e £  [exp - ( Z Neu, <p)].
A ssu m p tio n . From now on, we assume that dF  = 0, tha t is F \ n  F2 = 0 for the 
remainder of this section. We are only able to show tha t w$ is bounded independent 
of 9 under this technical assumption.
The proofs of Lemma 4.30 and Proposition 4.31 where contributed by J e a n - F r a n ^ o i s  
D e l m a s .
Let (L, H ) denote the exit system on F2 , i.e. L  is the capacitary local time on F2 and 
H  = (H x : x  6 F2 ) is the family of excursion measures from F2 . Recall from Lemma 
3.20 th a t the density p of p  with respect to a  is given explicitly by
dgl (z,y)  , ^  r f T1 ,= _  u B a^ -T K d9 l (^rK,y){\
dn(y)
where g 1 (x , y) =  e t p fD(x, y) d t , and p fD is the density of the transition kernel of
the Brownian motion killed on dD.
Lemma 4.30. I f  d F  =  0 ,  then the function p is bounded.
Proof. We keep the notation of this section. Since F i f l  F2 = 0 ,  we can choose e > 0 
small enough so tha t for any (x, y) € F\ x F 2 , |rc — j/| > 3e\ In particular K  defined by 
(3.41) is in fact equal to {x  6 D \d (x , F i) <  e}.
Let Pj) be the Poisson kernel of the Brownian motion in D. There exists a positive 
constant Cp  (see e.g. [CZ95, p .144]), such tha t for any (z,y)  6 D  x dD,
Pd (z , y) < CDd(z, dD)\z -  y\~d. (4.40)




n /  dg1 (z,y)
0 £ C d ~ d r t y r - PD{Z’y)-
(4.41)
dgl {z,y) .is boundedFrom this inequality and (4.40), we deduce easily tha t Cd dz
JD vn{y)
from above by a finite constant, say Co, independent of y E F\. Since by construction 
d(eTK,dD ) > e (on {t k  < 0 0 } under H x), we get tha t for any x  € F2 , y E Fi,
£rX[ - tk  d9l (erK,y)  1 ^  v  r ^ i d 9 l (z,y')CdH [e K — hI7Ia— ] < H x[tk  < 0 0 ] sup Cd-dn(y)
=  cH x[tk  < 0 0 ],
{(z,y'y,d(z,dD)>e ,y'eF!}  9 n { y ' )
for a finite constant c independent of x  € F2 and y € F\, by (4.41) and (4.40). Arguing 
as in the proof of Lemma 8.3 of [De96], we have tha t
sup H x
XEF2
t k  < 0 0 < 0 0 .
~ dal (e u^ )This implies tha t C d H x [e~TK — ~  T.K’—-1 is bounded from above for x  6 F2 and y G F\
dn{y)
say by Ci. In particular we have
p(y) < Co +  Ci [  dz Ez [  e ~ s dLs = Co +  C\ [  dz E z [e_T2] ,
J d .Jo . Jd
using the definition of L. This last inequality implies tha t p is bounded. □
P ro p o s itio n  4.31 (U n ifo rm  b o u n d ed n ess  o f th e  fu n c tio n  w).
The function w is bounded on D. More precisely, there exists a finite constant c inde­
pendent of ip, such that for any x  G D,
w { x ) < c [  IM Ioo+x/ll^
Proof For e >  0, we set F f = {x  G D  : d(x , F \) <  s}, the £-neighborhood of F\ in D. 
Since d F  = 0, there exists e > 0, such tha t F(  fl F2 = 0. Let r f  the first exit time of
Ff:
rf(e) =  inf{s >  0 : e(s) ^  Ff}, 
for e 6 V  (recall notations from Section 3.1.2). In particular, using the strong Markov
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-{rf <00} j  dlT = H 3 l { r f  <oo}^e(rf) [^ri] < cH x T i <  OO
where we used Lemma 4.35 for the last inequality. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma
8.3 of [De96], we have tha t
sup H x
xeFi
r f  <  00 < 0 0 .
This implies tha t H x [/0 dL is bounded on F\ say by Co.
Since, by Lemma 4.30, p is bounded by a constant, say Ci, we get from Definition 4.18, 
tha t for ip > 0 ,
0 <  <zflNeu> v)  <  II <pIU f v ( d x ) E x [eT1] + c 0c 1<rj'eu, i )
From Remark 4.17, and Lemma 4.35, we get there exists a finite constant c, such that
0 <  <zNeu, ¥>) <  C I M L  [(7), 1) +  (r 0Ne“, i > ] .
It is well known tha t the total mass of the superprocess X ', (To®11, 1), started at vv is 
distributed according the law of a stable subordinator of index 1 /2  at time (z^, 1 ) (see 
e.g. Corollary 2.15 and the remarks before). In particular, we deduce tha t
z  |-e—<zNel»  j <  e-c<T?,i)(lMloo +v1MLT) ^E,
for a finite constant c independent of and 77. Since this holds for any finite measure 
77, this implies the proposition. □
Lemma 4.32 (Continuity of w  on D ) .
The function w is continuous on D.
Proof. As w  is bounded, we obtain from Lemma 4.22 applied to the deterministic time 
T  = t >  0 and dominated convergence,
w( - E x f  dl].w2 {Br) 
Jo
>(x) = Ex [w(Bt)\ +  Ex f  d l2 (p(Br) 
l J 0 J
Then, we can deduce the continuity of w, following the proof of Lemma 4.24. □
The following Proposition is now obvious from Proposition 4.29 and dominated con-
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vergence:
P ro p o s itio n  4.33. The function w is a weak solution to the nonlinear Neumann  
boundary value problem (4-37) with 0 =  0.
4.3 Convergence lemmas for reflecting Brownian m otion
In this section we give a series of technical Lemmas on reflecting Brownian motion 
needed in the Sections 4.1 and 4.2. For i =  1,2, recall tha t denotes the first hitting 
time of Fi.
L em m a 4.34. For any t > 0, the function x  > Px(t{ > t) is upper semi-continuous 
in D. In  particular, for all y  6 Fi, we have
lim _ Fx (ri > t) =  0.
x^y;xeD
Proof Notice that Px(ri > t) is the non-increasing limit as e j. 0 of
F,x [FBe(ri > t ~ £)],
which are continuous functions of x  e  D. Thus the function x  i-> Px(t; > t) is upper 
semi continuous for t > 0. To conclude, notice that, since dD  and d F  are smooth, any 
point of Fi is regular for Fi, and thus Fy(ri > t) = 0 for all y € Fi. □
L em m a 4.35. The functions x *—> Ex[rj] and x  i-» Ex [^ Ti] are bounded on D. Moreover, 
we have for all y G Fi,
lim _ E x[ri] =  0 and lim _ Ex [^Ti] =  0.
x—>y\x€.D x—>y’,x£D
Proof. Since Fx(ri > 1) <  1 for all x  e  D, we deduce from Lemma 4.34, tha t 6  := 
sup Fx (ri > 1) < 1. By the strong Markov property of the reflecting Brownian motion,
xE D
we have for any n  6 N,
Pa:(Ti >  n) =  Ex [ l {ri>n- l} ^ B n-i(ri > 1)] < <flPx(T* > 7 1 - 1 ) ,  
and hence, by induction supx€£,Px(ri >  n) <  Sn . Therefore,
Hence, x  i—> Ex [ri] is bounded on D. Moreover, for y G i^ , the estimate in (4.42) allows 
us to use dominated convergence in
roo roo
lim _Ex [rj\ = lim _ / d tF x (ri > t ) =  dt lim _Px(7i >  t ), 
x—>y;xeD x—>y;xeD Jo Jo x—►yjxS.D
and the last expression is equal to zero by Lemma 4.34.
Let us now treat the function x  i—► Ex [£Ti], Firstly notice tha t using the moment 
estimate from Lemma 3.19 there is a c > 0 such tha t we have for every n  G N,
sup Ex [(£n+i )2] < c(n2 +  3n +  2)1/ 2 <  c(n2 +  An +  4)1//2 < c(n +  2)
xED
Hence, it follows using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, that
oo
E x [ ^ T i ]  —  E x  [^ -^ n < T i< n + l}^ T i]  
n = 0  
oo
— y  > x[l{ri>w}4+l]
n = 0  
oo
< £ ;P x ( r i  >  n ) 1/2 Ex [(^n+i)2] 1/2
n = 0  
oo
< Cy ^ r /2(n +  2),
71=0
where c is a finite constant independent of x  G D. Hence, the function x  i—> Ex[^ rJ  is 
bounded on D.
The same arguments as in the previous part of the proof, show tha t the function 
x  i—► Ex[(^Ti)2] is bounded. Let e G (0,1]. Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the 
third line and Lemma 3.19, with n  =  2, for the fourth, we obtain for all x g 5 ,
Ex [^ rJ  — Ex[l {n>e}^Ti\ +  ^x[l{ri<e}^Ti]
< Ex[l{Ti>e}^rJ + E X[1 {Ti<e}^e\
<  Vx(Ti >  £)1/2Ex[(4 J 2]1/2 +  Px(Ti <
< c(PI (rI > £)1/2 +  v's),
where the constant c is independent of x. We conclude using Lemma 4.34. □
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Lem m a 4.36. For alii} >  0 and all y  E F2 we have
lim _ P x ( |B T2 — x\ > 77) =  0.
x—>y; xED
Proof. First notice, that by Markov’s inequality,
P x ( |B T2 -  x\ > rj) < 7y_2Ex [|5 T2 -  x\2].
Applying Lemma 3.18 to the function 7 {z) := \z — x \2 yields that
M t := \Bt - x \ 2 - d t  + [  d£r dn'y(Br),
Jo
is a .^-m artingale under P x . Notice tha t \dnj \  is bounded from above by a constant 
independent of x. Hence, the optional stopping theorem applied to the stopping time 
t A 72 and the martingale convergence theorem imply tha t
Ex [|B T2 -  x\2] < C (E x[r2] +  Ex [£T2] ).
Hence, the assertion follows by Lemma 4.35. □
L em m a 4.37. Let y 6  F2 and ip € £(-^2), then
lim _E x [(p{BT2)\ = ip(y).
x—*y\ xeD
Proof. Let e > 0 and y 6  F2 . As <p is continuous on F2 , there exists 8  > 0 such tha t
|(p(y) — <p(z)| <  e for all z  € 0 ${y) n  F2, where Os(y) is the ball of radius 8  centered at
y. Hence, we have for all x  6  O g^iv)  FI D
Ex [\p(BT2) -  <p(y)I] =  Ex [|<p(BT2) -  <p{y)\l{\BT2 - y\c5}] + EX[Iv (B t2) ~  V?(2/)Ix{ | _ y| }]
< s +  2 || (p Hqq Px (|HT2 — y\ >  J)
< £ +  2 || <p 11^  Px (|B T2 — x\ >  (5/2).
We conclude using Lemma 4.36. □
L em m a 4.38. For every bounded function <f G B{D) and every bounded continuous 
function if E C(D),
l im -  f  dx(f(x)Ex f  d s i f (B s) = f  dx4>(x)ip(x).
Uo t JD l j 0  J J D
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Proof. As 0 and i/j are bounded we can apply dominated convergence and it is enough 
to show tha t for any x  € D,




=  0 .
Let x  € D  and s >  0. As ijj is continuous, there is a rj > 0 such tha t
\^{y) - # * 0 1  <  e / 2
for all \y — x\ < 77. By (3.33) there is a 8  >  0 such tha t
- E x
t
for all s < 8 . Hence, we have
f  d s \^ (B s) -i/>(x)\
0 J
1 r 1
=  J Ex [ j  ds I'ip(Bs) -  ^(a;)|l{|Ba-x|<»7} 
1 f 1
< e/2 +  2||^||ooT /  d s ¥ x (\Bs -  x \>r])  
t Jo
< s / 2  +  2\\f\\
x .  r t
H— Ex 
t
[  ds \^{BS) -  
l J 0
'mi = e,
for all t < 8 , which completes the proof. □
L em m a 4.39. For every <f 6 C(D) and every bounded € B(dD),
l i m y  f  dx (f)(x)Ex [ f  d£s 'ijj(Bs) 1 =  [  (r(dy)<f>(y)il>(y).
h o  t  Jd  '-Jo j JdD
Proof. Prom (4.2), and the symmetry of the density kernel p, we have
y [  dx(f)(x)Ex [  deai>(Bs) — y [  dx<f>(x) [  ds [  <r(dy)i/>(y)pa(x,y) 
t  Jd  l J0 J t  Jd  Jo JdD
= f  a(dy)ip(y) y f  ds [  dx(j)(x)ps(y,x).
JdD 1 Jo Jd
Then, we get the result using arguments similar to  the proof of Lemma 4.38. □
L em m a 4.40. For all T  > 0, there exist constants c > 0, K  > 0  (depending o n T )
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such that fo r  all t  E [0,T], x e  D  with d (x ) > 0,
Pi(T2^ t)2 cd ? |exp- ( ^ r ) '
where d(x) =  d(:r, P 2) denotes the distance between x and F2 .
Proof. Obviously, we have
P x to  <  t) < Fx (  sup |B s -  x \>  d (x )Y
0 < s < t  '
Denote by W  = (W 1, . . . ,  W d) the coordinates of a d-dimensional standard Brownian 
motion W  under the measure Px . Let T  >  0. Then the from (3.32) there is a constant 
K r > 0 such tha t for all t E [0, T] and x e 5  with d(x) > 0,
Fx (  sup |B s — x\ > <  Px (  sup \WS — x\ > d {x ) /K ,\
0 < s < t  '  0<s<t  '
Hence, it suffices to estimate
P0(  sup \Wa\ > d (x ) /K ')  <  P0( sup |W l\ > < c [  d r - ^ = e ~ r2/2t,
0 <s<t '  V0<s<< Ct-K / J d(x)/d-K' V27Tt
and the Lemma follows from the elementary estimate for any a > 0,
r  dr e - * / * =  [ ° °  dr T- ± — <
J a J a T
—r 2/2 t   te~  7’2/2^"1 °° _  I  e - a 2/2 t
where we used integration by parts to obtain the inequality. □
Recall from Section 4 that
Si = {</> € C \D )  flC 1(D); A</> is bounded in D, dn(j) = 0 on Fi,</> =  0 on
L em m a 4.41. For any 6 S\ and every bounded %jj E B(dD),
*T2/\t
d ls ip(Bs) =
,F1
Proof As <j> E Si,  we have in particular tha t 0 E Cl (D) and (f> = 0 on F2 . Hence, there
1 r  r rT2 A t  ^ r
l im -  / dx<f>(x)Ex /  £  /  a(dy) (f>(y)^(y). 
HO t Jd  LJq j j f
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is a constant K  >  0 such that <f>(x) <  K d { x ) .  Let T  > 0. We have for t  G [0, T],
7  [  dx<f>{x)Ex [  d£sip(Bs) — i  f  dx<p(x)Ex [  dZsip(Bs) 
t  J d  l J o J t  J d  l J o  j
< [  dx\<f>(x)\^Ex l { T2 <t} [  d£r ip(Br)
J D C L  J thT2
< K U \ \ o o j D dx ^ Y - M h r 2<t}U]
<  iiT ||V  Hoc. [  <  i ) 1/'2 E x [(£i ) 2]1/2
JD 1
f  dx ^ P x ( r 2 <  t)1/2, (4.44)
JD  V  t
< c
where c is a constant independent of t G (0, T], and where we used the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality third inequality and Lemma 3.19, together with the elementary estimate
Vc +  t^ y/t +  tT  j 1
— r ~  *  — —  =
for the fourth. By Lemma 4.40, we have for all x  G D,
lim - i = P x ( t 2 < t ) 1//2 =  0. 
tiO y/t
To prepare an application of dominated convergence, notice tha t by Lemma 4.40 there 
are constants c > 0 and K  > 0 independent of t G (0, T] and x e  D  such that,
^ p x(75 < t ) <  <  c^ I v k ^ 4 ,
t v ' t  d{x) t d(x)
where we used the elementary estimate y/ye~v < 1 for any y > 0. Hence,
^ P * ( r 2 <  t ) 1/2 < 
y/t
Therefore we can apply dominated convergence in (4.44) to get the result using Lemma 
4.39. □
L em m a 4.42. For every <j> G Si and every if> G C(D),  we have
I™? f  dx\(f>{x)\Ex \\if){Br2 ) - i p ( B t ) \ l {T2<t}
t |0  J D L J
=  0 .
Proof. Let T  > 0. Let c denote a constant independent of t G (0, T], which may vary.
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Prom Lemma 4.40, we have for all t  E [0, T],
[  dx d(x)Fx (T2 < t )  < c  [  dx d(x)  exp — ) < cy/t [  dr e~r2/Kt < ct.
Jd Jd d(x) \  K t  /  ,/o
As 0 E 5 i, there is a constant i f '  >  0 such tha t \<f>(x)\ < K'd{x). Hence, we have for 
all t E [0, T],
i j U  W * ) |  E x  [  -  V > ( B t ) l  i { T 2 < t } ]
< - -  J  dx d(x)Ex [ i {t2<1)E Bt2 [Qsup^ IV’(-Ba) -  V>(Bo)|
< C sup Ex sup — ^ { x )\ •
xedD -^0<s<t
Let e > 0. As ip E C(D) and D  is compact, is uniformly continuous on D  and hence 
there exists 6 > 0, such that, |ip(y) — ^{x)\ < e for all x ,y  E D  with \x — y\ < 5. Then, 
we have
sup Ex 
x e d D
sup |ip(Ba) -  iIj(x )\ < £ +  sup Ex sup \^ (B S) -  ip{x)\ l { SUp0 < a < t |B a- x | > « }
L0 < s < t  -1 x e d D  L0 < s < t  0-*-*'
< £ +  2 II -ip lloo sup Px (  sup IB s -  x\ >  5 ).
x e d D  V0< s < t  '
And therefore it follows by (3.32), tha t
lim sup Ex sup \ip{Bs) — ^(x)  
x e d D  f 0<s<t
=  0 .
This completes the proof. □
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S ets  a n d  sigm a-fields. Let E  be a Polish space.
R real numbers
R+ non-negative real numbers [0, oo) including 0
13(E) Borel-sigma-field on E
S ets  o f fu n c tio n s . The subscript +  added to any of these spaces, indicates the subset
of non-negative functions.
B(E) Borel-measurbale functions defined on E
Bb(E) bounded Borel-measurbale functions defined on E
C(E) continuous functions
e b(E) bounded continuous functions
Ck(E) fc-times continuously differentiable functions
C°°{E) infinitely differentiable functions
Z>(R+, E)  cadlag functions cu : R+ —» E
H b ip G #+(R+ x R d) such that su p p ^  C [0,T] x R d for some T  > 0
M easu res .
sx Dirac mass at the point x
M ( E ) Borel measures on E
M f (E) finite Borel measures on E
M P(E) purely atomic measures on E
M P(E) purely atomic and finite measures on E
C a ta ly tic  su p e r-B ro w n ia n  m o tio n  in  Rd.
W Brownian motion in Rd
CT, A catalytic measure and associated branching functional
S the support of A  which is equal to the fine support of a
r  = ts first hitting time of S  by W
fj.,L capacitary measure of the set S  and associated additive functional
X , Z cr-catalytic super-Brownian motion
£ P,x collision local time of X  with a uniformly non-polar measure p
U non-catalytic superprocess with spatial motion =  (A "^1, W  o A ^ 1)
T* / 0°° ds Us, to tal occupation measure of U
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Catalytic super-Brownian motion in D  and boundary value problems.
D  bounded domain in Rd, d > 2 with C3-boundary
CP(D)  set of p-times continuously differentiable functions defined on D
CP( D) functions of CP(D) such tha t their partial derivatives if i-th  order ( i < p )  
extend continuously to D  
B  reflecting Brownian motion in a bounded domain D C R d
I  local time on the boundary dD  of D
a  surface measure on d D ; the Revuz measure of i
Fi, F 2 nontrivial partition of dD  
i 1, £2 local times on F\ and F 2 respectively
/Lt, L  capacitary measure of the set F\ and the associated additive functional
Z  Fi-catalytic super-Brownian motion
i* local time on F\ of B  killed on F 2
Z Dir the exit measure on F2
Z Neu the Neumann boundary measure on F 2
Z f eu the Neumann boundary measure of the approximating problem
Si ,  S 2 test functions to define ’weak solution’
Some special functions.
1 a indicator function of the set A
pt (x,y)  heat kernel in ~Rd
pt(x, y)  transition density of reflecting Brownian motion in a bounded domain
H x excursion measure of excursions staring in x
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